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Introduction

The aim of the Capri project is to deliver a pilot scheme for the use of automated and connected
passenger transport ‘pods on demand’ (PODs) as a mobility service in ‘campus’ locations such as
airports, hospitals, business parks, shopping and tourist centres. These areas may be entirely
privately owned or comprise elements of both off-road and public highway usage. Four trials have
taken place during the Capri project; the first in an off road site closed to the public, two further on
private off-road land that are open to the public, and the fourth trial operating as dual mode with the
pod demonstrating use in public areas both off-road and on a privately owned road. Future use cases
and development will aim to operate on public highways in addition to private ones. A vehicle running
on the public highway has to be approved for such use and must comply with the range of legislation
controlling the construction of vehicles for public road use and their subsequent usage on the roads.
Overall, one of the key project aims is to assess how the vehicles can be designed and operated
safely in compliance with all relevant regulation, in the short term, for the purposes of the trials, and in
the longer term to support a commercial environment where vehicles can be manufacture-ready and
sold in substantial volumes both nationally and internationally.
The first aim of this deliverable is to provide an overview of current legislation that relates to the
approval for use of pod style vehicles on public roads and to examine how closely the Capri pod
complies with it. The second aim is to look to the future and examine options for design or regulatory
change that will enable pod style vehicles to be type approved (necessary for dual purpose or on-road
pods) while still ensuring safety.
The authors would also like to acknowledge the comprehensive review of regulation related to
automated vehicles that is currently being undertaken by the Law Commission. This report does not
seek to replicate this review but will draw on relevant aspects where appropriate.
Furthermore, the authors note that discussions regarding regulation of automated vehicles are
developing rapidly, therefore this report intends only to capture the most accurate information
available at the time of writing and does not guarantee future accuracy.

Figure 1: Capri pod
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Scope

The scope of this deliverable is primarily concerned with the regulation of a new vehicle type. There
are potentially two different ways to consider automated driving; to consider the whole system,
including the Automated Driving System (ADS) and the physical vehicle, to constitute the ‘vehicle
type’, or treating the ADS as ‘the driver’ and the vehicle as the physical element for approval
separately. With traditional human driven vehicles, the human ‘driving’ element does not normally
form part of the vehicle regulation, however Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) functions
are commonly approved for use so the lines between physical vehicle approval and autonomous
control are already blurred.
In addition, and from a Capri perspective, the ADS can be viewed as independent to the physical
vehicle as it is possible that mechanically identical vehicles could be operated using different ADSs to
suit different use cases or competitive business models. It is equally possible that ADSs could be
developed by different independent companies to drive the Westfield vehicle, in addition to their own
in-house ADS. The use of the vehicle by different ADSs developed independently is potentially more
likely for pod style vehicles in general as the use cases for pods can be quite specific, certainly more
specific than more road based automated vehicles. As such, the variation between driving systems
make the question of regulation much more complex and leans towards considering the ADS and
physical separately for regulation purposes.
The approach with the Capri pod is also potentially different from vehicles designed and manufactured
by national or multinational original equipment manufacturers (OEMs). OEMs typically have in-house
development where the ADS may be developed internally or at least very closely partnered. In
addition, the advantage that OEM automated vehicle (AV) development has over pod development is
that OEMs use modified road vehicles which do not have the same regulatory issues outlined
elsewhere in this report, although they do have their own challenges to face.
Based on the above information this report does not consider in detail the regulation of the automated
driving system as the issue is both complex and broad, spanning all types of AVs from small scale
manufacturers designing pod style vehicles to large multinational OEMs adapting road vehicles.
Additionally, the primary purpose of this report is to identify options for gaining regulatory approval for
Capri-style Pods to operate on public highways. Therefore, it does not focus on operation in off-road
areas (this is covered elsewhere in the Capri project), and furthermore does not consider the
additional regulatory requirements being developed regarding post collision safety and liability.
The remainder of this report is structured as follows:
Section
2

3

4
5

6
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Title
Overview of Road
Vehicle Regulations

Summary
Summary of UK road vehicle regulations and how they align to
EU and UN regulations. Overview of vehicle categories and
how vehicles are approved for road use in the UK. Intended to
outline the current status for non-automated vehicles.
Existing Proposals for
A review of how different countries worldwide are proposing to
the Regulation of
handle regulation of automated vehicles. Intended to
Automated Vehicles
demonstrate that there are many options for future regulation
and identify how the UK can align to other nations.
The Capri Pod
A brief overview of the technical specifications of the Westfield
Specification
Pod and it’s intended operating design domain (ODD).
Regulating the Safety of Detailed examination of specific areas of vehicle regulation
the Vehicle
which pose a barrier to approving Pods for road use, why these
are important (e.g. safety), and proposals for which regulations
should apply to Pods in which form. Intended to highlight
current challenges and suggest possible solutions.
Identification of
Summary of identified options for approving Pods for road use.
Regulatory Options
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Overview of Road Vehicle Regulations

The key pieces of legislation relating to motorised road vehicles in the UK are the Road Traffic Act
(1988), the Road Vehicles (Approval) Regulations (2009) and the Road Vehicles Construction and
Use Regulations (1986).
The Road Traffic Act must comply with the United Nations Vienna Convention (1968), an international
treaty that is intended to provide a basic harmonised framework for the high-level regulation of road
vehicles in different countries. The UK Government ratified (incorporated into UK law) the Vienna
Convention on 28 March 2018 (Law Commission consultation paper, 2018).
Both the Road Vehicle Approval Regulations (2009) and the Road Vehicles Construction and Use
Regulations (1988) set out the more detailed requirements that vehicles need to meet to be registered
in the UK for the first time 1 and to be driven on the road, irrespective of their registration status.
These regulations are subject to various EU Directives and Regulations 2 as well as the UNECE
“revised 1958 Agreement” 3 (vehicle standards). Figure 2 is a simplified illustration of the key UK
legislation in relation to the international legislation of the UN and EU.
0F

1F

2F

Figure 2: Overview of key UK legislation in relation to international legislation

Aspects of the Geneva Agreement that are relevant for automation and pods will be discussed below.
The Road Vehicle Approval Regulations and Road Vehicles Construction and Use Regulations will be
discussed in the following chapter.
The Vienna Convention (1968) includes the phrase “Every driver shall at all times be able to control
his vehicle or to guide his animals”. This could be viewed as a potential barrier to automation,
however, the UK Government state in their policy paper ‘Ratifying the 1968 Vienna Convention’ 4 that
it should not be seen as such as it does not state that the driver has to be within the vehicle, nor does
it define the term ‘control’. In the policy paper, the UK interpretation is that a driver could control the
vehicle by selecting a destination and route and allowing the vehicle to drive itself.
3F

Note that this is predominantly new vehicles but can include newly imported vehicles or converted vehicles.
The UK are required to follow EU legislation during the transition period of Brexit. It is expected that this legislation will
become part of UK (or GB and NI) law at the end of the transition period and it is not clear at this point what if any changes will
be made after this.
3
Shorthand for UNECE Agreement concerning the adoption of uniform technical prescriptions for wheeled vehicles and their
parts (Law Commission Consultation paper, 2018); E/ECE/TRANS/505/Rev.3.
4 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/road-haulage-and-driving-in-the-eu-post-brexit/ratifying-the-1968-viennaconvention
1
2
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Approval of vehicles for use on UK roads

For vehicles to be sold in the UK market and/or registered to be driven on UK roads (‘designated
highways’), they first need to gain approval. This approval process regulates the safety of motor
vehicles and is subject to both UN and EU legislation. Gaining approval requires third party testing,
unlike other UK/EU industries where more emphasis is placed on self-certification by manufactures to
prove conformity (Law Commission Consultation paper, 2018). In addition, in some other jurisdictions
self-certification is used for the approval of vehicles, for example in the USA. The UK body that has
authority to grant approval is the Vehicle Certification Agency (VCA), an executive agency of the
Department for Transport (DfT). It is noted here that there are varying levels of devolution within
different areas of transport policy in the UK, therefore when specific acts or pieces of legislation are
mentioned in this report it will be specified whether these are UK, GB or England only. UK is assumed
unless specified otherwise.
The UK vehicle approval process is governed by the EU ‘Framework Directive 2007’ (Directive
2007/46/EC) 5, and the UNECE ‘revised 1958 agreement’ (E/ECE/TRANS/505/Rev.3). The EU
Framework Directive requires compliance with another set of regulations, most of which reflect the
UNECE regulations. EU Member States must apply all EU Regulations 6. The Framework Directive
allows multiple forms of approval to be granted. Type approval allows multiple vehicles of the same
‘type’ to be sold. A ‘type’ is defined in the Framework Directive but essentially for a car this means the
same manufacturer and the same basic body/chassis design – i.e. same make and model.
4F

5F

The revised 1958 agreement concerns the adoption of uniform technical requirements for motorised
vehicles and their components. Specific UN Regulations are annexed to the agreement and apply to a
single component e.g. windscreen or steering system. If one UNECE member ‘approves’ a specific
vehicle then all members have to allow that vehicle to be sold in their market, but members do not
have to accept all UN Regulations for each vehicle type. The EU is a contracting party to the revised
1958 agreement, however, any contracting party can choose which individual regulations it adopts
and the status of each regulation is published and updated regularly 7. Where the EU adopts a
UNECE Regulation and includes it within the type approval framework, then it becomes a requirement
in all EU Member States, regardless of whether or not they have signed it in their own right.
6F

Whole Vehicle Type Approval and EU Small Series Type Approval, issued from an EU authority,
allows a vehicle to be sold in any Member State but only a limited number of vehicles issued with EU
Small Series Type Approval can be sold within one year. The Framework Directive also allows
Member States to have their own National Small Series Type Approval which allows a limited number
of vehicles to be sold within that State, in addition to Individual Vehicle approval which grants approval
for a single particular vehicle.
If the manufacturer is only producing a limited number of vehicles, then EU and National Small Series
Type approval and Individual Vehicle Approval allow approval to be granted with reduced regulatory
and testing requirements. These requirements are set out in the Framework Directive for EU Small
Series but the requirements for National Small Series and Individual Vehicle Approval are set out in
national legislation (Approval Regulations 2009 in the UK) and Member States have more freedom to
interpret the ‘equivalent level of safety’ required by the EU legislation. This will be discussed further
later in the chapter.
It is also possible to gain approval for vehicles not conforming to all EU Regulations if the
manufacturer applies to the Commission for an exemption and is successful, for example, by being
granted an article 20 exemption (Framework Directive) 8. The EC however has explicitly stated (EC,
2019) that such exemptions should not be used to allow automated vehicles to gain type approval.
7F

2.1.1

Vehicle categories

The specific approval regulations that apply to a vehicle depends upon the category that it falls within.
Vehicle categories (non-agricultural) are defined by the UNECE with the latest version published in
2014: ECE/TRANS/WP.20/78/Rev.3 9.
8F

5

On the 1st September 2020, this was repealed and replaced by EU Regulation (EU) 2018/858. In the transition period
preceding this, either the framework directive or the new regulation can be complied with.
6
At the time of writing the UK is in a transition period to leave the EU and as it is unknown what level of EU legislation will be
incorporated into UK Law in the future, this report will assume no change in requirements.
7
http://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/trans/doc/2019/wp29/ECE-TRANS-WP.29-343-Rev.27-Add.1.pdf
8
or Article 39 of Regulation (EU) No 858/2018 from Sept 2020.
9
Available at: https://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/trans/main/wp29/wp29resolutions/ECE-TRANS-WP29-78-r3e.pdf
6
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It defines the following categories: (note that all categories have subcategories but only the M1
subcategories are shown here for relevance).
•

Category L: Motor vehicles with less than four wheels or four wheels with a mass of less than
400kg (550kg if carrying goods).

•

Category M: Motor Vehicles having been designed and constructed primarily for the carriage of
persons and their luggage.
─

Category M1: Vehicles of category M, comprising not more than 8 seating positions in
addition to the driver’s seat.

─

Category M2 and M3: Vehicles of category M, comprising more than eight seating positions
in addition to the driver’s seating position. M2 vehicle’s maximum mass must not exceed 5
tonnes and M3 vehicle’s maximum mass is greater than 5 tonnes. Vehicles belonging to
either M2 or M3 may have space for standing passengers.

•

Category N: Motor vehicles designed and constructed primarily for the carriage of goods.

•

Category O: Trailers designed and constructed for the carriage of goods or of persons as well as
for the accommodation of persons.

The category that is nearest to the Capri pod is category M1.

2.1.2

The Road Vehicles (Approval) Regulations 2009

The Road Vehicles (Approval) Regulations 2009, referred to as the ‘Approval regulations’, are the key
approval legislation in the UK. They apply to motorised vehicles with four wheels (excluding
agricultural vehicles) and define the term vehicle as a ‘motor vehicle’ or a ‘trailer’. Applicable vehicles
also have a design speed of more than 25 km/h and these regulations apply regardless of whether or
not the vehicle is complete or incomplete.
The regulations require vehicles to gain approval before they can be registered in the UK, by
conforming to the UN and EU regulations – either directly (EU Whole vehicle or Small Series Type
Approval) or via national schemes (National Small Series or Individual Vehicle Approval). The
Approval regulations set out how the UK applies the EU regulations (exemptions/modifications) within
the National Small Series Type Approval and Individual Vehicle Approval schemes. The Approval
regulations also set out modifications and exemptions that apply to specific special purpose vehicles
and detail additional requirements for special cases such as wheelchair mountings.

2.1.3

Current Approval Options

The main route to type approval is by gaining ‘whole vehicle type approval’, which at the moment is
Regulated at the EU level (EUWVTA). Although EUWVTA gives access to the whole EU market with
unlimited sales numbers, the approval process can be very costly and time consuming. In addition,
many of the regulations are currently not compatible with a pod style vehicle. The Framework
Agreement does allow for vehicles to gain type approval if they do not meet all the regulations or for
some types of approval, reduced testing requirements, but as the number of regulations needing to
comply with reduces, the number of permitted sales and the regions in which sales are permitted also
reduces, limiting the size of the available market. This could also have a direct impact on the level of
safety because, for example, requirements such as crash testing are reduced despite the requirement
for small series schemes to demonstrate as close as reasonably practicable to ‘equivalent levels of
safety’.
Figure 3 summarises the different routes to gain approval on a sliding scale. At the one end, there are
fewer regulations to comply with and reduced requirement for safety testing, but only low numbers of
vehicles can be produced and sold. At the other end of the scale the vehicle must conform with many
more regulations but the number of vehicles that can be sold is unrestricted. Registering as a
prototype or gaining Individual Vehicle Approval (IVA) does not provide type approval but the other
three options in Figure 3 do.

7
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Type approval

Single Vehicle approval

Figure 3: Routes for approval to run on the UK roads

2.2

Specific regulation of autonomous technologies

Regulation specifically for automation is still in its infancy. Amendments to UNECE and EC
regulations have been made to allow ADAS to be fitted to vehicles (usually those conforming with the
standard vehicle classifications e.g. M1 or N1). In May 2018, the European Commission adopted a
proposal (COM (2018) 286 final) 10 to replace the General Safety Regulation ((EC) no 661/2009). If
passed through by Parliament and Council, this proposal will mean that Advanced Emergency
Braking (AEB) systems will become mandatory for passenger cars and vans (M1 and N1) in two
phases, firstly for frontal collisions with other vehicles and secondly for frontal collisions with
vulnerable road users. Lane Keep Assist (LKA) systems and collision data recorders will also become
mandatory for these categories. In addition to this, trucks and buses (N2, N3, M2, M3) will be required
to be fitted with systems to detect the presence of vulnerable road users in front and to the nearside
of the vehicle and alert the driver.
9F

In the UK high level legislation has recently been introduced to begin the process of adapting
elements of the legal system in preparation for autonomous and electric vehicles. The GB Automated
and Electric Vehicles Act 2018 provides a definition of ‘self-driving’, requires the government to
maintain a list of automated vehicles that are or could be driven on the road, and defines liability in the
event of a crash (need for third party insurance etc). The Act’s definition of a self-driving vehicle is: A
vehicle is defined to be driving itself if it is operating in a mode in which it is not being controlled and
does not need to be monitored by an individual. The Law Commission’s review and consultation
activities relating to autonomous vehicles are intended to guide future regulation.

10

8
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Existing Proposals for the Regulation of Automated
Vehicles

It is recognised that there is a need for new regulation to govern the introduction of automated
vehicles. Existing regulation separates the vehicle from the driver and separate legislation governs
each element. Within automated vehicles, the ‘driver’ becomes an integral part of the vehicle and
therefore needs to be regulated in a different way, potentially as part of the type approval 11 process or
perhaps separately. This chapter gives a general overview of the proposals for regulatory frameworks
for automated vehicles that have been developed around the world. This includes the following
countries/jurisdictions:
10F

•
•
•
•
•

UK
European Union
Australia
Singapore
USA

Each section will summarise the key points of the relevant documents related to the jurisdiction, a
more detailed summary for each document can be found in the appendix.

3.1

United Kingdom

In the UK many initiatives are taking place to prepare for automated vehicles and to ensure their
safety, this includes a Law Commission Review, the ZENZIC Roadmap and recommendations for AV
set out by the insurance industry. These will be briefly summarised below.

3.1.1

Law Commission review

The UK Law Commission is currently undertaking a three-year review of the regulatory requirements
for automation running from 2018 to 2021. Three consultations are planned during this period. The
first examined safety assurance and legal liability and consultation responses and interim findings
were published in June 2019 (Law Commission, 2019). The second covers highly automated road
passenger services including the remote operation of fleets and will report in 2020. A third
consultation will present overarching proposals on a way forward based on the previous consultations
and this is expected to run in autumn 2020.

3.1.2

Zenzic roadmap

In 2019, Zenzic, published its roadmap for UK Connected and Automated Mobility to 2030 (Zenzic,
2019). This aims to provide direction for decision makers, investors and policy makers. The report has
a much broader scope than this deliverable, however the sections relevant to vehicle regulation will
be summarised below.
Society and People
• Vehicle approvals: build on existing foundations; ensure self-driving vehicles meet a minimum
safety standard; framework for advanced trials then national approval scheme and finally
international approval harmonisation.
• Licensing and use: Define a robust standards framework; develop legislation and regulation to
allow trialling, registration and use by early 2020s and services from 2024.
• Legislation and insurance: frameworks for data sharing with insurers and then a mature and
robust regulatory and legal framework for insurance by 2028.
Vehicles: Areas that may be a component of standards or frameworks - software update processes;
standardisation of ODDs, validation and verification of AI algorithms, standardised sensor calibration;
connectivity standards.

Worldwide there are two systems for approval for a vehicle being used on the road: Type approval and Self Certification.
Type approval is where a recognised body approves a vehicle according to the regulations independently from the
manufacturer (e.g. Europe). However, with self-certification, it is up to the manufacturer to certify that they are meeting the
regulatory requirements (e.g. US).

11
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Infrastructure: Infrastructure-related areas that may be a component of standards / frameworks –
transfer, storage cybersecurity ownership of data/data transfer; safety critical communications; test
and development facilities for rigours testing for regulators.
The document also sets out key milestones for legislation and regulation – see appendix for a
summary of this.

3.1.3

UK insurance industry

Thatcham Research examined the processes needed for the safe introduction of automated vehicles
from the perspective of the British insurance industry in a document entitled ‘Defining Safe Automated
Driving: Insurer Requirements for Highway Automation’ (Thatcham, 2019). This document has a
specific focus on distinguishing between assisted and automated driving and proposing regulations
for automated driving.
The document asserts that automated driving systems will be reliant on an operational design domain
(ODD) which is likely to be very specific. However, as it is impractical to legislate for each possible
ODD, Thatcham (2019) propose four broad categories that could be matched with key high-level
criteria allowing regulation to be flexible. The four categories proposed are Parking, Inter-Urban, City
(Urban) and Highway. Each are defined by speed, infrastructure and the nature of the surrounding
area.
Insurers main requirements for Automated Driving are:
• A clear definition of ‘assisted’ and ‘automated’ vehicles, high level framework for
regulation of ADSs.
• ODD clearly defined, controlled and understood.
• A clear and dynamic record of vehicles capable of automation.
• A clear understanding of liability with vehicle data supplied immediately to both insurer
and manufacturer to establish who was driving if an AV accident occurs.
The document suggests 12 key criteria for defining safe automated driving:
User support: clear information for the user on the system functions and systems should be simple
and intuitive.
Location specific ODD: clearly defined and published ODD with monitoring to ensure vehicle stays
within the ODD.
Safe Driving - ADS Capabilities ad Behaviour: ADS can perform all driving tasks within ODD, obey
traffic laws and manufacturers follow a robust ‘safe system’ design process with comprehensive
validation and verification.
User monitoring: active monitoring of user attention to manage safe handover.
Secondary tasks: only allowable when planned handovers are not expected.
Starting Automation: automated driving can only commence once the ODD is met, a system health
check has been done and the driver is in a fit state.
Using Automation: vehicle needs to monitor user alertness to ensure they are ready for handover.
Ending Automation: ADS must be capable of performing a minimum risk manoeuvre (stop in lane
not sufficient), and warning should be given in the event of system failure and handover.
Collision Protection: emergency collision avoidance technology must be fitted and be engaged
when the ADS is operating. State of the art passive safety technology should be fitted.
Cyber Resilience: the design and maintenance of the ADS must minimise the consequences of
cyber intrusion.
Collison data: a limited data set confirming whether ADS or human driver was in control in the lead
up to a collision needs to be made available and data recording should be triggered by a collision or
emergency system intervention.
Sustainability: Software systems must have full functional support for 10 years, be self-healing for
minor faults and display if a fault is detected. Periodic technical inspection should be used to validate
emergency collision avoidance system function

10
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European Union

The European Commission sets out its plans to integrate automation in current and future legislation
governing the European Union in two documents: ‘On the road to automated mobility: An EU strategy
for mobility of the future’ (EC, 2018) and ‘Guidelines on the exemption procedure for the EU approval
of automated vehicles’ (EC, 2019).

3.2.1

On the road to automated mobility: An EU strategy for mobility of the future
(EC, 2018)

This document proposes an agenda for a comprehensive and harmonised approach between
Member States towards connected and automated mobility. It aims to address both the development
of enablers such as technology and infrastructure as well as the introduction of appropriate legislation
and policies to ensure safety. It applies to all levels of automation and is a recommendation document
not mandatory.
The following assertions are included:
•

A Member State should not contradict EU vehicle legislation.

•

Automated vehicles should only be deployed once the safety of all road users including
vulnerable road users (VRUs) and other non-automated vehicles is guaranteed.

•

The United Nations framework for defining expected tasks of driver / vehicle at different levels
of automation 12 should be followed and as there is no EU traffic rules legislation, Member
States should follow the Vienna convention (1968)
11F

•

The EU motor vehicle liability regulations should be followed, and it is proposed that vehicles
are fitted with data recorders to clarify whether the automated system or human driver was in
charge at the time of the collision.

The document also identifies where additional legislation may be needed with regards to connectivity
and vehicle to vehicle/infrastructure communication as well as cybersecurity and data access.

3.2.2

Guidelines on the exemption procedure for the EU approval of automated
vehicles (EC, 2019)

This document aims to clarify when and under what circumstances a member state can apply for an
exemption to a type approval regulation to allow approval of an automated vehicle that would not be
otherwise approved to be used on the road. The focus is on SAE level 3 and 4 vehicles 13.The
relevant regulations can be found in Article 20 of Directive 2007/46 and Article 39 of Regulation (EU)
No 858/2018.
12F

The document sets out some safety requirements for AVs:
•

The AV replaces the driver within the ODD.

•

All traffic laws must be obeyed, the vehicle has to behave predictably and not cause any
foreseeable and preventable crash.

•

The ODD must be declared, and the system must recognise whether the vehicle is within the
ODD and detect when it is difficult to continue in automated mode.

•

The system must allow the driver to perform a safe takeover from automated mode.

•

When the vehicle can no longer operate in automated mode it should be able to transfer to a
minimal risk condition and perform a minimal risk manoeuvre which complies with traffic rules.

•

Vehicles should be equipped with on-board data recording devices that record the status of
the system and the driver, and cybersecurity should prevent hacking for the full lifespan of the
vehicle.

http://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/trans/main/wp29/wp29resolutions/ECE-TRANS-WP29-1140e.pdf
A widely accepted definition for different levels of automation is defined by the Society of Automotive Engineers in
“Taxonomy and Definitions for Terms Related to Driving Automation Systems for On-Road Motor Vehicles”. Latest revision 1506-2018 https://www.sae.org/standards/content/j3016_201806/
12
13
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•

Automation should only be able to be activated if ODD conditions are met. The human
(driver/passenger/controller) should be able to deactivate or override the system.

•

If the system requires the driver to take over in some circumstances, the driver state should
be monitored.

•

If the vehicle operates with no driver (e.g. shuttles) communication function shall be provided
to send an emergency notification to an operation control centre.

As well as some requirements for safety assessment and testing:
•

Automated vehicles and their components must all comply to existing safety regulations to the
largest extent possible.

•

Manufacturers must demonstrate a robust design and validation process including conducting
a hazard and safety risk assessment for automated systems that builds in redundancy.

•

Manufacturers should submit a safety evaluation report that should include the above as a
minimum, plus evidence of a minimum number of tests to verify functional and operational
safety. Simulations can but used but would be subject to other validation procedures.

•

Type approval authorities should have access to the systems for inspection and have the
necessary competencies to carry out their inspection duties.

3.3

Australia

The National Transport Commission for Australia has set out detailed proposals for a regulatory
framework for automated vehicles in a document entitled ‘Safety Assurance for Automated Driving
Systems: Decision Regulation Impact Statement’ (NTC, 2018). The document covers advanced
automated driving systems (nominally SAE levels 3-5) and proposes responsibilities for both ADSEs
(automated driving system entities) and governing bodies.
The document sets out four regulatory options with varying rigor and regulatory control:
Option 1: Using existing legislation and regulatory instruments with no explicit safety assurance of
automated driving systems.
Option 2: Safety assurance system within existing frameworks – based on mandatory selfcertification against principles-based safety criteria, relies on existing legislation and regulatory
instruments. Commonwealth government set safety criteria and obligations for ADSEs.
Option 3: New safety assurance system with dedicated national agency – based on mandatory selfcertification, include new or amended legislation to allow inclusion of targeted compliance and
enforcement options. Responsible agency (either Commonwealth government or other) set safety
criteria and obligations for ADSEs.
Option 4: New safety assurance system and primary safety duty – includes all the elements of option
3 plus a primary safety duty on ADSEs.
The document also proposes a safety assurance system that would be administered by a government
authority on a national basis. ADSEs would be required to provide a Statement of Compliance which
would need approval before the vehicle could be sold.
As part of the safety assurance system, 11 principles-based safety criteria were recommended:
Safe system design and validation process: documentation of choice of design, validation and
verification processes. Empirical evidence to support the safety of the ADS and how they will ensure a
safe technology is developed and maintained for the life of the ADS.
Operational Design Domain: the ODD must be identified and ADSEs must demonstrate the ADS
can operate safely within ODD, will not operate outside of it, and that it is able to transition to a
minimal risk condition.
Human Machine Interface: this relates to the communication with the driver to give information about
the condition of the system, requesting a driver or ‘fallback-ready’ user to take control of the vehicle
and assessing whether they are fit to do so
Compliance with relevant road traffic laws: compliance with existing road traffic laws needs to be
demonstrated as well as procedures to comply with future new laws. How the system will respond in a
safe way if strict observation of the laws is not possible should also be documented.
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Interaction with enforcement and emergency services: information must be given about how the
police can access accurate information about ADS engagement at a specific point in time and how the
ADS will interact with emergency vehicles on the road or roadside.
Minimal risk condition: demonstrate how the ADS will detect that it cannot operate safely and the
steps the ADS will take to bring the vehicle to a minimal risk condition – a range of approaches may
need to be considered.
On-road behavioural competency: demonstrate how the ADS will appropriately respond to
foreseeable and unusual conditions that may affect its safe operation and how it will interact in a
predictable and safe way with other road users. This will include object detection, crash avoidance
and interaction with other road users including VRUs.
Installation of system upgrades: document how system upgrades risk will be managed; how
owners/operators know whether a safety critical update has been installed correctly.
Verifying for the Australian road environment: demonstrate how it has considered the Australian
road environment in designing, developing and verifying the ADS, including its forward planning
processes to ensure compliance with changes to the road environment.
Cybersecurity: demonstrate the capacity and competency of the ADS to minimise cybersecurity
threats and vulnerabilities.
Education and Training: outline the education and training and ADSE will provide to relevant parties
about its ADS and how this will minimise the safety risks of incorrectly using and operating the ADS.

3.4

Singapore

In 2019 the Singapore Standards Council published a multipart document entitled ‘Technical
Reference for Autonomous Vehicles – TR68’. The relevant sections of ‘Part 1: Basic Behaviour’ and
‘Part 2: Safety’ will be summarised below. The documents apply to SAE level 4 or 5 for all trips within
the ODD without a human driver.

3.4.1

Technical Reference for Autonomous Vehicles - Part 1: Basic Behaviour

The Basic Behaviour document applies to automated vehicles operating on public roads in mixed
traffic (AVs and non AVs) and assumes that the ‘driving rules’ that currently exist in Singapore have
not been adapted for AV.s It sets out a hierarchy of decision-making that states safety is the primary
consideration followed by maintaining free movement of traffic.
Safe Distances:
• The AV should be able to maintain appropriate speed, taking into account speed limits, road
geography and traffic flow.
• Safe distances from the leading vehicle and pedestrians/cyclists (when passing) should be
maintained – the sensor range should be greater than braking distance plus an allowance for
poor visibility.
• The circumstances where a minimal risk condition should occur are also defined.
Manoeuvres: The AV should have the ability to interpret traffic signals, perform lane change and
overtaking manoeuvres, negotiate junctions and pedestrian crossings as well as obeying the relevant
traffic rules.
AV’s conduct of the driving task: The AV should have the ability to recognise hand signals from
drivers and authorities and be able to respond to emergency vehicles.

3.4.2

Technical Reference for Autonomous Vehicles - Part 2: Safety

The document sets out the safety requirements for AVs in terms of quality control and safety
assurance under the following headings: quality management system; safety management system;
human machine interface; artificial intelligence. It also refers to a number of international standards.
Quality management system:
• Full quality assurance: The AV developer is responsible for proving that the AV is safe and fit
for purpose, including the basic design and function of components and software including
control mechanisms. The developer should fully describe the approach to defining traffic
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scenarios and reducing unknowns, the role of virtual, circuit level an on-road testing (and test
results), fail safe and fall-back solutions, and boundaries of operation.
The developer must document how they will manage aspects such as version control and
reproduction throughout the AV life cycle, be able to accurately control and document
changes, have a high level of staff competency and training and have a clear process for
identifying, reporting and resolving issues.

Safety management system:
• Design control requirements: description of functions including manoeuvres and a
comprehensive set of scenarios likely to be encountered within the ODD – common and
uncommon.
• Hazard analysis and risk assessment: produce a comprehensive risk analysis of hazards that
conforms to existing standards. E.g. ISO 21448 safety of intended functionality (SOFIT)
• Risk mitigation strategy: demonstrate how hazardous events are mitigated in the design or
ODD and define the ODD and conditions for remote operation which should only occur once
the AV is in a safe state/minimal risk condition.
• Validation: industry standards should be followed, and test scenarios should cover all ODD
scenarios and distribution of road users. Virtual methods (simulation) can be used but are not
sufficient on their own. Closed road testing can be used as well as public road testing once
the AV is considered safe and/or a safety driver is present.
• Safety of software updates: all changes should be fully document and comply with industry
standards. If an update affects compliance of the AV system, then the developer has to apply
for an extension from the regulator.
Human machine interface within the safety systems:
• Humans should not play a role in safety for SAE level 4/5 but there is a need for HMI design
for passengers.
• Status messages should be conveyed as appropriate for safe operation to the passengers,
other road users and developer/operator.
• Communication methods can be visual, acoustic, haptic or a combination of these, but this
should be understood by the range of users taking into account disability and language.
Artificial intelligence within the safety systems:
ISO 21448 SOFIT has a role in relation to offline training including artificial intelligence (AI). AI during
operation of an AV system that influences safety and intended function is prohibited however could be
considered under certain conditions in development or through a retrofit process as long as it is
formally validated.

3.5

USA

The USA’s approach to automated vehicles is to welcome testing and trials within the regulatory
structures and policies of individual States. Two guidance documents have been produced, one by the
Department of Transportation (DOT) and the other by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA).
The DOT document, ‘Automated Vehicles 3.0, Preparing for the future of transportation’ (DOT, 2018)
focuses on strategy and policy whilst the NHTSA (2017) document, ‘Automated Driving systems 2.0. A
vision for Safety’, focuses more on the technology and its safety.

3.5.1

Automated Vehicles 3.0. Preparing for the future of transportation (DOT,
2018)

In this document, the US DOT established six principles they will use in their approach for shaping
policy for AVs:
1. Prioritise Safety
2. Remain Technology Neutral
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Modernise Regulations
Encourage a Consistent Regulatory and Operational Environment
Prepare Proactively for Automation
Protect and Enhance the Freedoms Enjoyed by Americans

Within this deliverable, two sections of the report will be focused upon – ‘Roles in Automation –
Private Sector/Industry’, where the document sets out some principles for AVs and associated
technology developers, and ‘Safety Risk Management Stages along the Path to Full Commercial
Integration’, where the document sets out a conceptual framework for commercial risk management.
The contents of the document are intended to be recommendations. There is no suggestion that the
DOT intends to mandate regulations.
Roles in Automation – Private Industry
• Responsibilities: investment in research, commercial technology development, work with
policy makers to ensure they understand the capabilities and limitations of new technologies.
•

Self-assessments: demonstrate safety through voluntary safety self-assessments. It is
important to be transparent and a publicly available Voluntary Safety Self-Assessment
document should demonstrate how they address the 12 safety elements identified in Vision
for Safety 2.0.

•

Motor Carriers: ensure employees are aware of the capabilities and limitations of ADAS/ADS
on their vehicles as well as ODD limitations. Be aware of maintenance requirements and
procedures to follow if systems malfunction.

•

Information to the public: use consistent terminology, provide easy to understand
information for capabilities and limitations of the system (SAE 1-3) and what the technology is
and how to interact with it (SAE 4-5).

•

Additional Considerations: account for all transportation conditions (infrastructure etc),
design easily understandable user interfaces, engage in voluntary data exchanges to improve
safety, follow best practice and industry standards for cyber risks.

Safety Risk Management Stages along the Path to Full Commercial Integration (conceptual
framework)
• Development and early stage road testing: significant engineering and safety analysis
performed in controlled environments prior to on-road testing.
•

Expanded ADS road testing: clearly defined ODD, robust verification and validation taken
place, observe system failures, receive safety driver feedback, and execute fail-safe systems.
Safety driver should be present as back up and no member of the public should be carried at
this stage.

•

Limited to full ADS deployment: widely engaging with the public, validate safety
assumptions, gather user feedback. Stable software with centrally manged changes/updates.
More limited role of safety driver or remote safety driver but could be eliminated.

3.5.2

Automated Driving systems 2.0. A vision for Safety (NHTSA, 2017)

This document sets out 12 priority safety elements - each element has safety goals and approaches
that could be used to meet them.
System safety
• A systems engineering approach is encouraged.
•

The design and validation process should include hazard and risk analysis. Design
redundancies and strategies for handling malfunction should also be described.

•

Software testing should be thorough, measurable and software development and change
management should be documented.

•

All design decisions should be tested, validated and verified as individual subsystems and as
part of the whole vehicle system with full documentation.

Operational Design Domain (ODD)
• For each ADS, the ODD should be defined and documented.
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•

The ODD should include the type of roadway, geographical area (city/mountain/desert),
speed range, environmental conditions (light/weather) and any other constraints.

•

The ADS should operate safety within its ODD. When not within this the vehicle should
transition to a minimal risk condition. If level 3 automation, this could involve transition to a
receptive fallback ready user.

Object and Event Detection and Response (OEDR)
• The assessment, testing and validation (and documentation of this) of the following is
encouraged: ADS’s OEDR capabilities; all known behavioural competencies; crash avoidance
capabilities; design choices.
•

ADS should be able to address applicable pre-crash scenarios that relate to e.g. control loss,
lane change etc.

Fallback (minimal risk condition)
• A documented process for transitioning to the Minimal Risk Condition (Fallback) and
assessment, testing and validation is encouraged.
•

ADS should be capable of detecting system malfunction or when vehicle is outside of ODD
and be able to notify the driver to allow them to regain control or independently perform a
Fallback manoeuvre. System should be capable of assessing the level of driver attention.

Validation methods
• Developing validation methods to mitigate the safety risk associated with the particular ADS is
encouraged.
•

Tests should demonstrate behavioural competencies (normal operation), crash avoidance and
fallback performance within the ODD.

•

Testing could include a combination of simulation, test track and on-road testing.

Human Machine Interface (HMI)
• As a minimum, the ADS should be capable of requesting control to be transitioned to the
driver/operator and communicating to the driver or occupant whether the ADS is: functioning
properly or experiencing a malfunction; engaged in ADS mode; unavailable for use.
•

The use of driver engagement monitoring should be considered where a driver may be asked
to retake the driving task in order to assess driver awareness and readiness.

Vehicle cybersecurity
• A robust product development and documentation process based on the systems engineering
approach is encouraged to minimise risks to safety including cybersecurity threats or
vulnerabilities.
Crashworthiness
• The occupant protection system should maintain its intended performance level if a crash
occurs, whether or not the ADS or human driver is controlling the vehicle.
•

Consideration should be given to incorporating information from advanced sensing
technologies into new occupant protection systems.

Post-crash ADS behaviour
• Methods of returning an ADS to a safe state immediately following a crash should be
considered and automatic notification to authorities is encouraged.
•

It is encouraged that documentation that facilitates maintenance and repair is available.

Data recording
• Data relating to malfunctions, degradation or failures are encouraged to be collected in a way
that allows the identification of the causes of crashes.
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•

Data should be collected for on-road testing, adopting voluntary guidance/best practice and
existing standards is encouraged.

•

Organisations who are testing or deploying ADS should collect data relating to crashes
involving: fatal or non-fatal injuries; damage that requires towing of an involved vehicle.

•

It is recommended that ADS data should be stored, maintained and made readily available in
the same way, including privacy considerations, as for crash event data recorders.
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•

The vehicle should record all available data relevant to the crash to allow reconstruction. This
should include ADS status, whether ADS or human driver was in control and when.

•

The manufacturer/developer should have the technical and legal capability to share data with
government authorities.

Consumer education and training
• The development and documentation of education and training programmes is encouraged in
order to address the differences between ADS and conventional vehicles.
•

Consumer education is encouraged to include things such as: system capabilities/limitations;
engagement/disengagement methods; HMI; fallback; ODD parameters; things that could alter
the behaviour of ADS.

•

Programs should be evaluated for effectiveness, routinely updated, and feedback from
dealers and consumers should be taken into account.

Federal, state and local laws
• Documentation of how all applicable laws (including all traffic laws) are intended to be
addressed is encouraged
•

3.6

Documentation of the testing and validation of scenarios where the capacity exists breaks
laws to allow continuity of the journey is encouraged

Commonalities between regulatory proposals

Although the tone of the documents summarised here varies from recommendations and advisory to
a more mandatory tone (‘should’, or must’), in general there are many commonalities between them.
There is common agreement that there is a need for legislation, regulation and standards to cover:
•

The approval of the vehicle to be used on the road – compliance with all safety regulations
applicable to equivalent manually driven vehicles already in existence.

•

Full documentation and robust processes in the design, development and updating of
automated systems with particular focus on capability and behaviour.

•

A robust system of testing and validation that includes a combination of simulation, closed test
track and on-road trials.

•

Detailing and documentation of emergency procedures including failures and achieving
minimal risk conditions.

•

Cyber security – including over the air updates.

•

Fleet / remote operation including communication protocols.

Of critical importance is the Operational Design Domain. The ODD requires full documentation and in
the UK there are calls for the standardisation of ODDs to allow regulation to be developed. Many of
the above ‘needs’ relate to and are tested against the ODD. This is a shift from traditional approval
processes where all vehicles in the same vehicle type category have to meet the same regulations
and get approved for use on any type of road (with some categories having certain universal
restrictions).
Automated vehicles are likely to be approved for use within a specific Operational Design Domain that
is defined by the manufacturer, therefore, future regulation must be more flexible and have clear
demarcations between when the vehicle is within its ODD and what should happen when it leaves it.
Although there is a broad agreement on high level requirements, how these are applied in detail are
either not yet fully investigated or still being debated. For example:
• Should industry lead the definitions of ODDs (and therefore have many different variants) or
should there be a set of ODDs that are considered ‘standard’ and must be complied with?
• Simulation is widely suggested as a useful tool in assessing safety however there is not a
number or extent of scenarios that is agreed upon. Should simulations test all possible
collisions? Or should there be a set of scenarios relating to existing collision types that should
be tested for all automated vehicles?
• There is a clear need for a minimal risk manoeuvre but what would be considered safe and
what manoeuvre is appropriate for what circumstances?
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The Capri Pod Specification

The Capri pod is intended to operate at a SAE automation level 4. It is the next generation evolution
of the pod design already in use in dedicated guideways at Heathrow airport and manufactured by
project partner, Westfield Technology Group. The GATEWAY 14 project evolved this design into one
capable of operation across a ‘campus’ site not on the public road. Capri will take this a step further
with the aim of providing a ‘last mile’ transport service for passengers, capable of operation both on
pathways and pedestrian areas but also on defined sections of roads. The project refers to this
concept as a ‘dual mode’ pod.
13F

4.1

Operational design domain

For the proposed operation to be successful the pod specification typically aligns with the intended
operation so that the vehicle is suited to its environment and that additional risks or restrictions to the
operation are identified. For this a set of specifications commonly termed an Operational Design
Domain (ODD) outlines the various areas of the operation. Although the term ‘Operational Design
Domain’ is increasingly common in the area of automated driving the term is generally used to
describe a number of individual but interrelated elements that combine to form a description of the
‘world’ any given ADS could use. This section therefore describes the parameterisation of factors that
form an Operational World Model (OWM) which can be used to specify the driving tasks for
verification and validation of the ADS behaviour.
In general, the Capri ADS is designed around some high-level domain requirements. These are
outlined below to frame the scope of this section. The creation and specification of an ODD nominally
implies that the vehicle using the ADS is operating below SAE level 5. If the vehicle was to have an
SAE automated driving level of 5 then an ODD would be much less restrictive as, by definition, the
vehicle would have the same mobility as a human driver (i.e. the ODD would be defined as
everywhere a human could drive the same type of vehicle while still allowing for some restrictions
such as private land etc.).
Overall domain requirements for the Capri pod:
•
•
•
•

Dual mode (both on and off road).
Accessible to all users.
Detect and respond to all anticipated hazards it may encounter, for example vehicles /
bicycles / pedestrians / animals / road furniture etc.
Follow pre-planned routes.

Formation of an Operational World Model (OWM)
As described above the description of a ‘world’ in which the autonomous vehicle could operate
necessitates a slight shift in language from the use of ODD as a universal term, and towards
describing it as an operational world model. The world model covers three main sections:
•
•
•

The Operational Road Environment Model (OREM).
The Subject Vehicle Model (SVM).
The Subject Automated Driving System model (SADS).

These combine to form the operational world model. The advantage of using this methodology over
solely an ODD is that the different layers can be composited to build up a more complex operation, for
example an operation using two or more different vehicles operating subtly different ADS.
The following section introduces each section of the OWM however the simplified schematic shown in
Figure 4 illustrates how the individual components form a world model.

A project part funded by the Centre for Connected and Autonomous Vehicles (CCAV). Gateway’s main aim was to carry out
a user research trial, with members of the public invited to ride a pod on a 3.4km off-road route in Greenwich and share their
opinions https://gateway-project.org.uk/.
14
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Figure 4: Schematic of Capri pod operation models

One discussion which is not yet resolved is that an Operation World Model (or using the traditional
term, an ODD) is only suitable for a system if the intended operation is within the scope of the
technologies and the other ‘soft’ system elements such as dispatchers or control room staff. If an ADS
developer, vehicle manufacturer or operator wants to push the envelope of the vehicle capabilities, for
example by running in all weather conditions, then the ODD will need to offer enough clarity to inform
the operations. Take for example the case of a remote operator, how well do they know what the
sensor limits are? How does their knowledge relate to what they can see and assess, for example the
quantity of snow falling or the visibility due to fog or mist? With multiple pods running, as may often be
the future use case, can a remote operator properly and instinctively understand the difference
between one vehicle and a nominally near identical one with slightly different sensor capability?
Operation road environment model (OREM)
The use of an ADS in the real world typically involves a set of operational environments in which the
ADS can operate the vehicle. These environments can be specified using a set of OREMs. These
cover, for example: specific details of the physical environment that the vehicle will operate in such as
road and area types; specific elements of the areas to be used (pedestrianised, private, public etc.);
environmental conditions covered or restricted; any other limiting factors the environment places on
the ADS. Table 1 shows more detail of the types of parameters that may be included in an OREM.
These OREM parameters only describe the environment and as such fall short of illustrating the
vehicle-based dependences of the proposed operation. OREMs are therefore used in combination
with subject vehicle models (SVMs).
Subject vehicle model (SVM)
An SVM covers all relevant details of the physical vehicle used. Elements covered in the SVM include
typical vehicle specifications (mass, dimensions, carrying capacity) alongside other more detailed
parameters such as acceleration, braking rate, cornering rate and radius. In some cases, other
vehicle details which could change the operation could be included such as whether passengers with
mobility issues are expected or if the vehicle needs permanent GPS signal for navigation (for example
to permit a route running inside a building).
An SVM may also be enhanced by the addition of a Subject Automated Driving System (SADS) model
which could contain more detailed information on the sensing capabilities of the subject vehicle or
other parameters specific to the ADS.
For the purposes of this section the Capri model is shown previously in Figure 4, where one SVM is
operating alongside one SADS within its representative OREM.
The power of breaking the OWM down in this way is simply that better coverage of all parameters can
be gained together with the interactions between these parameters. If, for example, the SVM is
concerned only with things that affect the vehicle and its goals, and the OREM is only concerned with
representing the relevant assumptions about the road environment in which an AV will operate then
there will always be the potential for missing information within the verification and validation of AVs.
It can therefore be seen that individually the vehicle and road environment models are inherently
partial with respect to the operational world model which is a combination of all the information
required.
When two identical vehicles are under test, both using identical ADSs, there will be duplication of the
SVM box as illustrated in Figure 5 below.
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Figure 5: Schematic showing multiple Capri models

Figure 5 can also be expanded to cover different pods operating within the same environment model
with the inclusion of additional SVM boxes. Different versions of figure 5 can be produced for each
different ‘world’ AV’s operate in; for Capri, a different ‘world’ will be considered for each different trial.
In these cases, the ADS may be tuned to work optimally at one site where high volumes of
pedestrians are present and the same vehicle and ADS may then be tuned to work optimally at a
different site such that it operates with different characteristics in driving. Insertion of different SADSs
into the SVM can be used to describe the situation where mechanically identical pods may be fitted
with completely different ADS from a range of different suppliers to achieve varied operation.

4.1.1

Example OREM (Operational Road Environment Model)

The OREM for the Capri use case can be split into two broad sections. These cover a generic OREM
which is not constrained to a specific site and specific OREM where the trial routes are defined.
The generic OREM properties can be split into two further categories; those considered in scope and
those out of scope. Road and environment properties considered in-scope can be used to describe
any environment where the pod could be used whereas properties deemed out of scope show the
potential limitations to use.
In addition, there may be properties that are considered partially in scope of an ODD, however for the
purposes of this document these are not considered. For example, relevant aspects of the highway
code may be applicable for an OREM, however, are not included here as the current Capri use case
does not include public roads. The ways in which regulations and recommendations such as the
highway code will apply are discussed in more detail elsewhere in this report. The following table
(Table 1) shows an example of an OREM for the Capri use case.
Table 1: Example OREM of the Capri use case

Road and environment property
Urban

In scope
Area and road type

Out of scope

Extra-urban
Rural
Motorway (and ‘special’ roads)
A roads (including PRN and SRN)
A roads (excluding PRN and SRN)
B roads
Unclassified
…
Pedestrianised areas

Road elements and access

Private roads
Publicly accessible roads
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Private parking
Service yards
Emergency access points
Tunnels
Enclosed parking structures
Roundabouts
Signalised junctions (traffic light controlled)
Uncontrolled junctions (give way/stop)
Closed private campus sites
Shared use paths
Construction zones
…
Slope (driving)
Slope (stopping/parking)
Slope (setting off)
Approach depart angle
Accessible width
ACS Navigable width
Vertical edge
Curve radius
Negative height object
Contaminants

Road descriptions
<10%
<10%
<7.5%
<15°
>1.5m
>3.5m
<30mm
>6.75m
<30mm

>10%
>10%
>7.5%
>15°
<1.5m
<3.5m
>30mm
<6.75m
>30mm

…
Seasonal restrictions
Time restrictions

Min Temperature (operational)
Min interior temperature (comfort)
Min Temperature (parking/charging)
Max temperature (operational)
Max interior temperature (comfort)
Max Temperature (parking/charging)
Standing water depth (wading)
Surface temp
Surface ice

Environmental conditions
All seasons
All times (unless
specified by site
owners)
>0°C
>16°C
>5°C
<30°C
<30°C
<45°C
<30mm
-10°C - +40°C

<0°C
<16°C
<5°C
>30°C
>30°C
>45°C
>30mm
<-10°C or >+40°C

Surface snow
Falling snow

within sensor
capabilities

Unless sensors
deteriorate

Precipitation

within sensor
capabilities

Unless sensors
deteriorate

Fog/mist

within sensor
capabilities
<30mph
Are there limits
Are there any

Unless sensors
deteriorate
>30mph

Windspeed
Humidity
Light conditions
…
…

In addition to road and environment conditions, an OREM may contain details about the specific route
to be used. This would typically be in the form of a map or GPS/GIS data, however the table below
shows the sort of information that would be conveyed through that which may limit a pods use. These
conditions may have some overlap with the SVM and SADS.
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Table 2: Example OREM of the Capri use case (manoeuvres and operation)

Property
ACS Forward travel

In scope
Manoeuvres and operation

Out of scope

ACS Right/Left turns
ACS Reversing
ACS stop for hazard
ACS swerve for hazard
ACS pull into stop
….
Traffic density
Load inside

Unclear how to define
(450kg)

Load external
Trailer or carrier use
…
…

4.1.2

Example SVM (Subject Vehicle Model)

The Capri pod main characteristics are detailed below in Table 3. These form the basis of the SVM,
though a complete SVM may include additional characteristics not detailed here. Additional
characteristics are often kept private by the AV manufacturer due to confidentiality an intellectual
property reasons.
Table 3: Capri pod characteristics

Passenger Capacity
Gross Vehicle Weight
Maximum Speed
Turning circle
Wall to wall turning radius
Emergency deceleration rate
Battery range
Overall length
Overall width (excl sensors)
Height
Body height
Front/rear overhang
Wheelbase
Track width
Minimum ground clearance
Min Battery state
Tyre inflation
Tyre condition
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Attributes

Dimensions

4
1430kg (980kg unladen)
24mph (40km/h)
13.5m
6.75m
~3m/s2
6-8 hours
3.7m
1.47
1.8m
1.4m
0.778m
2.145m
1.05m
0.134m
50% to 100% charge
Between 26psi and 32psi
>1.6mm tread depth
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Regulating the Safety of the Vehicle

As discussed above, the safety of new road vehicles is generally regulated through approval
regulations that must be satisfied before a vehicle can be registered for road use. These regulations
are complex and control many aspects of vehicle performance at a detailed level. The review has
focussed on areas that an initial review found were likely to present some form of challenge to the
approval of a pod. Specifically, the aspects considered were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Capability, usage and categorisation
Restraint systems
Braking
Stability
Brake assist
Electronic Stability Control
Direct Vision
Lighting
Steering equipment
Protective steering
Frontal Impact
Side Impact
Rear impact
Pedestrian protection

Each of these are reviewed in more detail in the subsections below.

5.1

Capability, usage and categorisation

The basic principle expressed in most early proposals for regulating automated vehicles is that all
aspects not directly associated with the automation, notably passive safety protection in the event of a
collision, shall be to the same standard as an equivalent manually driven vehicle.
In terms of the regulatory classification of vehicles under EU type approval; the pod, as it is currently
designed, most closely resembles an M1 vehicle. It is a passenger vehicle with less than 8 passenger
seats and subject to Directive 2007/46/EC, soon to be replace by Regulation (EU) 2018/858. Thus, in
principle it is very clear which standards of safety that should, as a minimum standard, apply to the
areas of pod design outside of the ADS. The rigour with which these standards are tested and
approved would depend on the sales volume and territories. For low sales in the UK, individual
vehicle approval will provide a less onerous examination of the safety performance. For unlimited
sales volumes across the EU, a high standard of examination of safety performance is required but
just one assessment covers all sales in Europe.
However, an alternative view can be taken that the pod is a new type of vehicle that does not have a
manually driven equivalent. All normal passenger cars will be categorised as M1 vehicles, as will
some smaller car-derived vans. These vehicles are all capable of driving anywhere on the public road
network including high and low speed rural and urban roads and motorways. Nearly all of them would
be capable of travelling up to the speed limit on any of those roads. The safety and environmental
regulations applied to the vehicles at approval are, therefore, designed to be suitable across all these
environments and situations.
Pods as defined in this project are not designed to go everywhere and would only be capable of
reaching the speed limit in the lowest 20mph speed limit zones. They will operate only on defined,
pre-mapped routes at speeds of up to 25mph, predominantly, but not necessarily exclusively, in built
up areas surrounding a particular campus or transport hub such as hospitals, airports, major rail links
or major attractions (stadia etc). It is also intended that they will be able to operate off the public road,
in pedestrian areas at even lower speeds of generally up to 5mph, though potentially higher in wide
open low-pedestrian-density spaces. This is something that no motor vehicle subject to the approval
regulations is permitted to do. Their risk profile could, therefore, be quite different to that of current M1
passenger vehicles.
Other vehicle types do already exist that have a more restricted design or operation, for example:
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Powered Cycles (L1e-A): No power assistance
above 25 km/h, no access to motorways, no
rider training requirements (Regulation (EU)
168/2013)

Mopeds (L1e-B): Max speed 45 km/h, no access
to motorways if less than 50cc engine, provisional
license and certificate of basic training rather than
full driving test. (Regulation (EU) 168/2013)

Light Quadri-mobile (L6e-B): Enclosed driving
and passenger compartment, max speed 45
km/h, max mass 425kg (Regulation (EU)
168/2013)
Heavy Quadri-mobile (L7e-C): Enclosed driving
and passenger compartment, max speed 90
km/h, max mass 450kg (Regulation (EU)
168/2013)

Heavy on-road quad (L7e-A): Not compliant with
L7e-C, up to 2 straddle seats (shown) or 2 nonstraddle seats (car like). Speed unrestricted 15,
max power 15 kw, max mass 450 kg. (Regulation
(EU) 168/2013)

City buses (M2/3): designed to carry standing
passengers, typically urban use only and max
speed c. 80 km/h though not regulated as max
(Directive 2007/46/EC)

Agricultural vehicles (T): Certain categories
restricted to 40 km/h, in practice none faster than
80 km/h, predominantly used in rural areas, no
access to motorways (Regulation (EU) 167/2013)

14F

Note that although there is no speed restriction, (Edwards, et al., 2014) concluded that the drag coefficient of such vehicles
would have to be very low in order for 90 km/h to be exceeded with a motor power limit of 15 kw. Stakeholders suggested
speeds of up to 120 km/h may be feasible despite this.

15
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Each of these vehicle types has different minimum safety standards that were deemed by regulators
to be suitable for their particular operational use. Where those operational or design restrictions are
comparable to pods, it could therefore be considered that these form the benchmark for ‘an equivalent
manually driven vehicle’.
Two wheelers will clearly suffer quite different risks so have been discounted as a comparator. In
terms of speed, an agricultural vehicle is the closest match to the Capri pod but the general design,
mass and usage of the vehicle is clearly very different. A larger city bus is a close match in terms of
providing public passenger transport in urban areas but will be much heavier and capable of higher
speeds. A light quadri-mobile is a close match in terms of speed and passenger transport and a
likelihood of use mainly in shorter distance urban transport but can only be much lighter than a pod. A
heavy quadri-mobile is actually of similar mass to a light quadri-mobile, with a maximum only 25 kg
more, but is capable of higher speeds of up to 90 km/h. Quadri-mobiles are interesting because they
can be very similar in appearance to small M1 passenger cars. The safety standards applied to these
categories are not as onerous as those of M1 vehicles.
The heavy on-road quad is also interesting because although it is clearly motorcycle-derived in
appearance as well as technology, it allows passenger transport in normal seats at unrestricted
speeds, although the maximum power is limited. (Edwards, Seidl, Carroll, & Nathanson, 2014)
concluded that the vehicles would be used in a ‘car like’ manner and should have safety levels that
are equivalent to that of small cars.
Thus, no existing category of vehicle is a perfect match. It also appears as if speed capability has
been used as an important determinant in the approach to the regulation of other vehicle types. The
subsequent sections, therefore, compare the likely operational needs of pods and, where known, their
capability with the requirements for each of the different comparator categories. Policy options are
generated that could be considered consistent with the generic requirement to be ‘as safe as an
equivalent manually driven vehicle’, considering all of the interpretations above.

5.2

Restraints and standing passengers

5.2.1

Comparing pod with current requirements

The Westfield pod has four designated seating positions and is not designed for standing passengers.
It contains two pairs of seats which face each other, similar to ‘table seats’ on a train, therefore two of
the seats will always be facing rearward to the direction of travel, contrary to the case for normal
passenger cars. Although not all pods may be configured this way, it is clear that alternative
configurations could be demanded by industry and regulations may need to consider this.
•

Passenger car (M1): require all seating positions to be equipped with 3-point seat belts and
this requirement is maintained in small series and individual approvals.

•

Light quadri-mobile (L6e-B): fitment of seat belts is required if mass in running order >270kg
and technical requirements must be met if they are fitted to any size vehicle.

•

Heavy quadri-mobile (L7e-C) fitment of seat belts is required if mass in running order >270kg
and technical requirements must be met if they are fitted to any size vehicle.

•

Heavy on road quad (L7e-A) fitment of seat belts is required if mass in running order >270kg
and technical requirements must be met if they are fitted to any size vehicle.

•

City Bus: Seat belts are not required, and standing passengers are permitted

•

Agricultural Vehicles: require fitment of seat belts

requires the use of seat belts in Motor Vehicles. This also requires that children use
UK
appropriate child seats and restraints until they are either 135 cm in height or 12 years old (which ever
they reach first). After this they must use an adult seat belt. There are very few exceptions and it is the
driver's responsibility to ensure that children under the age of 14 years are restrained correctly in
accordance with the law.
law 16
15F

The law is different for buses, coaches and minibuses with seat belts fitted. Buses that are designed
for urban use with standing passengers are not required to have seat belts. Although coaches are

16
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The Motor Vehicles (Wearing of Seat belts) Regulations 1993 as amended
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required to be fitted with seatbelts, it is not mandatory for children under 14 to use them. However, if
appropriate child restraints are provided, these must be used.

5.2.2

Analysing the safety needs of different vehicles

Even if an automated driving system were perfect, unless pods are physically separated from other
traffic there is still a significant risk that a manually driven vehicle will collide with the front of the pod.
The pod could be travelling at up to 25 mph and even in an urban area, the collision partner vehicle
could be legally travelling at up to 30 mph and may be much heavier than the pod (medium cars,
vans, buses and trucks will all be heavier). Thus, changes in velocity during a frontal impact could
easily exceed the maximum travel speed of the pod.
At this magnitude of collision speed, seat belts have been proven to have substantial safety benefits
in frontal collisions. There are also significant benefits in rear impacts, where for example, rearward
head excursion can be reduced compared to an unbelted occupant. This is very relevant for pods
such as the Westfield where the ‘front’ seats will be rear facing. There are benefits in terms of rollover
and side impact as well.
The exemption for urban buses with standing passengers is permitted for a number of reasons,
possibly in addition to a case for low travel speeds. These vehicles are typically used for short
journeys, where it is important for passengers to be able to board and alight quickly and efficiently to
avoid congestion effects caused by a large stationary vehicle in the road. Similarly, permitting
unrestrained standing passengers increases the passenger capacity, providing an economic benefit to
the operator and a positive effect on congestion (e.g. the number of passengers per square metre of
road space occupied). In addition to this, buses are heavy and in a dense urban area dominated by
passenger car and vulnerable road user traffic, their chances of hitting something of equal or greater
mass is relatively small. When collisions occur with lighter vehicles, the acceleration on board the bus
is relatively low.
In combination, these factors mean that the number of very seriously injured bus occupants in frontal
collisions is relatively small, even without the use of seat belts. It should be noted though that large
numbers of minor to moderate injuries do occur, not just in frontal collisions but also during braking
and other normal manoeuvres.

5.2.3

Technical feasibility and test procedures

The Capri pod is fitted with seatbelts and, in the absence of regulatory mass constraints, there is no
obvious reason why all pods could not be engineered to include appropriate seat belts. The test for
seat belts is a component test undertaken in a laboratory, so the automation is not relevant.

5.2.4

Proposed requirements for pods

The passengers of all road going passenger vehicles of a comparable mass and speed to the pod are
required to wear seat belts. Applying the principle of equivalent safety would suggest only one option,
that pods must also be fitted with seat belts. However, there are additional sub-options that require
consideration:
•

•

26

Child restraints: Unless specific action is taken, a pod would be considered a passenger car
in terms of the wearing of seat belt regulations and, as such, children under 12 years old and
135cm tall would be required to use age appropriate child restraints and would not enjoy the
exceptions allowed for buses, coaches and taxis etc. Sub-options include:
o

Require child restraints: pod operators must provide a means to satisfy the law,
require parents to bring their own child seat, or not carry children. This has the
advantage of maintaining the higher standard of safety. However, in a small vehicle it
may be difficult to provide technical solutions purely on board and a requirement to
bring your own seat or prohibit children would be likely to constrain utility.

o

Provide an exception: This could be comparable to that for coaches that does not
require child restraints but requires them to be used if available.

Enforcement: At present, vehicle drivers are responsible for ensuring children are
appropriately restrained. Given a driver will not be present in a production pod this will require
amendment. This gives rise to the following sub-options:
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o

Adapt to ‘user-in-charge’: The law commission propose all automated vehicles have a
user in charge to maintain responsibility while the automated system is driving. In a
driverless pod, this is likely to mean a remote supervisor at a depot. In practice, a
responsibility to enforce seat belt use would need to be operated automatically too.
This is technically simple, in terms of an interlock that prevents the vehicle from
moving if an occupied seat does not have a seat belt engaged. However, there is
potential for abuse (e.g. fastening belts behind occupants) and for reliability problems
(e.g. bag on seat) to affect utility of vehicles and/or require remote intervention.

o

Remove driver responsibility: remove the driver requirement for pods, such that seat
belt use becomes the sole responsibility of the child’s parent or guardian.

Fundamental brake performance

For the purposes of this report, the fundamental brake performance has been defined as the basic
aspects of brake performance, excluding regulated advanced control functions such as antilock
braking systems (ABS), brake assist systems (BAS) and electronic stability control (ESC).

5.3.1

Comparing pod with current requirements

The pod used as the basis for the Capri project has a maximum travel speed of 24mph (40km/h) and
a maximum deceleration rate of 3m/s². Whether or not the pod has been designed in line with the
principles of separate service, secondary and park brake requirements has not been confirmed with
the manufacturer and, if so, the performance of these elements is not known.
The braking performance requirements for cars (M1), buses (M2/M3) and heavy quadricycles (L7e)
are defined in UNECE regulations 13-H, 13 and 78 respectively. Agricultural tractor requirements are
defined in Commission delegated regulation (EU) 2015/68. Different braking systems are defined:
•

Service brakes: are the main braking systems used to slow the vehicle in normal operation.

•

Secondary brakes: are the features of the brake system, or the separate system, that allows
the vehicle to be braked in the event of a single failure in the transmission part of the brake
system.

•

Parking brake: is a separate system intended to hold the vehicle stationary on a hill for a
prolonged period without engine power.

The Regulations define the stopping distance and ‘mean fully developed deceleration’ (MFDD)
required for the service and secondary braking systems. Hot service brake tests and requirements for
the parking brake are also included as summarised in Table 4 below.
Table 4: Braking performance requirements for M1, M2, M3, L7e and T vehicles

Vehicle
category

M1 (car)

Performance requirements (MFDD)
Service brake
(Type-0)

Secondary Fade test
brake
(Type-1)

≥ 5.76 m/s² (engine ≥ 2.44 m/s²
connected)
(engine
connected)
≥ 6.43 m/s² (engine
disconnected)
M2/M3 (bus) ≥ 4.0 m/s² (engine ≥ 2.5 m/s²
connected)
(engine
connected)
≥ 5.0 m/s² (engine
disconnected)
L6
≥ 4.4 m/s² (engine ≥ 2.7 m/s²
disconnected)
(engine
connected
L7
≥ 5.0 m/s² (engine ≥ 3.3 m/s²
disconnected)
(engine
connected)
27

≥ 75% of Type-0
requirement and
≥60% of Type-0
test result
≥ 80% of Type-0
requirement and
≥60% of Type-0
test result
Not applicable
≥ 60% of Type-0
test result

Source
Parking
brake
Laden vehicle UNECE Reg
stationary on 13-H
20% gradient
Laden vehicle UNECE Reg 13
stationary on
18% gradient
Laden vehicle UNECE Reg 78
stationary on
18% gradient
Laden vehicle UNECE Reg 78
stationary on
18% gradient
Capri
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T (Vmax
<=30km/h)

≥ 3.55 m/s²

≥ 1.5 m/s²

T (Vmax
>30km/h)

≥ 5.0m/s²

≥ 2.2m/s²
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≥ 60% of Type-0
test result

Laden vehicle 2015/68
stationary on
18% gradient
(T4.3 = 40%)

It is evident that the maximum braking performance of the Capri pod is well below the maximum
deceleration required from the service brakes of most of the other vehicle types, though the exact
margin depends on how the 3 m/s2 is measured. Given the electric drive in the pod, the engine is
always connected and, therefore, it is this condition that is likely to be the fairest comparison.
However, quadricycle regulations do not include an engine connected test for the service brake.
Based on other vehicle types, it is likely that this would narrow the apparent performance gap
between the pod and other road vehicle types.

5.3.2

Analysing the safety needs of different vehicles

The standard service brake tests in dry conditions are intended primarily to consider collision
avoidance potential in the normal dry conditions, in which the highest number of collisions occur. The
type of collisions that are hard to avoid by braking are those where the time available between the
collision risk first becoming apparent and an impact is short. Most collisions where pedestrians cross
the road in front of moving vehicles are characteristic of this collision type. Pedestrians can be
stationary on a kerb and suddenly accelerate across the road, or they may be walking along the road
and suddenly change direction to cross, such that the time between zero collision risk and impact is
less than 2 seconds and often less than 1 second. Thus, the response time and maximum
deceleration of the brakes have a strong influence on the potential to avoid collisions.
Pods are likely to operate in high pedestrian risk areas on a regular basis. While pedestrians may be
less likely to misjudge the speed of a slow-moving vehicle 17, many pedestrian collisions occur due to
a failure to look (distraction etc) or looking but failing to see. The need for high performance braking to
avoid collision is, therefore, likely to be the same as for other vehicles regularly operating in
pedestrian dense environments (M1, M2/3, L6, L7).
16F

Brake systems are critical to safety. It must be possible to bring a vehicle to a rapid and stable stop
regardless of whether it is driven by a human or by an automated driving system. An Automated
Driving System (ADS) will bring the vehicle to a stop via a combination of electrical and mechanical
components in the same way as a human would. That system, from the pedal or from the automated
actuator, is liable to simple mechanical failure. A hydraulic pipe could burst, an electrical cable snap or
a component could corrode. It remains equally important for an automated vehicle to have a
secondary backup in the event of such failure as it is for a human driver.
Buses and cars are designed to operate across a very wide range of conditions, for example:
•
•
•

high speed motorways, where braking is rarely required but is from high speed and needed
quickly when it is required.
mountain switchback road, requiring regular check braking to maintain speed on steep
descents followed by hard braking from relatively high speeds to slow for hairpin bends
low speed urban environments, requiring regular braking from low speeds.

The regulations governing braking are designed to ensure a minimum standard of safety is ensured
wherever they might be used. As such brake systems needs to be able to dissipate a lot of kinetic
energy to heat in a short space of time to deal with high speed and repeated heavy braking. This can
result in the components getting very hot. When the braking surfaces get hot, their material properties
can change and the available friction can reduce. For a given applied pedal force, this means the
deceleration reduces. This phenomenon is known as brake fade. In extreme cases, it can feel like a
complete brake failure. Braking regulations for each vehicle contain a fade test in terms of a defined
cycle of repeated or continuous braking as a heating cycle and then a repeat of the brake
performance test while the brake remains hot. The exact heating and performance definitions vary but
all of the comparator vehicles are subject to minimum standards of fade performance except for L6
vehicles.

17
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See for example (Wann, et al., 2011)
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Kinetic energy (KE) is proportional to the square of vehicle velocity, such that doubling mass doubles
kinetic energy but doubling speed quadruples kinetic energy.
1
𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾 = 𝑚𝑚. 𝑣𝑣 2
2
As such, reducing speed from 120 km/h to 80 km/h will require a lot more energy to be dissipated
than reducing speed from 40 km/h to zero. It is likely that this is the reason for the lack of a fade
requirement for category L6 vehicles, which are both lightweight and limited to a maximum speed of
45 km/h. It is worth noting that agricultural vehicles are also very low speed but do have a fade
requirement. Agricultural vehicles are very heavy themselves and will often tow heavy trailers and
may travel down long or severe hills in rural areas on a regular basis, where they need to brake to
maintain a constant low speed. Considerable potential energy may need conversion to heat on such
dissents, such that fade is a risk even at low speed.

The operating domain of a pod is likely to be much more restricted and the maximum speed is very
low at 40 km/h. Automated driving systems will in general be programmed to provide a smooth ride to
occupants such that repeated harsh braking from maximum speed is unlikely. When considering
maintenance of speed on a gradient, then the fact that all current pods are electrically powered will
mean that all have significant regenerative braking facilities such that friction braking is not used or is
used much less in these circumstances. All these factors reduce the risk of problems with brake fade.
However, they do not guarantee that fade could never occur – poor brake design, poor material
choices or a lack of cooling could all theoretically still cause problems.
It remains quite possible or likely that a pod may need to be left for a significant time period on a slope
and that during that time it could lose electrical power. It is, therefore, as important as it is for manual
cars to have a separate parking brake system that will secure the vehicle in place even in the event of
the vehicle having zero power for a prolonged period.

5.3.3

Technical feasibility and test methods

In principle, there should be no fundamental reason why a pod could not achieve brake performance
equivalent to other road vehicles. However, some fundamental characteristics may have the potential
to limit maximum deceleration. For example, pods can have relatively short wheelbases and tend to
have small wheels.

Where vehicles have a very short wheelbase and a relatively high centre of gravity, then dynamic load
transfer forward under braking could be sufficient to reduce the mass on the rear axle to the level that
it compromises vehicle lateral stability. This has been a factor in regulatory discussions about the
potential application of mandatory requirements for automated emergency braking (AEB) systems to
light vans of the ‘full cab’ variety, particularly popular in Japan, such as those shown below.

29
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(Clepa-OICA, 2018) proposed requirements should be lower for this type of vehicle to avoid levels of
deceleration likely to cause that type of problem. They proposed that this type of vehicle should be
categorised by the following formula:
𝑊𝑊𝑟𝑟 𝐿𝐿
∗ ≤ 1.3
𝑊𝑊 𝐻𝐻
Where

W = total weight
Wr = weight on the rear axle
L = wheelbase
H = height of centre of gravity

The value of 1.3 may or may not be appropriate depending on what level of acceleration was
considered the target for pods. However, the threshold above was based on vehicles capable of
passing N1 braking requirements in Regulation 13-H and so may relate to a higher level of
acceleration than the minimum standard for pods. Further investigation may be required if pod
geometry is such that a value significantly less than 1.3 is obtained in the above formula in any state
of load condition.
In most but not all motor vehicles, the brakes are housed inside the wheels. Thus, tyre and wheel size
constrains brake size. The ratio between the diameter of the disc and the rolling diameter of the tyre
limits the amount of vehicle deceleration for a given applied brake pressure and brake design. Thus, a
larger wheel with a low profile tyre gives more potential than a small wheel with a high profile tyre.
Similarly, the thermal capacity of the brake disc and calliper assembly depends on the volume of
material in the components. The lower the ratio between component mass and vehicle mass, then the
higher temperatures the brake will reach for a given brake stop. Brake design can compensate for any
limitations by, for example, using higher brake pressures, or higher friction pad/disc materials. In
addition to this, the architecture of pods is different to normal cars and vans and so it may be possible
to use in-board brakes to mitigate any problems that might occur.
When considering the test and evaluation methods applied at type approval to prove these
requirements are met then there may be numerous practical problems with the pods:

30

•

Pedal force: regulations stipulate requirements must be achieved without exceeding certain
pedal force limits. These are aimed entirely at human drivers and are not relevant to
automated driving systems. In a literal sense, it would not be possible to prove compliance
with the requirements because there is no physical control.

•

Activation of braking: in normal use, emergency braking would only be applied when a
collision risk became apparent with only very short notice. Similarly, the park brake would
presumably only be activated in defined situations or locations. In theory, it should be possible
to simulate such situations in a test environment. For example, an AEB pedestrian test could
be used to provoke maximum braking and the result recorded from this. However, such a test
may also be in part measuring the sensor performance and algorithm strategy and applying a
deceleration in excess of a defined threshold may not always be the best collision avoidance
strategy (earlier, gentler braking or steering may give better avoidance) but may be
discouraged by a minimum level of brake deceleration. Testing independently in a way
comparable to current brake test procedures would require the manufacturer to provide the
ability to brake the vehicle on command as well as generally being able to command it to do a
set course at defined speeds on the test track. Effectively, a brake test mode would be
required. In other areas of regulation, such test modes can be considered ‘defeat devices’
because they allow the possibility of passing the test but producing different behaviour in
service. In the particular case of fundamental brake performance, there may be significantly
Capri
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less incentive to do this, but the perception of independence could still be considered
important.
•

Engine disconnected – if tests are required with engine disconnected, this will also need to be
achieved through programming in some way, or introduction of some manual control
capability.

A possible alternative to performance tests would be a combination of calculation and component
testing. For example, the actuation and foundation brake system could be tested on a brake
dynamometer and the results translated to an estimate of deceleration performance via calculations
based on measurable properties such as mass, wheelbase, centre of gravity etc.
Currently, individual vehicle approval offers a significant simplification of the braking tests. Effectively,
instead of full dynamic testing, the problem is simplified to one of braking efficiency. The brake force is
measured at the wheels by a roller brake tester. The efficiency is the sum of measured brake forces
divided by the total weight of the vehicle (mass * acceleration due to gravity), expressed as a
percentage. This is a much quicker test but would still require some form of manual over-ride of the
ADS in order to activate the correct mode of braking at the desired time. It also does not fully cover all
of the performance requirements of the full dynamic tests:
•

Load: The vehicle load condition is not defined in the test procedure. If a wheel locks on the
roller it can be deemed to pass, even if the recorded brake force is less than the defined
threshold. If this occurs when the vehicle is unladen, it can significantly mask problems that
would prevent the required brake force being achieved in the laden condition.

•

Brake force distribution and adhesion utilisation: This is calculated from brake test results, but
calculations rely heavily on information on centre of gravity height provided by the
manufacturer and not tested.

•

Temperature: The main service brake test is undertaken at ‘working temperature’ which is not
further defined and may or may not fall within the meaning of ‘cold’ brakes as defined by the
regulation. A test of hot brakes (brake fade) is not required.

5.3.4

Proposed requirements for pods

Braking regulation is complex covering multiple features and performance requirements. As such,
exhaustive consideration would result in a large number of options. A rationalised set of options are,
therefore proposed. Firstly, it has been considered that failing to include the three basic types of brake
system (service, secondary and park) and reducing the brake performance level required to that
actually produced by the pod, would both fail the general requirement to provide safety levels at least
as good as an equivalent manually driven vehicle. Three options covering the remaining range of
possibility are presented below, though it should be noted that other permutations are possible:
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•

Equivalence with L6e-B (Light Quadri-mobile): Minimum emergency braking 4.4 m/s2 service
brake, 2.7 m/s2 secondary brake, 18% parking brake, no fade requirement.
Advantages of this approach are minimisation of changes to existing pod design and
excluding consideration of fade performance aspects less relevant to pods.
Disadvantages are a potentially reduced ability to avoid certain rapidly developing collision
types such as pedestrians crossing and the perception that a highly advanced automated
vehicle is permitted reduced safety performance compared to a range of less advanced
vehicles.

•

Equivalence with M1 (cars): Minimum emergency braking 6.43 m/s2 service brake, 2.44 m/s2
secondary brake, 20% parking brake, Hot performance >60% of cold performance.
Advantages: equivalent minimum safety standards with the most common passenger vehicle.
Disadvantages: increased impact on current pod design and cost, fade requirements arguably
much less relevant to pod safety than car safety, constraints on fundamental
wheelbase/centre of gravity configuration of pods may require investigation.

•

Hybrid position: Minimum emergency braking 5.0 m/s2 service brake, 2.5 m/s2 secondary
brake, 18% parking brake, no fade requirement.
Advantages: Equivalent level of safety with trucks, buses and higher speed quadri-mobiles,
excepting the need for fade resistance which will be less relevant to pods. Limit any possible
constraints on other design features and costs of implementation.
Disadvantage: Lower performance than an M1 vehicle in terms of rapidly developing collision
types such as pedestrians crossing.
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For a vehicle of category M and N there are requirements governing the distribution of braking
amongst the axles. These requirements are intended to minimise the chances of any circumstances
arising where the rear wheel can be locked while the front wheel is still rotating. This is because such
conditions can cause significant instability. This requirement does not need to be met, if the vehicle is
fitted with an anti-lock braking system (ABS) meeting the regulatory requirements. Category L6 and
L7 vehicles do not seem to have a similar requirement applied, despite also not requiring ABS.
UNECE Reg13-H does not mandate the fitment of anti-lock braking systems (ABS) to M1 and N1
vehicles but it does provide details of the requirements for such a system if it is fitted. However, the
same Regulation does require the fitment of Electronic Stability Control (ESC) and a Brake Assist
System (BAS), both of which require ABS.
For category M2, M3, N2 and N3 vehicles, UNECE Reg 13 does require the fitment of ABS for
powered vehicles with up to 4 axles.
Reg 78 (Quads) provides requirements of the ABS if fitted but does not require its fitment. The
Regulation also prohibits the ability to deactivate the system unless the vehicle is designed for “offroad” or “all terrain” driving when it will be possible to deactivate the system when one of these driving
modes are selected.

5.4.2

Analysing the safety needs of different vehicles

The main purpose of ABS is to maintain directional stability either when braking hard and/or on a
slippery surface. When a wheel stops rotating it is no longer able to generate side forces. If the
wheels on the steered axle lock then the vehicle loses steering control and tends to proceed in a
straight line. When a rear axle locks and the front axle is still able to steer, then it tends to result in a
vehicle spinning, an unstable condition that human drivers find very difficult to control.
Locked wheel instabilities can occur at any speed. However, the magnitude of the effect and the
safety risk it poses is significantly speed dependent. Having a rear wheel locked while the front
remains rolling is an unstable condition at any speed. However, at low speeds, the vehicle will come
to rest before any significant yaw angle has been reached. At high speeds it may result in multiple
uncontrollable spins at high yaw rates, particularly if the vehicle crosses any change of surface friction
during the time of instability.
For example, Figure 6, below shows the change in yaw angle during straight line braking for an
agricultural tractor towing a trailer with and without ABS. It can be seen that at 30 km/h the yaw
angles achieved without ABS were comparable to ABS controlled braking at higher speeds. However,
without ABS yaw angles increased rapidly from around 40 km/h. it should be noted that although the
principles are transferable to different vehicle types, the absolute numbers and the shape of the curve
may not be because a heavy tractor towing a trailer will be significantly different to a pod.
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Figure 6: Relationship between initial speed on braking and the degree of yaw angle generated during braking, with
and without ABS. Source: (Scarlett, Knight, & Morgan, 2017)

The same is true if the steered wheels lock. The extent of deviation from the planned path will be
relatively small at low speed. As such, the chances of a vehicle leaving the road as a result of wheel
lock while in the centre of lane are relatively low. However, in a pedestrian collision context, a very
small amount of steering could make the difference between successfully avoiding a collision or not.
Most ABS systems stop operating at very low speeds because of limitations in the sensing of wheel
speeds and the ability to accurately identify wheel lock. Actual thresholds may vary in the range of
around 5 – 15 km/h. This further reduces the speed range where ABS might be effective in a pod
A secondary purpose of ABS is to allow an improved use of the available friction during braking. Tyre
road friction peaks at low levels of wheel slip, typically less than 20% and can be much less when the
tyre is locked. If the ABS can manage to limit wheel slip to close to the optimum value, then stopping
distances can also be improved. As such, minimum standards of adhesion utilisation are applied.
Typically, ABS in passenger cars will successfully result in improved straight-line stopping distances in
many conditions. However, in larger vehicles such as buses, heavy componentry combines with
hysteresis in pneumatic brake systems means that stopping distances may not be improved relative
to locked wheel braking. Research into new technologies is emerging to improve this situation with air
brakes and explains the mechanisms (Henderson & Cebon, 2015).

5.4.3

Technical feasibility and test procedures

It appears likely that pods would use a hydraulic brake system in common with most other light
vehicles such as cars, rather than air brake systems. In this case, there are no obvious technical
barriers to the implementation of ABS. Commercial barriers may exist while pods remain at low
production volumes.
The test procedures for ABS are similar dynamic brake tests to those for fundamental brake
performance but on surfaces with different levels of friction. Thus, the same limitations with respect to
activations of the brakes will apply. Low friction test facilities are expensive and proving grounds
suitably equipped are relatively few in number. It should be noted that when M1 vehicles currently go
through IVA there is no test of the ABS required.

5.4.4

Proposed requirements for pods

Technically, there is no regulatory requirement for M1 vehicles to be fitted with ABS, only heavier
trucks and buses, but in practice there is because brake assist systems and electronic stability
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controls are required and ABS is a technical pre-requisite of those systems. ABS is not required for
quadri-mobiles or agricultural vehicles (despite their mass). Even where ABS is required for M1
vehicles in full type approval it is not required when manufactured in low volume and approved by
individual vehicle approval (IVA). Thus, the full range of options could arguably be considered
consistent with the general principle of applying the same safety as in an equivalent manual vehicle:
•

L6/7 approach - No requirement for ABS.
Advantage: minimises cost and complexity.
Disadvantages: some potential performance limitations, particularly in terms of stability and
steerability on low friction surfaces (many of which may occur in snow/ice situations excluded
from the ODD) or in terms of steerability in pedestrian collisions. No harmonisation of
technical standards if ABS is fitted voluntarily.

•

Fitment optional but requirements applied ‘if fitted’: Consistent with approach in UNECE R13h
for M1 vehicles and with approach to quadri-mobiles.
Advantages: allows market to decide where ABS may be necessary but ensures adequate
performance if it is fitted and prevents poor quality systems being mis-sold.
Disadvantage: still permits the performance limitations.

•

Require ABS: Consistent with the approach for M2/3 and maximises safety. Benefit may be
low but cost of implementation may also be low because most of the control hardware is likely
to be present anyway as part of the ADS.

5.5

Brake Assist System

5.5.1

Comparing pod with current requirements

Current pods will not be fitted with a brake assist system (BAS). BAS is a current requirement for
M1/N1 category vehicles only.

5.5.2

Analysing the safety needs of different vehicles

Brake Assist Systems are designed to compensate for shortcomings in driver behaviour. It is well
documented that in emergency situations human drivers often do not fully exploit the full potential of
their brakes. They tend to apply the brakes quickly, but not to the maximum level, then as the situation
develops they brake harder but by then it is too late. Brake Assist is intended to recognise the initial
brake activation as an emergency and then adjust the braking characteristics to help the driver get to
full ABS controlled braking as quickly as possible. This safety need is clearly not relevant to an
automated driving system that will be calculating braking requirements based on objective measures
of distance and time to collision.

5.5.3

Proposed requirements for pods

The requirement here for equivalent safety is, in practice, imposed by the requirements for the ADS to
be competent in the driving task. It is proposed that the requirement for brake assist systems should
not be applied to pods.

5.6

Electronic Stability Control

5.6.1

Comparing pod with current requirements

The pod is not currently equipped with an explicit electronic stability control. Electronic stability control
is required by the EU General Safety Regulation (Regulation 661/2009) for all category M and N
vehicles (cars, buses, goods vehicles of all sizes). However, 2 different functions are defined by
UNECE Regulation 13:
• Directional (yaw) control
• Roll control
The general Safety regulation does not specify which type is required, only that some form of ESC
compliant with Regulation 13 must be fitted to trucks and buses (except those buses designed for
standing passengers). Typically, the main risk for passenger cars is a loss of directional control,
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though larger cars and SUVs may also incorporate a roll stability function. For semi-trailers, the main
risk is rollover so they may be fitted only with a roll function.
R13 states that the stability function is not required at speeds of less than 20 km/h.

5.6.2

Analysing the safety needs of different vehicles

A loss of control is generally associated with higher speed. Analysis of contributory factors in the GB
national collision database (STATS19) shows that loss of control is a factor in 10% of slight accidents,
15% of serious and 27% of fatal collisions. Collision severity is also strongly correlated with speed
such that one reason loss of control is associated with a larger proportion of fatal accidents is that it
tends to require a higher initial speed, which is then also associated with a higher injury severity. This
is supported by (Clarke, Ward, Truman, & Bartle, 2007) who found that in a sample of fatal collisions,
those involving loss of control were more frequently associated with excessive speed than other fatal
collisions.
In collisions involving a loss of directional control, the consequences of the loss of control are lower at
low speeds. However, rollovers can occur at very low speeds if the radius of turn is tight and the
stability of the vehicle is low. These can still be very serious for the occupants, particularly if they are
inadequately restrained but even if they are restrained. For example, partial ejections can result in
limbs being caught between the side of a vehicle and the road surface. Also, vehicles can roll over on
top of other road users.
In most cases, loss of control can be prevented by choosing appropriately low speeds for the
manoeuvre being undertaken. In the case of an automated vehicle, it should be programmed to
always driver within its limits such that a loss of control does not occur. However, it may not cover all
eventualities. For example, contamination of a road surface could cause a much lower than expected
coefficient of friction part way through a bend. Crossing over kerb edges at less than a 90-degree
angle may also present risks that are unique to pod vehicles transitioning from pedestrian areas to
public roads.

5.6.3

Technical feasibility and test procedures

It would be technically feasible to introduce stability control functions as part of the automated driving
system. However, existing test procedures may not be entirely appropriate because they typically
involve swerving or cornering manoeuvres undertaken at excessive speeds for the magnitude of
steering input. Thus, in effect programming an ADS to go through such a manoeuvre would really just
test the ability of the ADS to plan appropriate speeds for a given path: an important characteristic but
dealt with when regulating the driving system rather than the vehicle. Introducing a test with a sudden
transition to a low friction surface during a corner or avoidance manoeuvre would provide a more
realistic and appropriate challenge to an automated vehicle.
Similarly, tests of the ability of a vehicle to cross from pedestrian areas to the public road over kerb
edges of a defined height (perhaps representing imperfect dropped kerbs, or even a situation of
mistakenly leaving the pavement via a raised kerb) would be a more realistic test of roll stability.
However, it would perhaps be more a test of the fundamental geometric stability of the vehicle
because it is not clear that the application of differential braking to different wheels would be capable
of stabilising roll instability caused by such a manoeuvre.

5.6.4

Proposed requirements for pods

Although ESC is required for trucks and coaches, it is not a requirement for any other vehicle of more
restricted speed capability. The following options are proposed:
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•

No requirement for ESC: Advantages, simplicity and matching requirements to the vehicle
characteristics: Disadvantages: some specific risks (such as unexpected friction change) may
still be present that could be mitigated. This option would leave any consideration of this
behaviour as part of the assessment of the automated driving system and its capability and
safe operation.

•

Require an adaption of ESC: This would involve tailoring ESC requirements to the specific
needs of an automated pod, which may be quite different to manually driven vehicles and
relate more to transitions of friction or lateral slope.
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The design of the Westfield pod does not permit extensive direct vision in the direction of travel and
would not comply with current approval regulations for M1/N1 vehicles in this respect. It would also be
likely to fail the UK Construction and Use Regulation 30 requiring that every motor vehicle shall be
designed so that the driver can have a full view of the road and traffic ahead of the motor vehicle,
though this may be subject to interpretation in terms of remote operators and the use of cameras.
In the absence of a clear glazed view to the front, there is no defrost or demisting system fitted to
keep that area clear.
UNECE Regulation 125 defines the forward field of vision requirements for M1 vehicles using a series
of datum points that must be visible through the front windscreen and requirements about the size
and position of the A pillars. Regulation 125 does not apply to any other vehicle categories.

Figure 7: Derivation of required direct vision area for passenger cars (M1)

Commission Regulation 672/2010 requires defrost and demist systems, again for M1 category
vehicles only.
UNECE regulation 46 defines indirect vision requirements for all vehicles of category M and N and
L6e and L7e vehicles may either also comply with the requirements of Regulation 46 or alternatively
regulation 81 intended for motorcycles.

5.7.2

Analysing the safety needs of different vehicles

In production form it is not expected that the pod will ever be driven by a human driver situated inside
the vehicle. The expectation is that in the case of a breakdown or an unforeseen exit of the
operational design domain, the vehicle will execute a minimum risk manoeuvre and then either be
piloted by a remote operator to the nearest safe place to stop and/or will be recovered. As such, there
is no safety benefit to requiring either forward or rearward vision or for keeping such areas of vision
free from mist or frost. However, requirements specifying the minimum view required for remote
operators may be beneficial, though this would relate more to the camera monitor system used than
direct vision.
For the avoidance of doubt, construction and use regulations may need amendment to avoid a
potential barrier to implementation

5.7.3

Proposed requirements for pods

The following options have been identified in respect of vision:
•
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Do not apply vision direct vision requirements to pods but set minimum requirements for
camera views and quality for users-in charge to operate the vehicle remotely: Entirely
appropriate for vehicles never driven from inside and allows styling and layout freedom to
designers without safety risk. Disadvantage: If a human ever does operate the vehicle from
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inside then the view available through the sensors/cameras may be less than the direct vision
required from a car in which case it could be perceived to be less safe.
•

Conditional vision requirements: Require identification from manufacturers as to whether
operation from inside is ever permissible and, if so, apply vision requirements. The advantage
would be providing clear view even for rare events of human on-board control. The
disadvantage would be the constraint that it implies on structure, design and configuration for
passengers.

5.8

Lighting

5.8.1

Comparing pod with current requirements

UNECE Regulation 48 requires the fitment of different lighting and light-signalling devices for vehicles
of categories M, N and O. UNECE Regulations 50, 56 and 57 prescribe the equivalent requirements
for the lighting of quadri-mobiles, which are similar in terms of the main requirements but does not
cover optional lamps such as parking or cornering lamps. Agricultural Vehicles are also required to
comply with the relevant UNECE Regulations, including Regulation 48.
UNECE R48 requires automatic activation of daytime running lights and provides requirements for the
optional automatic activation of:
•

Main beam headlamps: minimum sensor field of view is required and an oncoming vehicle
must be detected on a straight level road at a minimum range of 400m, a preceding vehicle at
a minimum range of 100m and an oncoming bicycle at a minimum range of 75m. Functions
will be verified on a test driver.

•

Dipped beam headlight: auto activation permitted based on detection of light levels and the
presence of daytime running lights (DRL). Optionally, activation can also relate to location
(e.g. tunnels) or the presence of rain, fog etc.

•

Hazard warnings: in the event of collision or after deactivation of the emergency stop signal,
which involves flashing of brake lamps or direction indicators when speed is above 50 km/h
and braking is above the threshold level.

•

Stop lamps: may be automatically activated whenever the braking system provides the signal,
as defined in the braking regulations (R13H/R13)

•

Cornering lamps: when headlamps are on and either direction indicators are activated or
steering angle is changed from the straight ahead position.

The regulation does not explicitly allow automatic activation of the rear fog lamp but does require that
headlamps or front fog lamps must be on before it can be switched on. It may be automatically
deactivated if a trailer is connected.
Automatic activation is not explicitly mentioned in relation to other lamps, including the direction
indicators, registration plate lamp, front position lamps, or parking lamps.
In summary, the concept of automated operation of lighting is already embedded within the lighting
regulations but is not explicitly laid out in a consistent manner for all lighting. Thus, some detail
changes may be required to clarify the position for automated pods.

5.8.2

Analysing the safety needs of different vehicles

As a minimum, pods will need to signal their presence and intended and actual manoeuvres to other
road users to the same standard as all existing vehicles. It will, therefore, draw the same safety
benefits from front and rear position lights, direction indicators, hazard warnings, registration plate
illumination, front rear and side reflectors and brake lamps as other vehicle types. If the ODD of the
pod is such that it might operate at night and the sensing system used by the ADS incorporates
camera sensors, then it is also likely to benefit from dipped beam headlamps and the optional
bend/cornering lights that aim lamps depending on the intended direction of the vehicle. Similarly, fog
lamps may be beneficial if the pod is capable of operating in those conditions. In theory full
headlamps would not be needed if camera sensors did not form any part of the ADS, only lamps that
gave enough output where needed to allow other road users to see the pod. However, lamps enabling
vision from the pod will remain important wherever a possibility exists that the vehicle may need to be
remotely operated by a human driver.
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It seems likely that pods would only be parked in a central depot of some sort, in which case parking
lamps would not be relevant and reflectors less relevant. However, if there were to be any chance of
parking on an unlit road at night then parking lights and reflectors would offer benefits.
If a pod has a defined front and rear, then reversing lamps would be relevant if camera sensors
required the light to function effectively in reverse. If however, there were no defined front and rear
such that the pods were completely bi-directional, then reversing lamps become irrelevant but there
would have to be complete redundancy in position lights, headlamps and brake lamps such that the
vehicle could comply with the lighting requirements for front and rear of the vehicle in both directions.
Pods are unlikely to benefit from main beam headlamps because the low speed means that the
detection range required will be considerably less than that for vehicles able to travel at the speed
limit on high speed roads.
In addition to the direct effects that removing the driver and restricting the operational design domain
will have on the need for lighting, there is research to suggest that automated vehicles may benefit
from a new form of light signalling, intended to convey information to other road users, particularly
pedestrians and cyclists about the status and intended manoeuvre of the vehicle (see for example
(Merat, Louw, Madigan, Wilbrink, & Schieben, 2018). A task force has been created to consider the
use of light signalling for this purpose under the auspices of the expert group for lighting systems
(GRE) under WP29 at the UNECE.

Figure 8: Illustration of a Daimler concept for communication with pedestrians. Source: (Faas, 2018)

5.8.3

Technical feasibility and test procedures

Lighting systems can to a degree be considered as separate components and there is no reason why
it wouldn’t be technically feasible to fit all lamps required for M1 vehicles. Some clarifications may be
required to ensure that the automatic activation of all lamps including direction indicators does not
cause any problems. In terms of testing, automated main beam activation is already tested via a road
test. It should be relatively straightforward to test appropriate activation of all lighting and light
signalling in a controlled track environment, inclusive of either night-time driving or tunnels to simulate
night driving.

5.8.4

Proposed requirements for pods

The following options have been identified for the regulation of lighting on pods:
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•

M1: In this case, the default position that the requirements applied to pods are as they would
be for any other M1 vehicle is a viable option in this case, although some tidying up of the
regulations may help clarify aspects in relation to the automatic activation of signalling lamps
in particular. However, it may apply some unnecessary costs. For example, a main beam
headlamp is not needed at low speed in urban areas and further restrictions of the ODD may
also render fog lamps and dipped beam headlamps redundant.

•

Adapted M1: An alternative approach would be to introduce flexibility to the requirements,
based on the ODD. In this case, only the lamps relevant to the ODD would be required.

•

VRU specific light signalling: A sub-option that could be applied in combination with either of
the above, would be to require a new form of light signalling system intended to replace the
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non-verbal communication that can currently occur between drivers and other road users,
particularly vulnerable road users. This may have the potential for increased safety, but the
research is not yet conclusive as to whether it is necessary and, if so, what form it should
take.

5.9

Steering equipment

5.9.1

Comparing quad with current requirements

The pod is equipped with a steer by wire system that operates solely on the command of the ADS.
Requirements applied to M1 category vehicles (UNECE Regulation 79) only permit automated
steering in very defined conditions and expressly prohibit systems that base decisions to
automatically activate steering on signals that were generated off-board the vehicle. This would be a
barrier to the use of a remote operator as the fallback in the event of ADS failure or unexpected exit of
the ODD, although the examples given in the introduction to the regulation are related to automated
signals from infrastructure such as roadside beacons or active features in the road surface, rather
than remote human control.
Automatic activations of steering are permitted at low speed (e.g. parking assist systems), corrective
steering functions that act for a short moment such as correction for cross winds and automatically
commanded steering for certain types of lane keeping systems. Work is in progress to expand the
range of circumstances in which automatically commanded steering can be permitted and the
conditions for doing so. However, the focus is on automated systems on board mainstream vehicles,
for example traffic jam assist and highway pilot systems (see for example, the UNECE draft proposals
for Automated Lane Keeping Systems (ALKS)). The proposed requirements would not permit
operation in urban areas and it is likely to be a considerable time before M1 regulations are amended
to permit that.
In addition to the requirements around automated steering, UNECE Regulation 79 applies a range of
requirements relevant to traditional manually activated steering systems. These include the following
elements that may not be easily applied to, or may require interpretation for, pods:
•

Demonstration that the vehicle can travel along a straight section of road at the maximum
design speed without “unusual vibration” or “unusual steering correction by the driver”.

•

Various requirements related to the “steering control”, which in traditional systems means the
steering wheel. Clearly, requirements relevant to the steering wheel would mostly be unlikely
to be relevant to a pod that does not have a steering wheel. However, it is defined as “the part
of the steering equipment which controls its operation; it may be operated with or without
direct intervention of the driver”. This definition may allow some room for interpretation in
relation to the Automated Driving System as both driver and control function.
o

Direction of operation of the steering control shall correspond to direction of intended
change of direction, though exceptions are already made for ACSF or CSF.

o

If the steering control is released when driving in a circle, the radius of turn shall stay
the same or increase.

o

Requirements are applied to limit the maximum force that needs to be applied by the
driver to the steering control during certain manoeuvres, with and without a failure in
the steering equipment.

•

In the event of failure of the energy source powering a full power steering system (those
where the muscular energy of the driver does not form a significant part of the energy
required to steer the actual road wheels), it must still be possible to complete a range of
steering manoeuvres.

•

Various requirements for warning the driver are not directly relevant to pods as written but
could be interpreted as informing the remote ‘user in charge’ and/or the ADS.

•

It shall be possible to leave a curve of radius 50m to resume straight travel without unusual
vibration when an M1 vehicle is travelling at 50 km/h, above the max speed for a pod. Max
speed may be substituted for M2/3.

UNECE Regulation 79 does not apply to quadricycles or slower agricultural tractors (except for
requirements on effort applied to the control, which for tractors should be the same as for goods
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vehicles of between 3.5 and 12 tonnes) but apply to those tractors capable of higher speeds (>60
km/h).
Regulation (EU) 3/2014 provides the requirements applied to quadricycles. These are much simpler
and involve duplicating some of the simple function tests from Regulation 79. For example, the simple
straight-line test without vibration, maintaining or increasing radius of turn when the steering control is
released, leaving a curve without unusual vibration. In the latter, the speed may be reduced provided
the radius of turn is also reduced such that the conflict with the pods lower maximum speed would be
removed. No requirements (permitting or prohibiting) are applied in relation to automated steering
inputs of any kind
Regulation (EU) 2015/208 provides the requirements applied to lower speed agricultural tractors.
Maximum steering effort is defined in a similar way to R79, full power steering that is not hydraulic is
not permitted and requirements are placed on power assisted steering and actions in the event of
failure.

5.9.2

Analysing the safety needs of different vehicles

There is a clear need for minimum standards to be applied to the control of steering exercised by an
ADS but this is considered in more detail as part of the wider consideration of safety assurance for the
ADS, which is not covered in detail in this report.
However, from the point that the electronic signals from the ADS are converted to steering motion, the
steering system can be considered as a traditional steering system where the ADS replaces the role
of the driver. However, even ignoring the parts related to the ADS, existing steering regulations could
still form a barrier to the implementation of pods to some extent, as a consequence of wording and
constraints intended for steering operated by a human driver.
Considering steering effort, it can be argued that in a pod it doesn’t matter what force the actuator has
to apply to the steering in order to achieve the defined manoeuvre, provided the actuator is capable of
delivering that force. The limits in existence now are intended to reflect the forces that the human
population driving the vehicles can apply.
Similarly, the requirement for the radius of turn to increase when the steering control is released is
related to the interaction with the driver. This is the intuitive reaction a driver would expect, whereas
the prohibited behaviour would be likely to surprise and confuse the driver. It can be argued that this
does not apply to an ADS because it will not be surprised or confused. Assuming it is correctly
programmed, it will simply measure the path being taken, compare it to the desired path it wants to
achieve and apply steering force in the appropriate direction.
The avoidance of unusual vibration or the need for unusual steering inputs during a range of
manoeuvres and speeds would be the same for manually driven vehicles and automated pods.
However, the details of such tests and requirements do need to be adapted for the speed capability of
a pod, and the method employed in quadricycle regulation may be appropriate.
The regulations applied to cars, trucks, buses and agricultural tractors also apply a variety of
requirements in relation to precautions in the event of failures in the steering system. These vary by
vehicle type but also by steering technology type and most are centred on the human driver. That is,
they aim to provide the human driver with a warning of the problem and some residual steering
capability in the event of a system failure. In the context of an automated vehicle, then both of these
properties are also important. It is critical that the ADS can detect any failures and respond with a
minimum risk manoeuvre as appropriate. Retaining residual steering capability in the event of a failure
would allow greater scope for what the vehicle can do to minimise risk.
However, although the principle is transferrable, the detail of the requirements currently in regulations
may not be so transferrable because they are based on currently applied technologies. Steer by wire
is now possible within UNECE Regulation 79 and the requirements should in theory be applicable to
the steer by wire system of a pod, the context of the focus on a human driver as the fallback does
remain different.

5.9.3

Technical feasibility and test procedures

Most of the requirements on the mechanical performance of the steering are a function of steering
geometry and stiffnesses etc and so are perfectly feasible for a pod to achieve, though some
tests/requirements may need adapting to be applied at lower speed.
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The requirements related to failure conditions may need further detailed review to ensure technical
feasibility for a steer by wire system with no human driver to fall back on.
The test procedures envisaged in the regulation can likely be achieved by suitable programming of
the ADS and/or route. However, certain measurements such as steering effort may be more difficult
with considerably less value than for a manually driven vehicle with a steering wheel. Thus, an
optimum approach would tailor the test procedures for application on a low speed automated pod
specifically.

5.9.4

Proposed requirements for pods

Steering regulation is one of the most significant barriers to approval of a pod and none of the sets of
regulation applied to any of the comparator vehicles could entirely remove this barrier. Therefore,
some adaptation of regulation is very likely to be required in order to remove the barrier to entry while
maintaining the requirement to apply requirements as least as safe as those applicable to equivalent
manual vehicles. It is proposed that the restrictions on automatically commanded steering are not
applied to pods but are replaced with the safety assurance proposals for the ADS. It is expected that
the requirements placed on the ADS will be the most important aspect of ensuring safe steering
behaviour. For the aspects of steering regulation not related to the control functions, the following
options have been identified:
•

Adapted L6e/L7e requirements: In effect this would apply minimal constraints to the
mechanical design of the steering system, just ensuring it operates smoothly without unusual
vibrations and with a geometry that means when force is removed, radius will not decrease.
The advantage of this approach would be to minimise the barriers to entry for a vehicle type
that will only operate at very low speed.
The disadvantage might be that the system has less resilience to failure than an equivalent
steer by wire system on a passenger car, which might limit what the ADS can do in terms of a
minimum risk manoeuvre if a failure occurs.

•

Adapted M1 requirements: In effect, this would apply an M1 equivalent standard of steering
system including requirements about behaviour in the event of a failure. This may increase
cost and complexity of the steering system slightly in return for a slightly higher standard of
resilience.

5.10

Protective steering

5.10.1 Comparing pod to current requirements
The Westfield pod is a battery electric vehicle and it has been assumed that its operating voltage will
mean that Regulation 12 will define it as ‘high voltage’. It is equipped with a steer by wire system that
does not incorporate either a steering column or steering wheel within the passenger compartment.
Compliance with UNECE Regulation 12 is a requirement for M1 and N1 category vehicles, and only
where the maximum permissible mass is less than 1500kg. This aims to offer minimum standards in
terms of the protection of the driver against the steering mechanism in the event of an impact. The
main requirement that in a full overlap collision test at 30 mph (48.3 km/h) the top of the steering
column and its shaft shall not move backwards or upwards by more than 12.7 cm.
In addition to this, the force applied to a ‘body block’ impacting the steering wheel at 15 mph must not
exceed 1,111 daN and the acceleration of the block must be less than 80g. This requirement will be
deemed to be met if the steering wheel is equipped with an airbag and UNECE Regulation 94 is
passed (see section 5.11 on frontal impact).
In addition to this, there are a range of requirements on high voltage (60-1500V DV or 30-1000V AC)
electrically powered vehicles related to electrical safety after the impact. This includes requirements
on protection against electrical shock, ensuring no high voltages/energies present at defined places
on the high voltage bus, requiring physical protection against contact with high voltage parts, certain
standards of electrical isolation are met, no electrolyte is spilled and the rechargeable energy storage
system (e.g. battery) is retained in the same location it was installed in. Again, the electrical
requirements will be deemed to be met if the vehicle complies with UNECE R94.
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5.10.2 Analysing the safety needs of different vehicles
However, the key point of this regulation is that it protects the occupants from the steering
mechanism. This is based on current designs of steering mechanisms where a steering wheel is
positioned in front of a driver connected to the steering rack between two front wheels ahead of the
driver that is of small diameter, very rigid and angled such that it points towards the drivers head or
chest. The regulation aims to prevent injury from the column acting like a spear in the impact and from
direct contact between occupant and the steering wheel or its hub. In the case of the Westfield pod,
there is no steering column or steering wheel because there is no plan for it to be used with an onboard driver and it is a full ‘steer by wire’ system.
Although there is currently nothing that would stop a pod design from incorporating a mechanical
steering system, perhaps for backup use, the advantages of doing so would appear slight at best.
The requirements around electrical safety are effectively applicable only to vehicles that are not
required to be subject to the full-frontal impact performance required in UNECE regulation 94.
However, pods are battery electric vehicles and, as such the requirements are relevant to post
collision safety of the electrical system.

5.10.3 Technical feasibility and test procedures
Regulation 12 defines the test required to demonstrate compliance, which is effectively a full overlap
collision with a rigid block from a test speed of 30 mph.
However, there is also a paragraph that states that other tests may be permitted at the discretion of
the type approval authority provided that equivalence can be demonstrated. It may, therefore, be
possible to use this clause to make an interpretation that clear demonstration of a design that does
not include either a steering control or a steering column can be considered to comply with the
objective of protecting occupants against injury caused by the steering mechanism.

5.10.4 Proposed requirements for pods
It is clear that applying requirements in relation to the intrusion of the steering column or the impact
properties of a steering wheel should not be applied to a vehicle that does not have those devices.
However, requirements in relation to the impact properties of the steering wheel and the post-crash
electrical safety of the high voltage system are dependent on whether or not the vehicle is subject to
Regulation 94 on frontal impact protection.

5.11

Frontal impact

5.11.1 Comparing pod to current requirements
The Westfield pod has not yet been subject to any impact tests so its performance in frontal impact is
not known.
The regulatory requirements for frontal impact vary considerably among the comparator vehicles. The
requirement for M1 vehicles is the most comprehensive and is defined by UNECE Regulation 94. It
involves the M1 vehicle colliding with a deformable barrier at an impact speed of 56 km/h and with an
offset such that direct contact with the barrier occurs over 40% of the vehicle’s width, offset to the
driver’s side. Currently, it is applicable to M1 vehicles with a maximum laden mass ≤2,500kg. Crash
test dummies positioned in the front seats measure the forces and accelerations on the occupants. In
order to pass the test, injury criteria based on those dummy measurements must be passed. These
include head performance criterion, neck injury criteria, a thorax compression criterion, a viscous
criterion for the thorax, a femur force and a tibia force and a displacement criterion applied to the
dummy knee slider joint. In addition to this, no door shall open, the steering wheel should not displace
more than 80mm upward and 100mm rearward. Electrical safety requirements for vehicles with
electric propulsion are also included and are similar to those required for Regulation 12, with some
additions.
The proposal for a revised general safety regulation also proposes that M1 passenger cars will be
required to pass a second impact test aimed at improving restraint systems and diversifying the
protection offered to occupants of different size to the 50th percentile male. The alternative test
involves a full width rigid barrier test at an impact speed of 50 km/h with a dummy representing a 50th
percentile male in the driver’s seat but a 5th percentile female in the passenger seat. It is similar to a
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test already introduced in Euro NCAP. The rationale behind this is that the 40% overlap test in R94
requires relatively stiff structures because all of the collision energy is absorbed by the crash
structures at only one side of the car. When these stiff structures are involved in a full overlap test
where the crash structures at both sides are involved, the deformation can be much smaller and the
deceleration much higher. The acceleration magnitude is further increased by use of a rigid barrier.
This challenges the restraint system.
For quadricycles, Regulation (EU) 3/2014 provides for electrical safety requirements similar in nature
but more extensive in coverage to those applied to cars in R12 and R94. It covers wider safety of
electrical propulsion systems, not just items relevant to impact. Quadricycles are not subject to any
tests of their structure and restraint system in an impact test. However, they are subject to sub-system
testing of the interior to ensure suitably protective structures are used in the interior of the vehicle, to
reduce the chance of injury in a collision. These are partly based on the requirements of UNECE
Regulation 17 looking at the hostility of for example the back of seats to occupant impact from the
rear using headform tests.
Although quadricycles are not required to undergo impact tests as part of approval regulation, the
consumer organisation Euro NCAP has undertaken two safety campaigns in relation to quadricycles.
In doing so it used a test procedure similar to that of UNECE Regulation 137, a full overlap impact
against a rigid barrier at 50 km/h. It is similar to the UNECE Regulation 137 test, except it uses a
deformable barrier which reduces the severity of the acceleration pulse. Also, in the absence of the
frontal offset deformable barrier test, it becomes the main test of structure as well which means the
stiffness requirements can be lower than for passenger cars because energy can be absorbed by all
of the frontal structures, rather than just 40% on one side.
Similarly, agricultural vehicles have no requirements for an impact test but do have some relatively
simple requirements intended to ensure no hostile projections or sharp edges in a ‘safety zone’
around the driver.
Buses are not subject to any frontal impact requirements.

5.11.2 Analysing the safety needs of different vehicles
It is clear that no matter how effective the ADS is at preventing the behaviour of a pod from causing a
collision, a frontal collision could still occur. Collisions with the rear of a slower vehicle ahead are least
likely, because this would always be related to a failure in the detection and/or decision making of the
pod ADS with little if any contribution from the vehicle ahead. A collision between the front of the pod
and the side of a vehicle suddenly emerging, for example, from a junction with very limited line of
sight and a fast moving opponent vehicle could still occur by providing too little time for the ADS to
detect, track, process and react. In this situation, the limited maximum speed would translate directly
to a lower severity of impact compared with an M1 car travelling at the speed limit or above it. This
would be lower than the 30mph used in the protective steering test.
On a two-lane bi-directional road an oncoming manually driven vehicle could unintentionally cross to
the wrong side of the road with very little time for the ADS to take avoiding action such that a head on
collision occurs. Even if only operating in a 30mph speed limit and assuming compliance with those
speed limits, the oncoming vehicle could be travelling at 30mph and the pod at 25mph. The mass of
the pod fully laden is approximately 1430kg. This is about the same as a relatively small passenger
car. Large passenger cars can be much more, for example, a Volvo XC90 weighs around 2000kg
unladen. A large panel van fully laden would be about 3.5 tonnes, a fully laden double decker bus
would be around 18 tonnes.
In the head on collision defined, the change in velocity of the pod would be very variable depending
on which vehicle it hit. Based on simplistic momentum exchange calculations assuming a perfectly
elastic collision, the change in velocity of the pod in collision with each partner would be:
•
•
•
•

Equal mass car – 44 km/h (28 mph)
Unladen XC90 – 52 km/h (32 mph)
Laden van – 63 km/h (39 mph)
Laden double decker bus – 82 km/h (51 mph)

It can clearly be seen that in this specific situation, the change in velocity that could be seen in real life
could very easily be greater than the maximum travel speed of the pod, that is, it would go from
travelling full speed forward to travelling backward during the impact. The change in velocity can also
clearly exceed the 30mph tested by the protective steering regulation.
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Thus, if the principle of applying the same safety standards to automated vehicles as those applied to
equivalent manually driven vehicles, is applied on the basis of the severity of collisions that human
beings can survive given current automotive technology, then a pod needs the same standard of
protection as a passenger car in terms of frontal impact protection. However, the same argument in
relation to collision speeds higher than maximum travel speeds applies even more strongly to quadrimobiles because they are of much lesser mass (max 425/450kg) than pods or M1 passenger cars. No
frontal impact test requirements are applied, which demonstrates that in the past at least, regulators
have factored in other considerations, such as the technical and economic feasibility for given types of
vehicle.
The distribution of change of velocity in impacts between the front of a car and another car is shown
in Figure 9, below based on historical data from the co-operative crash injury study.

Figure 9: Cumulative frequency of belted car driver injuries by change in velocity experienced by the car in a frontal
collision. Source: (Richards, 2010)

It should be noted that this includes collisions with the rear or side of another car as well as head on
collisions. It also excludes collisions with vehicles significantly heavier than a passenger car such as
trucks and buses. Both factors will tend to increase the proportion of collisions that happen at lower
speeds compared with the full exposure to risk in the real world.
It can be seen that all slight injuries, around 90% of all serious injuries and around 50% of all fatal
injuries occurred with a change in velocity of 56 km/h or less, the test speed of R94. Considering the
test speed for Regulation 137 and Euro NCAP tests of quadri-mobiles (50 km/h or 31 mph) then only
around 75% of serious injuries and 30% of fatalities are at or below that speed. However, this
distribution considers all road situations so includes head on collisions on rural A-roads where each
vehicle could be legally travelling at 60 mph. This is not likely to be the ODD that pods operate in.
There is no exact definition of this ODD for all or any pods as yet but it is likely to involve first or last
mile transport in densely populated or trafficked areas such as urban centres, transport hubs (e.g.
airports, major rail terminals) or campus areas such as large hospitals or universities. These will
typically be low speed urban roads.
Lower speed urban roads will typically be the type of roads that the greatest frequency of car
occupant collisions occur. For example, in 2017, DfT statistics 18 show that 63,168 car occupants were
injured in collisions on built up roads, defined as those with a speed limit of 40mph or less, out of a
total of 99,743 car occupant fatalities on all road types. However, the collisions on lower speed roads
are typically less severe with 0.33% of those casualties proving fatal. By contrast, 30,046 car
occupant casualties occurred on non-built up roads (those with a speed limit > 40mph, excluding
motorways) but around 1.7% of those proved fatal.
17F

Where pods are operating in a similar way to passenger cars, on public roads in built up areas, but
are not operating in higher speed environments on non-built up roads, there is, therefore a strong

DfT statistical table RAS 30016 available at https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/ras30-reported-casualties-inroad-accidents#casualties-involved-in-reported-road-accidents-excel-data-tables
18
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argument that although a high change in speed can still occur, overall their exposure to risk of
fatalities to occupants will be lower than normal M1 passenger vehicles travelling everywhere.
Thus, if the principle of equivalent safety was interpreted as the same proportion of the casualty
population being offered protection, then a lower test speed would likely be found to be appropriate.
(Edwards, et al., 2017) showed that while frontal collisions on buses can be relatively common, they
tend to be low severity and bus occupant fatalities from such collisions are relatively rare. This is likely
to be associated with both low speed but also the high mass of buses meaning that most collisions
involve striking a much lighter vehicle which means the bus deceleration remains relatively low.

5.11.3 Technical feasibility and test procedures
The structure of pods appears to have more in common with quadri-mobiles than M1 passenger cars:
typically they comprise non-structural body work panels hung on a space frame chassis structure. In
terms of the technical feasibility of meeting frontal collision requirements, (Hardy, et al., 2008) found
while at least one model performed very badly in a crash test, there was some limited evidence that
designs of quadri-mobile existed (at the time) that performed well in a 100% overlap collision with a
rigid barrier at 40 km/h and others that failed the UNECE R94 test but came relatively close to
passing. It was considered that modifying vehicles to pass R94 was possible but would be likely to
add significant cost and mass to most existing models. One of the main selling points of quadrimobiles is their lightweight nature (and hence energy efficiency) and their mass is strictly limited by
regulation (400/425 kg). This makes the addition of new crashworthy structures more difficult within
the weight limit and while retaining utility in terms of available payload for passengers. (Hardy, et al.,
2008) considered a 100% overlap test at around 45 km/h may represent a suitable compromise that
would be technically feasible with lower cost and mass implications. After consideration of the
evidence, including that of (Hardy, Carroll, & Pitcher, 2008), the Regulators finalised new regulations
concerning the definition and approval of quadri-mobiles without any requirements for frontal impact
tests. Those regulations came into force in 2014.
Euro NCAP tested quadri-mobiles in the 50 km/h 100% overlap frontal deformable barrier test as part
of safety campaigns covering 4 models in 2014 and another 4 in 2016. Two models scored zero stars,
4 scored 1 star, and 2 scored 2 stars. In 2016, a Toyota IQ microcar of similar size to the quadrimobiles but designed, constructed and approved as an M1 passenger car, was tested according to
the quadri-mobile test procedure to enable direct comparison. It achieved a 5-star result. Thus, there
is a clear consequence to the lack of impact test requirements in quadri-mobile regulation, in that they
do in practice achieve a considerably lower level of collision safety than M1 passenger cars of a
comparable size and passenger capacity. However, it should be noted that the IQ had a mass of 886
kg, more than double the mass limit on the quadri-mobile categories.
There is no regulatory mass limit on pods and their economic attractiveness is more likely to be
related to their ability to operate without a driver than to weight or capital cost consideration in relation
to their structure. Thus, the technical and economic feasibility arguments applied in the regulation of
quadri-mobiles cannot be considered directly applicable to pods. It appears likely that it would be
more feasible to upgrade the crash structures of a pod, if it were found to fall short of M1 standards.
In addition to the structure, the seating configuration may also be relevant. Both Westfield and Aurrigo
development stage pods effectively makes the front seat occupants rear facing which means the seat
back becomes the primary restraint, as shown in Figure 10, below.

Figure 10: Interior seat layout of Westfield (left) and Aurrigo (right) pods
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It can be seen that in both cases, the head is positioned very close to the frontal structures and there
is limited opportunity for protection from airbags. In the case of Aurrigo, what is effectively the front
seat also appears to be a low back design, which in an impact would not restrain the head and upper
torso of occupants. This may affect the ability to protect the occupants and the utility of this
configuration will need to be assessed alongside any safety considerations.
In terms of test methods, full scale collision tests are very expensive. While it is possible to replace
expensive but non-structural components such as lidar, radar or camera sensors with suitably
positioned ballast, which limits the cost of destroying the vehicle, the testing process itself remains
expensive. Given that structures remain relatively simple, there is potential for the use of finite
element simulations of collisions within the regulatory process in order to reduce costs.

5.11.4 Proposed requirements for pods
A range of details of implementation of collision tests can have significant effects on their
effectiveness for the collision population and the costs of implementation. However, at a conceptual
level, 3 options have been identified:
•

Quadri-mobile approach: Apply simple design-based occupant protection measures only, no
full-scale impact requirements. Advantages are the low costs and low development lead
times. The disadvantage is a considerably higher chance of serious occupant injuries when
vehicle collisions do occur, perhaps compounded by the intended perception of automated
transport as being safer than traditional transport combined with the fact that consumer
organisations such as Euro NCAP are actively highlighting the fact that quadri-mobiles are
less safe in impacts than equivalent sized M1 passenger cars.

•

Intermediate approach: Design a pod specific collision test based on either the Euro NCAP
quadri-mobile test or UNECE Reg 137, with consideration of impact speeds between 45 and
50 km/h. Advantages would be improved safety in the event of a collision while retaining more
proportionate impacts on vehicle manufacturers. The disadvantage is that there may still be a
perception of less occupant safety in the event of a collision than a passenger car.

•

Passenger car approach: require full compliance with M1 passenger car requirements. The
advantage of this is a clear equivalence in passenger protection with the highest mandatory
road transport standard. Disadvantages are likely to be increased vehicle costs and mass and
potentially the addition of more constraint in design with the need to build in significant
‘crumple zones’. However, there could also be a risk that this standard is optimised for
protection at too high speed such that sub-optimal protection is provided in more frequent
collisions at lower speeds.

At this time, it is not possible to assess in any detail that different levels of crash test would have on
either the safety of the occupants of pods or any design changes required to improve the standard of
the current prototypes ready for full production. Benchmarking the crash performance of the current
range of pod prototypes would provide considerable additional information. Public road trials
assessing the way that other traffic interacted with pods may also offer some insight into any
difference in the risks they will face compared with passenger cars. In theory, this need not wait until
the automated driving systems are robust enough for full unrestricted release in traffic, it could be
simulated using a human driver to pilot the vehicle in a manner that it would be expected that it would
in future operate in automated mode.

5.12

Side impact

5.12.1 Comparing pod to current requirements
At this time, the Westfield pod has not been subjected to any side impact testing and, as such, its
performance is not known.
UNECE Regulation 95 specifies a side impact crash test for M1 and N1 vehicles. It is intended to
simulate a common passenger car collision type where the ‘case’ vehicle pulls out of a side road and
suffers a collision at the driver’s side with a vehicle travelling on the main road perpendicular to the
‘case’ vehicle. The impacting car, often referred to as a bullet vehicle, is replaced in the test by a
mobile deformable barrier, designed to be broadly representative of the stiffness of the front of a
passenger car. The tested car remains stationary and the mobile barrier collides with the side at an
impact speed of 50km/h. It is only currently applied to vehicles where the reference point of the seat is
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less than 700mm from the ground, some a number of larger vans are not tested. However, as
currently designed, pods would be likely to fall in scope.
The European Commission has adopted proposed changes to the General Safety Regulation 19
(GSR), which will significantly change the safety requirements applied to M and N category vehicles.
As part of this change, it is proposed that Regulation 95 will be applied to all category M1 and N1
vehicles, regardless of seat height.
18F

In addition to this, two years after entry into force of the new GSR, M1 and N1 vehicles will need to
comply with UNECE Regulation 135. This is a side impact collision with a pole and is intended to
represent the type of collision where a vehicle loses control and slides sideways into collision with
roadside furniture such as a streetlamp or a tree.
Larger passenger vehicles (buses), Quadri-mobiles and agricultural vehicles are not subject to any
side impact test requirements.

5.12.2 Analysing the safety needs of different vehicles
Considering collisions where a vehicle pulls out of a junction in front of another vehicle approaching
from the driver’s side, then this is predominantly caused by a failure of either observation or
judgement of the driver of the vehicle that pulls out. A perfect automated driving system would never
make this mistake. However, it is unlikely that the automated driving system will be perfect, at least in
initial implementations. In addition to this, collisions can also be contributed to by restrictions in the
line of sight, the effects of sun glare and excessive speed of the collision partner vehicle. Thus, it is
quite conceivable that an automated pod could still suffer this sort of collision, though the frequency
would be expected to be reduced provided that the observation and decision making of the automated
driving system in this situation was better than the human drivers suffering these collisions.
Once the mistake causing the collision has occurred, it is the speed of the collision partner vehicle
and the mass ratio between the two vehicles that will be of dominant influence on the severity of the
collision. The test speed in Regulation 95 is 50 km/h. The mass of the mobile deformable barrier is
950 kg. if this test was applied to the Westfield pod at its GVW of 1430 kg (similar to the kerbweight of
many small to medium cars), and assuming a perfectly elastic collision, then the change in velocity
experienced by the pod would be 20 km/h, or 12 mph. It should be noted that Euro NCAP undertake a
similar test but use a different deformable barrier and a total trolley mass of 1,300 kg, such that the
same analysis would produce an estimated change in velocity of about 24 km/h or 15 mph.
A distribution of the change of velocity experienced by passenger cars in side impact collisions of
varying injury severities is shown in Figure 11, below.

Figure 11: Cumulative frequency of belted car driver injuries by change in velocity experienced by the car in a side
collision with another car. Source: (Richards, 2010)

It can be seen that while up to around 50% of serious injuries occur at speeds equivalent to the tests
or below, none of the fatalities in this sample do. However, it should be noted that the sample size is
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/resource.html?uri=cellar:f7e29905-59b7-11e8-ab4101aa75ed71a1.0003.02/DOC_2&format=PDF
19
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relatively small at 21, such that is likely that at least a small proportion would if a larger sample were
available. In addition to this, a significant number of vehicles in circulation at the time of the sample
would already have been compliant with the side impact requirements such that an absence of
fatalities may be as a partial consequence of the existence of the test requirement.
The actions of the pod will not directly influence the speed of the partner vehicle and, as such, if this
sort of side impact occurs then there is no rationale for suggesting a lower impact speed would be
appropriate for the pod, because of its reduced forward speed.
It should be noted that exactly the same argument applies to other vehicles such as larger buses and
quadri-mobiles. However, in the case of buses the mass is much higher such that the majority of
partner vehicles will be of a lower mass. Applying the change of velocity calculation in the R95 impact
test to a fully laden double deck bus would suggest that the bus would experience a change in
velocity of less than 2 mph. Even in a Euro NCAP impact (heavier partner vehicle) it would only
increase to about 2 mph. Thus, protection is not particularly necessary for buses in the more common
collision types where the partner vehicle is a passenger car.
The opposite is true in the case of quadri-mobiles. At around 400 kg, the R95 test would produce a
change in velocity more like 21 mph (23 mph in Euro NCAP form). Thus, in the same impact, there is
more need for a quadri-mobile to effectively prevent intrusion, absorb energy and minimise
accelerations than there is in a passenger car or pod. Euro NCAP has tested pods in a side impact
barrier test at 50 km/h and has generally found that performance in this test is poor.
It is conceivable that the type of errors made by the ADS may be different to the type of errors made
by humans in this sort of situation. For examples, humans may make a range of errors including
failing to look at all such that they do not see vehicles close to them moving at low speed, or looking
only in the place a vehicle travelling at the speed limit would be expected to be such that they miss a
vehicle further away travelling faster than the limit. An ADS might only be susceptible to a limited set
of mistakes. For example, it has unceasing attention, so it always looks and never misses the close in
vehicle. However, it could conceivably have limited sensor range to the side, designed for typical
urban speeds such that it also misses the vehicle exceeding the speed limit and further away. In this
case, the distribution of collision speeds would be very different with none happening at the lower
speed range and a similar number at the higher speed range. If such a situation occurred, it might
affect the relative benefit of protection optimised for set speeds in comparison with cars.
When pole side impact is considered, it is generally thought that it is often caused by a loss of
control 20. Loss of control is strongly speed dependent such that, on medium to high friction surfaces
at least, severe losses of control are much less likely at low urban speeds of 25 mph (40 km/h) at
which pods are likely to be travelling. Loss of control is also an error of judgement by a driver in terms
of selection of speed around a bend, or the speed or severity of a swerve in a panic situation.
Although unexpected circumstances could occur (e.g. contaminated road surface much more slippery
than anticipated), in a mapped area the ADS will generally be better equipped to calculate the correct
speeds and will not be tempted to push those speeds for ‘fun’ or because it is in a hurry. So, an
automated vehicle should be better at avoiding loss of control. As such, the need for a pole side
impact test is considerably less for a pod than it is for a normal passenger car that is designed to
routinely travel on high speed rural roads where loss of control is much more likely.
19F

5.12.3 Technical feasibility and test procedures
In Regulation 95, the impact alignment is related to the R-point of the driver’s side front seat. The
driver’s seat is always occupied whereas passenger seats are more rarely occupied, so in this way
the test focuses on the position of most potential casualty benefit. If this were to be applied to pods,
then there is no defined driver’s seat. In at least some pods, the seating arrangement is intended to
be two rows facing each other, such that the front row effectively has its back to the direction of travel,
as shown in Figure 10, above. In this case there is a substantial separation between each seat row.
There is no functional reason (e.g. need to drive) for any one row to be more commonly occupied
than another, though in practice there may prove to be a preference for either forward or rearward
facing travel.
As such, an impact aligned with each different seat row would be appropriate from the point of view of
ensuring equal protection regardless of where the occupants are sitting. However, for both the
vehicles shown, this would become a partial overlap impact with either the front or rear of the side of
the vehicle, rather than a 100% overlap with the centre of the vehicle. It is not yet known how
20
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representative this might be of any on-road collisions suffered by pods. It would be feasible to
investigate this for existing passenger cars based on the area of impact damage and using collision
speed as a measure of impact severity, rather than the more usual approach of relating it to injury
severity (which is of course related to the fact that the occupants are positioned more towards the
centre of the vehicle in traditional cars). In addition to this, consideration would be required as to
whether the ADS was liable to make different mistakes to humans in this situation, such that it was
likely to systematically alter the detailed positioning in collisions compared with cars.
It should be noted that if it was considered that the most representative impact type remained central,
then the fact that the seating rows are separated from the centre of the damage area may be
beneficial in that the occupants may not be adjacent to the most significant areas of intruding
structure. However, the absence of a B-pillar may make it more difficult to resist intrusion.
If it was considered that an impact centred in relation to a seat row was appropriate, then it will
effectively become a partial overlap impact and the impact energy will be absorbed across a smaller
part of the structure. However, the vehicle axle would be firmly engaged in the impact, which may be
helpful. Significant vehicle rotation would also be observed in the impact, which is not the case in the
current side impact test.
Assessment of the feasibility of meeting requirements relating to M1 performance is therefore
complex and physical or virtual testing would be required for a reliable understanding.

5.12.4 Proposed requirements for pods
A range of details of implementation of collision tests can have significant effects on their
effectiveness for the collision population and the costs of implementation. However, at a conceptual
level, 3 options have been identified:
•

Quadri-mobile approach: Apply simple design-based occupant protection measures only, no
full-scale impact requirements. Advantages are the low costs and low development lead
times. The disadvantage is a considerably higher chance of serious occupant injuries if
vehicle collisions do occur, perhaps compounded by the intended perception that automated
transport should be safer than traditional transport. This risk could be compounded by the fact
that consumer organisations such as Euro NCAP are actively highlighting the fact that quadrimobiles are less safe in impacts than equivalent sized M1 passenger cars.

•

Adapted side impact only: Apply an adapted version of R95 side impact but not R135 pole
impact. The adaptation to R95 would only be in respect of the alignment of the impact and the
potential need to test against both seat rows or otherwise prove symmetry in performance.
The advantage would be likely to be improvements in protection in the event of a collision
while retaining more proportionate effects on vehicle manufacturers. The disadvantage is that
there may still be a perception of less occupant safety in the event of a collision than a
passenger car.

•

Passenger car approach: require full compliance with M1 passenger car requirements. The
advantage of this is a clear equivalence in passenger protection with the highest mandatory
road transport standard. Disadvantages are likely to be increased vehicle costs and mass and
potentially increasing constraints on design freedom. It is also likely that the protection added
to pass the pole test would be of little real-world benefit because the low speed capability
would make a significant loss of control very unlikely.

At this time, it is not possible to assess in any detail that different levels of crash test would have on
either the safety of the occupants of pods or any design changes required to improve the standard of
the current prototypes ready for full production. Benchmarking the crash performance of the current
range of pod prototypes would provide considerable additional information.

5.13

Rear impact

5.13.1 Comparing pod to current requirements
Currently, there are no full-scale collision test requirements for rear impact for any class of vehicle in
Europe.
UNECE Regulation 17 is applied to seats and anchorages for M1 vehicles as a sub-system but does
not apply to rear facing seats and side facing seats are prohibited in M1 vehicles. As such, the front
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row of seats in the Westfield pod would not be subject to this regulation if it was considered an M1
vehicle but the rear forward facing seats would.
Regulation 17 applies requirements to fit head restraints to the front seats of M1 vehicles. Head
restraints are intended to benefit occupants in the prevention of soft tissue damage to the neck
(known as whiplash) in rear impacts. In the current design of the Westfield pod, the main benefit of
head restraints would be on the rear seat row in the event of rear impact. However, the requirement
for head restraints would not be applicable to this row of seats if approved as an M1. UNECE
Regulation 25 determines the properties of head restraints fitted to forward facing seats but does not
appear to require their fitment.
It is possible to buy Regulation 17 compliant seats as a subsystem so nothing would prevent
manufacturers voluntarily fitting approved head restraints on that row, but it would not be required of
them despite the clear intent of the regulation that at least the most commonly occupied front facing
seats should be offered that protection.
UNECE Regulation 17 also applies requirements covering the impact performance of the back of the
seat in a frontal collision in order to protect occupants against luggage loading. In the seating
arrangement in the Westfield pod this is not relevant because no luggage would be loaded behind a
seat in a frontal impact.
L-Category regulation (EU 3/2014) requires that all seats are forward facing, such that the
arrangement in the Westfield pod would not be possible under quadri-mobile categories of approval.
No requirements are applied in terms of head restraints to either L category or agricultural tractors.
UNECE Regulation 34 is applied to M category vehicles. This regulation covers the safety of liquid
fuel tanks in the event of a collision from the rear (and also from the front). As an electric vehicle, this
is not relevant to the Westfield pod and it is anticipated that most, if not all, such vehicles will be
electrically powered.

5.13.2 Analysing the safety needs of different vehicles
(Teoh & Kidd, 2017) found that early automated vehicles, in the form of Waymo’s automated vehicle
development programme, experienced fewer collisions than would be expected of human drivers but
a far greater proportion of those collisions involved being hit from behind by a manually driven vehicle,
something the automated driving system can do relatively little about. The rate of rear end collisions
specifically may be higher than for manually driven vehicles, though the numbers observed are too
low for statistical significance. It has been suggested that this phenomenon may be because of the
automated vehicle properly observing all speed limits and stop lines etc, even those where human
drivers may not normally do it such that the behaviour of the automated vehicle was unexpected.
However, (Teoh & Kidd, 2017) found no evidence of this in the narrative descriptions of the collisions
they studied.
(Taylor, Lynam, & Baruya, 2001) explored the relationship between speed and the risk of collisions.
They found evidence that increases in the average speed of traffic on a road correlated with an
increased frequency and severity of collisions. However, they also found that an increased distribution
of speeds around the average was correlated with an increased risk of collisions. One cause of an
increased distribution of speeds around the average is high levels of traffic that travels abnormally
slow. Thus, differences in speed between vehicle types can also increase the risk. This has been
studied in respect of the differential speed limits applied to HGVs. The results of these studies are
mixed, which may be partly because of potentially competing effects of decreasing average speed but
increasing spread of speeds around the average. However, there is at least some evidence that
introducing differential speeds can have some adverse effect. For example, (Harkey & Mera, 1994)
studied differential car/truck speed limits in the USA and found that overall, they made little difference
to safety in terms of either collision frequency or severity. However, they did find that the type of
collision sustained might change. Where trucks were restricted to a lower speed than cars, rear end
shunt type collisions were more likely to involve a car colliding with the rear of a truck. However,
where the speed limit was uniform, all car to truck accidents were more likely to involve trucks striking
cars. There was little difference in single vehicle collisions.
Pods when introduced may behave in similar ways to the early Waymo vehicles trialled in the US
such that their compliant and cautious behaviour is unexpected to human drivers. Waymo vehicles on
trial were able to travel at the speed limit. However, pods will be a restricted speed category and will
in theory be able to travel at the speed limit in 20 mph zones but not in 30 mph zones. There is some
evidence to suggest that both factors could increase the risk of suffering a collision to the rear of the
pod, from a manually driven vehicle.
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5.13.3 Technical feasibility and test procedures
Regulation 17 approved seats are readily commercially available. Amending the requirement to
account for the revised seating layout would be a simple wording change within the regulation. Thus,
it is very feasible to fit compliant seats. The Regulation34 requirements would in any case only be
applied if the vehicle was equipped with a liquid fuel tank and so do not represent any barrier or
problem.

5.13.4 Proposed requirements for pods
Three options have been identified:
•

Quadricycle Approach: Do not apply the requirement for head restraints to the front facing
seats in the pod. Advantage: potentially lower cost and fewer styling constraints.
Disadvantage: the possibility of an increased number of minor to moderate rear collisions as a
result of the low speed automated nature of the vehicle translating to an unusually high
number of soft tissue injury claims.

•

Modified M1 Approach: Ensure UNECE Regulation 17 seat structure and head restraint
requirements are applied to forward facing seats in pods as a minimum. Advantage: offering
the same regulatory standard as for passenger cars, reducing the risk of high frequency low
severity collisions: Disadvantage: minor cost and styling impacts.

•

Enhanced M1 Approach: Create a new rear impact safety requirement specific to pods, to
accurately reflect the potential for an increased frequency and possibly severity of rear
collision compared with normal M1 cars. This could remain based on high frequency lower
severity collisions, perhaps based around Euro NCAP procedures for ‘whiplash’ testing or it
could be designed for more rare but more severe collisions with the potential for death or
serious injury, perhaps similar to the UNECE R34 rear impact tests but with added pass/fail
criteria for the assessment of injury. The advantage would be clearly demonstrating an
approach to maximise safety, the disadvantage would be a clear addition to the cost of
compliance.

It should be noted that actual whiplash prevention performance will depend on the vehicle structure as
well as the seat design and, as such, the lack of a boot space in current pod designs and or different
construction methods may affect performance. Benchmarking of the actual performance of vehicles
would better inform the choices.

5.14

Pedestrian protection

5.14.1 Comparing pod to current requirements
The Westfield pod has not been tested for pedestrian protection performance and so it is not known
whether it can comply with any regulatory requirements.
Regulation (EC) 78/2009 requires M1 vehicles to offer a minimum standard of protection to
pedestrians. The main requirements in the Regulation relate to a series of sub-system tests where
test devices representing legs (legforms) and heads (headforms) are fired at the places on a vehicle
where they are considered to typically impact during real world collisions, at speeds representative of
those real-world collisions. Limits are placed on the forces and accelerations experienced by those
devices. This is intended to ensure that, when a collision does occur, injury risk is reduced by
ensuring the structures spread the load across the body and deform to absorb energy and reduce
acceleration.

5.14.2 Analysing the safety needs of different vehicles
Pods will typically be operating in urban centres and campus areas that will typically have high
pedestrian traffic in close proximity to the pod, and in close proximity to road traffic when pods are
operating on the road. In respect of road use (not use in pedestrianised areas), then city buses are
likely to be the vehicles with the most comparable exposure to risk. (Edwards, et al., 2017) showed
that in London 17% of all casualties from collisions involving buses were pedestrians but that this rose
to 64% when only fatalities were considered. It was also shown that where pedestrians were killed by
buses, almost all were frontal collisions and almost all of them involved a bus that was travelling at 25
mph or less before any emergency braking took place.
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Regulation 78/2009 explicitly acknowledges the debate between the benefit of avoiding collisions and
protecting people when a collision does occur and states that where active safety measures can be
shown to be effective the European Commission may consider amendments to allow them to be used
to meet the requirements. However, it is worth noting that in the revised general safety regulation, it
will become a requirement that pedestrian sensitive AEB is mandatory for M1 vehicles but also that
the requirements for passive protection will be extended to better protect at the extreme edges of the
vehicle and around the A pillars.
The automated driving system that the pod is equipped with will act as a collision avoidance system
for pedestrians. Specific track tests have shown that it is very effective at detecting and stopping for
pedestrians when operating at very low speeds of less than around 10 mph. However, such situations
are not as challenging as real road use at typical urban speeds.
The time required to stop the vehicle when a pedestrian collision is identified is defined by the initial
speed of the vehicle, the available friction between tyres and road surface, the ability of the braking
system to best exploit the friction available and maximise deceleration, and the speed with which the
deceleration can be increased from zero to maximum once the command to brake has been given. If
an average deceleration from the moment of brake command to the moment a vehicle stopped was
assumed to be 5 m/s2, then from 5 mph a pod would stop in less than half a second. From 25 mph it
would be 2.2 seconds. Even if the brake system could achieve the theoretical maximum of 10 m/s2
and build to that level instantly, then from 25 mph it would take 1.1 seconds to stop.
(Knight, Dodd, & Edwards, Assessing the case for requiring AEB on city buses and developing
technical requirements and test procedures, 2019) studied pedestrian collisions involving city buses in
London, based on police fatal accident reports and analysis of the on-board CCTV footage provided
by a bus operator. It was found that in fatal cases, pedestrians first became recognisable as an
imminent collision risk on average 0.76 seconds before collision, and in all cases less than 2 seconds
before collision. It is clear that in order to prevent fatalities at travel speeds of 25 mph even where the
time available is at the high end of the range, the pod would need to be equipped with an ADS that
instantly recognised a collision risk and commanded braking, and the brakes would need to achieve
better than an average 5 m/s2 to avoid collision. If the brakes were activated instantly and achieved 10
m/s2, then it still would not be possible to avoid all of the real-world collisions by stopping the pod prior
to the point of impact. The fatal cases were all based on police evidence and traditional reconstruction
techniques, which are subject to significant error. However, non-fatal cases where CCTV was
available allow for a very accurate measurement to be taken and in those cases a range of available
reaction times of 0.7 to 4.1 seconds, with an average of 2 seconds. Although a more accurate
measurement, there was also evidence to suggest a real physical difference between the collision
populations, for example, in the non-fatal cases more drivers braked before impact and the impact
speed was on average correspondingly lower.
The short available time to react in such cases is defined by the time taken for the pedestrian to move
from the point where they do not represent an imminent collision risk (e.g. walking along the road or
stood stationary waiting to cross at the kerbside) to the impact point. (Edwards, et al., 2017) showed
that a substantial proportion of fatal collisions had an impact point between the nearside edge of the
vehicle and 25% of the vehicle’s width. On typical roads, this could be as little as 0.5m into the road,
even where the vehicle is travelling in the centre of the lane. Pedestrians can accelerate from rest
very quickly and can cover this sort of distance from a standing start in a very short time.
In other case, it may be that the pedestrian starts moving to cross the road from a point several
metres back from the kerbside such that a much longer time is available to recognise that they are on
a collision course. However, pedestrians can also change direction or stop very quickly so a
pedestrian AEB is unlikely to actually begin braking until the pedestrian is much closer. This is
because, if the pedestrian did suddenly stop, the fact that the vehicle had begun to brake would be
considered by the human driver to be a false positive.
A pod does not have a human driver and when operating at very low speed in off-road pedestrian
areas, there is almost no adverse consequences to a ‘false positive’ activation of brakes in response
to a pedestrian. The pod can therefore brake very early and very cautiously in order to prioritise
safety. This can be seen occurring in the various real-world trials of such vehicles. However, if
travelling at higher speeds on a public road, then acting that early could occur very frequently and, on
many occasions could be considered a ‘false positive’. When travelling on the public road, sudden
unexpected braking can create a significant collision risk from vehicles behind. Regular stopping
could also significantly contribute to congestion. So, even where there is no human driver to annoy
and no standing passengers that could fall, it will remain important to avoid false positives. This may
further constrain the ability of an automated vehicle to avoid all pedestrian collisions.
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Thus, a need for protecting pedestrians in the event of a collision is likely to still exist with on-road
pods and does not only relate to instances where an imperfect ADS might fail to detect a pedestrian
(false negative).
Much the same logical arguments can be considered equally applicable to city buses (M2/3) and
quadri-mobiles (L6e/L7e). They are more likely to be used in urban areas and few if any are likely to
be equipped with brake assist or pedestrian AEB. Thus, they have at least an equal, if not greater,
need for pedestrian protection. No regulatory requirements for pedestrian protection or AEB apply to
either category. However, Transport for London has announced 21 that in future they will be requiring
buses in London to be equipped with AEB sensitive to pedestrian collisions and for impact protection
for pedestrians where collisions do still occur despite the effect of AEB.
20F

Agricultural vehicles typically operate in rural areas away from pedestrian dense environments.
(Scarlett, Knight, & Morgan, 2017) found that across the EU pedestrians represented 6% of fatalities
from collisions involving agricultural vehicles, showing that protecting pedestrians, while a positive
thing, would be of lower priority compared with protecting other types of road user. No pedestrian
protection requirements are applied to Agricultural vehicles.

5.14.3 Technical feasibility and test procedures
Ensuring good pedestrian protection performance involves consideration of both the pedestrian
kinematics, and hence the geometry (shape) of the vehicle and its local stiffness and energy
absorption at the impact site. Typically, only a few cm of controlled deformation is required at the
impact point to provide protection sufficient to pass the test and, where this has proved difficult on M1
vehicles, active systems such as pop-up bonnets or even airbags have been used to provide
additional ride down distance.
However, detailed requirements for implementing Regulation (EC) 78/2009 22 focus on measuring the
performance based on a component/sub-system test that has been developed such that it is
considered valid for a broad range of passenger cars that were in service at the time of writing the
regulation. For example, Figure 12 below shows the basic configuration of the head impact test.
21F

Figure 12: Head Impact and target points as defined in Regulation (EC) 631/2009

It can be seen that the sort of angle represented in the diagram is the sort of angle that would apply
when a normal passenger car hit a normal sized pedestrian at a point below their centre of gravity
such that they rotate around their centre of gravity and fall down onto the bonnet. The impact speeds
for the headform test are also calculated to take account of the rotational motion and the acceleration
of the pedestrian that would occur during the time between first contact between the bumper and legs
and the subsequent impact between head and bonnet. The Westfield pod, in common with others,
21
22
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does not have a traditional passenger car shape and as such that impact angles and speeds and
indeed the inclusion of bonnet leading edge requirements may not be appropriate for the shape of
each pod vehicle. The electric drivetrain means that there are fewer design constraints on pods and a
variety of shapes are possible.
The Westfield pod has a front end slightly raked back from vertical and is also curved back from the
centre line when viewed in plan view (from above). This is closer to the shape of a heavy goods
vehicle (HGV). The effect of relaxing length limits on HGVs in order to allow a more curved shape that
would be better for aerodynamics and pedestrian protection was studied by (Knight, Tomlin, McAuley,
& Dent, 2018). It was found that a vertical front vehicle tended to push pedestrians down toward the
ground, which increased the likelihood of injury in secondary impacts with the ground and the
probability of being runover by the wheels. In HGV-pedestrian fatalities, a significant proportion of
victims are run over by the wheels, particularly where the vehicle is not braking at the moment of
collision. Raking the profile back from vertical mitigated this but soon got to the point where it then
tended to push the pedestrian up into the air, which increased the height from which the pedestrian
falls under gravity and also increases the change of severe head injury in impacts with the ground. A
two-stage rake was found to be a good compromise. This involves a near vertical profile to a height
approaching the centre of gravity of the pedestrian, then a raked backward profile at heights above
that. This approach pushed the pedestrian along the road in a neutral fashion (neither up nor down)
and increased the time between 1st impact and head impact, which tended to reduce the relative
difference in speed between head and vehicle.
A curved profile in plan view could help to deflect pedestrians out of the path of the vehicle, which was
beneficial for the avoidance of runover. However, it could increase the severity of the initial head
impact with the vehicle because the relative motion of vehicle and pedestrian combined with the
geometry meant that the impact could occur first with the head without a prior impact with the
shoulder. The difference observed in this case was considered likely to be exaggerated because the
stiffness of the hybrid III dummy shoulder used to assess the results is known to be much stiffer than
that of a real human.
An initial attempt at optimising the front-end structure was undertaken and produced the following
design

Figure 13. Initial optimisation of HGV front end for pedestrian protection. Source: (Knight, Tomlin, McAuley, & Dent,
2018)

The area highlighted in red was shown to still present a high risk of head injury and was identified as
being in need of measures to provide lower stiffness either by appropriate glazing or by dedicated
energy absorbing structures.
It can be seen that the shape identified is not too different to the Westfield pod. In the absence of test
results for the pod, this is suggestive that appropriate pedestrian protection ought to be feasible,
though is likely to require new test and assessment procedures.
It should be noted that based on visual assessment only, following the principles identified by (Knight,
Tomlin, McAuley, & Dent, 2018) for HGVs, it appears that the performance of different designs of
current pod may be quite variable. A 4 seat Aurrigo pod and a larger shuttle are shown below as
examples.
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It can be seen that the frontal shape of both vehicles is complex. For the 4-seater, then it is clear that
the initial impact with a pedestrian would be low down on the pedestrian. However, it is less clear
what effect the rearward curving (in side view) below the height of the windscreen would have. There
are also some external projections that could prove hostile to pedestrians. The larger shuttle vehicle in
the main approximates a vertical fronted vehicle with a substantially projecting bumper low down, so
would likely give kinematic performance similar to that discussed for HGVs in (Knight, Tomlin,
McAuley, & Dent, 2018). However, at the edges of the vehicle there are forward facing panel edges
that, unless very soft in structure, could be very hostile in a pedestrian impact, in exactly the impact
area that the automated driving system may find it most difficult to avoid collisions.

5.14.4 Proposed requirements for pods
The option for full compliance with M1 requirements has been considered not to be feasible because
the differences in vehicle geometry will mean that the test procedures and input values are incorrect
for pods. Three feasible options have been identified as below:
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•

Quadri-mobile Approach: Do not implement pedestrian protection requirements. Advantages
include minimising barriers to deployment of vehicles and cost and development lead times.
The disadvantage is that pedestrian collisions will be amongst the more difficult to avoid for
automated driving systems operating in normal urban road collisions, such that there is a
substantial risk that fatalities could still occur. In the absence of requirements, designers
looking to differentiate pod offerings from normal passenger vehicles may introduce designs
that are more hostile to pedestrians than traditional vehicles.

•

Hybrid approach: Introduce pedestrian protection requirements but only towards the edges of
the vehicle, where the impacts are most difficult for the ADS to avoid. Adapt existing M1 tests
to the speed/geometry of pods. Advantage, this may place less constraints on the design of
the vehicle. Disadvantage, achieving the safety aim still relies on the ADS to be sufficiently
capable to avoid collisions that occur in the centre of the vehicle structure

•

Adapted M1 approach: Follow the same philosophy and standards as in the existing M1
approach but with adaptations to the details of test procedures to account for the different,
and potentially very variable, frontal geometry of pods. The advantage is being able to
demonstrate clear equivalency in minimum safety standard with cars. The disadvantage may
be increased cost and reduced design freedom.
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Identification of Regulatory Options

It is apparent from the previous chapters that there is a need for clear regulation but that pod style
vehicles do not easily fit into an existing regulatory structure.
Table 5 summarises the options identified in Chapter 5 in relation to the Capri pod for each regulatory
category. It also contains an assessment of whether the default option of approving such vehicles as
M1 category would represent a hard barrier to sale or whether it would create practical difficulties with
testing.
For example, for M1 vehicles it is a legal requirement to have a brake assist system. This is operative
on a brake pedal that does not exist in pods, so it is physically impossible to fit a brake assist system.
Thus, this requirement is a barrier to approval. Alternatively, when fundamental service brake
performance is considered, the requirements are expressed in terms of performance, e.g. minimum
levels of deceleration. So, there are no hard barriers to sale. However, the absence of a manually
controlled brake pedal means that proving the requirements are met can be difficult and may require
the vehicles to be programmed with some form of test mode. Such modes are open to manufacturer
abuse and so may be controversial. Thus, there is no hard barrier to sale, but demonstrating the
requirements are met may in practice be quite difficult.

Y

N

Does M1 Regulation
incur practical
approval difficulties?

Does M1 regulation
represent a potential
barrier to sale?

Amend
enforcement

N

M2/3

N

New bespoke
approach

Y

Modified L6/7

Y

L6/7

Adapted M1

Restraints and standing
passengers
Fundamental Brake
Performance
Stability under braking
and ABS
Brake Assist System

Options identified to permit automated vehicles and
provide defined assurance of safety

M1

Regulated
performance

Table 5: Summary of regulation options for the Capri pod
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4

4

Total (No. = Y)

7

8

6

1

5

1

1

(subject to
interpretati
on)

Table 5 suggests that there is no single simple option that can be used to apply regulation to pods.
The category M1 is still the closest fit for pods (or M2/3 for those designed with greater numbers of
passengers) but there would still be a need for adapting some regulations. For some regulatory
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performance areas, category M1 requirements can be applied, however for others this needs
modification, and for further others the regulation for M1 produces a barrier for sale that cannot be
overcome easily by altering vehicle design.
There are three options for adapting regulations for pods which have differing implications with
regards to ease of application and for safety:
•

•

•

Option 1: Only remove regulations that are considered hard barriers. In this instance the
pod design would need altering to comply with the majority of M1 regulations, which could
prove costly for the manufacturer, but, as regulatory change is slow, may be a quicker route
to market.
Option 2: Adaptation or re-writing of the regulations so that they are more in line with a pod
style vehicle than an M1 vehicle. This would be a light-touch approach with regards to
safety, which would aid manufacturers, but may be a slow process and require a new
vehicle type category to be determined.
Option 3: The majority of the M1 regulations are retained but where appropriate these are
modified, or exemptions are introduced for pod vehicles (e.g. direct vision, brake assist).
Additional pod specific requirements could also be considered to regulate for aspects such
as remote operation. This option is more robust in terms of safety.

There is a need for further exploration as to which option is most appropriate and also which fits best
into the wider regulation considerations that are being discussed in the UK and beyond. It is likely that
different structures are needed for different stages of the implementation of automation. For example,
a vehicle special order could be used for an advanced trials vehicle and then a safety assurance
scheme linked with IVA or NSSTA could be the next step, before integrating with an approval scheme
that gains international recognition.
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Appendix A Regulation Proposals Overviews
The following pages provide a more detailed summary of the proposed regulations for automated
vehicles as described in chapter 3:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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UK: Zenzic Roadmap

Country: UK
Enforcement level: Suggested milestones and steps to achieve vision of CAM
Reference document(s):
UK Connected and Automated Mobility Roadmap to 2030, Zenzic, September 2019
Scope (e.g. SAE level):
All levels of automated driving (SAE level 0-5), covering the vehicle, technology, infrastructure,
human, government etc. needs, roles and vision.
Headline:
Roadmap for next 10 years of how to achieve vision of CAM in the UK and the interdependencies of
different areas. High level summary of the collated views of industry, academia and government
stakeholders, a tool to be used going forward.
Evidence/basis of proposal:
150+ organisations involved in various workshops, thematic roadmaps collated and explored, aligned
to form a single vision.
Summary (only reviewed areas relevant to regulations / legislation)
Roadmap Structure
• Lists milestones between now and 2030 to achieve vision:
“By 2030, the UK is benefitting from proven connected and automated mobility, with an
increasingly safe and secure road network, improved productivity and greater access to
transport for all. Next-generation services and technology are designed and developed in the
UK, powered by high value skills and a strong supply chain, and driven by public demand, we
are a world leader.”
• 4 Key Themes:
1. Society and People
2. Vehicles
3. Infrastructures
4. Services
• 6 Golden Threads – cross theme narratives, recognise inter-dependencies:
1. Legislation and Regulation
2. Safety
3. CAM Services
4. Public Acceptability
5. Infrastructure
6. Cyber Resilience
Society and People
• Vehicle Approvals (p20)
o Build on existing foundations (Code of Practice, Law Commission)
o Ensure all types of self-driving vehicles meet a minimum safety standard
o Short term goal: framework for advanced trial approvals
o Medium term goal: national approval scheme in place by end 2027
o Long term goal: International approval harmonisation by 2030
• Licencing and Use (p20)
o Need to define a robust standards framework for CAM
o Short term goal: develop legislation and regulation to enable trialling, licencing and
use of CAV – testing in early 202s, deployment of vehicles and services from 2024
• Legislation and Insurance (p21)
o Short term goal: frameworks for data sharing with insurers
o Medium term goal: mature and robust regulatory and legal framework for insurance in
place by end 2028. CAV being cheaper to insure than human drivers by 2027
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Vehicles
Vehicle-related areas that may be a component of standards / frameworks (short-medium term):
• Software update process
• Standardisation of ODDs
• Validation and certification of AI algorithms – impacts of their decisions
• Standardised sensor calibration methods & functionality testing
• Ergonomics of use, design features to keep passengers safe in new positions
• Connectivity standards will be created from 2022
Infrastructure
Infrastructure-related areas that may be a component of standards / frameworks:
• Data transfer for safety – what, how accurately, mechanisms of transfer and storage,
cybersecurity considerations, governance, ownership etc.
• Safety case for safety-critical communications
• Network coverage
• New specifications and standards for infrastructure elements (e.g. signage, mapping),
revision of road manuals
• ITS and network efficiency – new monitoring and compliance requirements
• High quality test and development facilities to allow rigorous testing to satisfy regulators
o Standards for testing procedures, validation methods, safety cases
o ‘MOT’ for cyber security in 2028
Services
Services-related areas that may be a component of standards / frameworks:
• How to adapt transport policy to enable freight CAV, e.g.
o Allocation of curb space for self-driving logistics
o Frameworks for last mile deliveries
• Design services to meet needs of vulnerable people and people with disabilities
• Avoid regional transport poverty, policy and business models to support AV deployment in
smaller towns and rural settings
Golden Thread 01 – Legislation and Regulation
• 104 key milestones.
• Key strands:
o Legislation for clearing road space for AVs (HW17) (2030)
o Harmonised vehicle approval scheme (LR57) (2030)
o Appropriate update cadence established (LR74) (2026)
o Highly-automated vehicles are able to be on public roads legally (LR30) (2026)
o Partially-simulated certification in use (LR53) (2029)
• Key enablers:
o First code of practice for CAM services (MS03) (2020)
o Baseline police and standards established (LR05) (2022)
o UNECE cyber security regulations development (LR23) (2021)
o Vehicle approval framework for self-driving vehicles in place (LR48) (2021)
o Consistent framework for approval & licensing of self-driving vehicles (LR46) (2020)
o Agreed safety standards (LR17) (2020)
o Digitisation of rules of the road (The Highway Code) (LR71) (2020)
• Critical Waypoints:
o Trials of CAM in multiple environment and differing economic models (LR37) (2026)
o CAM service licencing framework established (LR34) (2024)
o Development of MaaS regulations begins (LR13) (2024)
Additional legislation / regulation relevant key strands from other Golden Threads
• Golden Thread 02 – Safety:
o Revised highway safety and design standards (HW11) (2029)
o Development of safety protocols for CAM services (LR19) (2022)
o Mandatory data sharing of safety critical data is legislated (LR26)
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Golden Thread 03 – CAM Services:
o First code of practice for CAM services (MS03) (2020)
o Independent body established to handle data (LR27) (2022)
Golden Thread 05 – Infrastructure:
o Communications definitions in highway standards (CM05) (2020)
Golden Thread 06 – Cyber Resilience
o Cyber security becomes a core part of vehicle approval (LR82) (2030)
o UK Safety case adoption feeds into global standards (LR80) (2025)
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A.2. UK Insurance Industry - Defining Safe Automated Driving
Country: UK
Enforcement level: Suggested procedures and guidance
Reference document(s):
Defining Safe Automated Driving: Insurer Requirements for Highway Automation, Thatcham Research
(on behalf of the Association of British Insurers), September 2019
Scope (e.g. SAE level):
All levels of assisted / automated driving (SAE 1-5), initially covering driving domain of ‘highway’ future work will cover other design domains.
Headline:
Presents insurance industry’s core guidelines for introduction of safe automated vehicles, specifically
within the highway domain. Details twelve criteria of key requirements expected by insurers that ADS
must meet.
Evidence/basis of proposal:
Represents the views of the members of the Automated Driving Insurers Group under the auspices of
Thatcham Research and the ABI. Based on 2 years research of the Automated Driving Insurers
Group.
Summary
Current Situation & Proposal
Anticipated that international regulations will primarily focus on the design and construction of AVs,
and how drivers use them will need to be defined at a national level – e.g. insurance required, liability,
ability to undertake secondary tasks.
UK Automated & Electric Vehicle Act (AEVA) defines how automated vehicles will be identified and
insured. The Road Traffic Act 1988 and the Construction & Use Regulations 1986 define driver
responsibilities at the wheel and will need amendments to permit automated driving.
UK law will have to be changed to allow ‘drivers’ to undertake secondary tasks, precise identification
of when it is / isn’t safe to do this needed by regulators to decide when it should be allowed. Some
countries (e.g. USA) are pursuing a ‘self-certification’ approach which shifts this decision to
manufacturers – arguably the people with the best knowledge of the system. Others (e.g. Europe)
requiring pre-market approval, place more burden on regulatory authorities to review and understand
the documentation provided by manufacturers.
Evidence suggests:
- Most drivers over-estimate abilities of AVs, do not understand different system capabilities
- Humans are poor supervisors
- If engaged in secondary tasks, users can take a long time to re-engage and be in control
Key concerns for insurers:
− Does the user know and fully understand what their role is and implications of not doing it?
− How easily can the user fulfil their role?
− Will the user deliberately abuse the system?
Knowing whether the vehicle or the user was in charge at the time of an incident (e.g. collision) will be
essential for insurers to determine liability. Data must be provided to insurers to determine this and to
enable insurers to pursue costs recovery from ADSEs. If vehicle in control, the user may also claim for
injuries sustained, potentially adding an additional claimant for each incident.
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SAE levels designed to define technical functionality of ADS and may not provide enough clarity for
public to fully understand capabilities / limitations of the system - propose new definitions for defining
level of vehicle automation:

For each of these 3 categories, propose 4 driving domains (ODD categories) where automated driving
can be applied, and 12 defining principles that describe key requirements that ADS in each domain
must meet.
Note: expected that some ‘SAE level 3’ vehicles may meet the criteria for ‘Automated’, but that most
will fall under ‘Assisted’ and drivers will not be allowed to undertake secondary tasks.
Driving Domains
• ADS will be heavily reliant on ODD, likely that ODDs will be very specific
• Not practical to legislate for each individual ODD, propose 4 broad categories with key highlevel criteria  regulations can remain flexible, and more understandable for consumers
• ODD contains combination of static and dynamic conditions, automation can only start when
all conditions are met
o Static boundaries (e.g. road type) are fixed and predictable, allow for planned
handover scenarios
o Dynamic boundaries (e.g. traffic speed, weather) could occur quickly and require
handover with little warning
• Expected that initial automated systems will have more dynamic boundaries / limitations and
automation could often end at short notice
• Broad driving domains:
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Safe Automated Driving
Until AVs can handle all situations, humans will need to respond to:
- false negatives (system fails to respond when it should),
- false positives (system takes action when it shouldn’t),
- end of automation (system reaches end of ODD, either through planned or unplanned
situation, and requires user-in-charge to resume driving role)
All or any of these could lead to collisions if the risk and exposure if high enough.
In ‘assisted’ driving, frequency of false positive and false negatives could be high, however driver is
expected to monitor system and mitigate these. Though if driver (user in charge) is not sufficiently
engaged and attentive, risks will not be sufficiently mitigated.
In ‘automated’ driving, user will not actively monitor the system and can undertake secondary tasks. In
false positive or false negative situation, ADS believes it is doing the right thing so will not signal the
user to take control. In these situations, collision risk is high and mitigation difficult.
End of automation particularly a concern for insurers:
- If automation ends (e.g. reaches end of ODD) and user inattentive and does not respond to
handover request, an inattentive driver is left in control of moving vehicle. Inattention is a
major factor in UK collisions.
- Alternatively, if user does not respond to takeover request, vehicle could come to a stop,
however stopping in a live traffic lane on the highway presents high level of risk.
- Propose to control this risk through keeping user in loop when there is a danger this may
occur, and requiring ADS to be capable of more sophisticated “minimal risk manoeuvre”
Insurers 4 main requirements for Automated Driving:
- A clear definition of ‘assisted’ and ‘automated’ vehicles, high level framework for regulation of
ADS
- ODD clearly defined, controlled and understood
- A clear and dynamic record of vehicles capable of Automation
- A clear understanding of liability with vehicle data supplied immediately to both insurer and
manufacturer to establish who was driving if an AV accident occurs
12 Key Criteria for Defining Safe Automated Driving
Detailed information for each of the 12 criteria is given in the report, including technical requirements,
test and assessment procedures, justification of inclusion, and UK case examples. Briefly they can be
summarised as:
1. User Support: Information, Naming and User Obligations
- Appropriate system naming, information in adverts and manuals
- Clear differentiation of ‘assisted driving systems’ and ‘automated driving’ via different user
interfaces
- Before automation begins, vehicle must ensure driver understands functionalist and their role
- Simple and intuitive system design to reduce need for training
- Clear and detailed information for insurers and regulators
2. Location Specific: ODD
- Clearly defined ODD by manufacturer, detailing static and dynamic conditions needed to
enable ADS
- Conditions monitored by ADS to ensure Automated Driving only occurs within ODD, predict
when ODD will end
- ODD published by manufacturer
3. Safe Driving: ADS Capabilities and Behaviour
- ADS reliably capable of all driving tasks within ODD
- Interact predictably with other road users
- Obey traffic laws
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If software updates (new sales or existing vehicles) change capability, will be subject to
regulatory approval
Manufacturers must follow robust ‘safe system’ design process with comprehensive V&V

4. User Monitoring
- Active monitoring of user attentiveness to manage safe handover
- User monitored from when ADS activated to when they are fully re-engaged as driver
- Not ‘hands on wheel’ detection alone
5. Secondary Tasks
- If unplanned handover from automation is likely, secondary tasks will be limited to only those
available through vehicle infotainment system
- Where only planned handovers expected, additional secondary tasks may be permitted
6. Starting Automation
- Automated Driving only possible when:
o ODD conditions met
o Self-diagnostics confirm system health
o Driver in fit state
- Initiated through clear ‘offer and confirm’ process
7. Using Automation
- Vehicle must monitor user attentiveness to ensure they are ready for handover at the
appropriate time
8. Ending Automation
- All handovers from vehicle to user shall use a clear ‘request and confirm’ process
- System must monitor driver and continue to provide support until driver fully re-engaged
- ADS must be able to achieve safe harbour if either the user-in-charge or ADS fails
o Done via minimum risk manoeuvre, varies according to circumstances. ‘Stop in lane’
not an acceptable default.
- Ways of ending automation (further detail on processes is described in the report):
o Planned handover – ADS initiates managed handover of control, driver has sufficient
time to engage with driving task (e.g. when static ODD condition reached such as
highway exit)
o Unplanned handover – ADS initiates warning process to engage driver immediately
(e.g. when dynamic ODD condition such as weather quickly changes)
o User-in-charge initiated handover – multipath ‘Request and Confirm’ process
o System failure – ADS initiates warning process to engage driver immediately, must
maintain capability to perform minimum risk manoeuvre
- Example stepped warning process for unplanned handover:
o Audible and visual alerts  increased audible and visual alerts + haptic alerts 
further increased audible and visual alerts + brake jerk
9. Collision Protection: Collision Avoidance & Protection
- Vehicle must be equipped with emergency collision avoidance technology
- Emergency collision avoidance technology must engage when ADS is operating
- Vehicle should be equipped with state-of-the-art passive safety protection
10. Cyber Resilience
- Consequences of cyber intrusion must be minimised through the design and maintenance of
the ADS
- Cyber security risks must be addressed for the ADS and any over-the-air updates
- Will require certified compliance with ISO 21434
11. Collision Data
- A limited data set must be available to insurers, without charge, confirming whether ADS of
human driver in control of vehicle in lead up to a collision
- Data recording must be triggered in collision and emergency system intervention situations
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12. Sustainability
- Emergency collision avoidance systems will need to tolerate sensor degradation, must
maintain full functional performance for at least 10 years
- Software systems must have full functional support for 10 years
- Systems should be designed to be self-healing for minor damage, and display if a fault is
detected
- Periodic technical inspection to validate emergency collision avoidance system function
Assessment and Verification
Require a testing framework to establish consistency of vehicle behaviour as well as overall safety.
Propose a hybrid approach of 3 elements, continually refined and augmented with real-world
feedback:
1. Virtual Testing (simulation)
- Assess ADS functionality in range of critical and non-critical driving situations
- Should represent a large proportion of all situations could encounter in ODD
- Must cover the following:
i. Normal continuous driving
ii. Emergency situations
iii. Exiting the ODD
iv. System failures (with and without driver response)
- Manufacturer testing evidence should be audited using a standard set of scenarios
(e.g. MUSICC database currently being developed)
i. Should include example of each of the 338 crash scenarios identified by
(BAST & GDV, 2003) where applicable to ODD
2. Track Testing
- Random selection of simulated scenarios recreated on a test track
- Physically check:
i. basic perception and manoeuvring
ii. emergency / collision avoidance
iii. complex edge case scenarios
- Assess both performance and consistency to simulation test results (within a degree
of tolerance)
3. On-Road Testing
- Added random nature of public road testing, evidence should be collected to prove
ADS performed appropriately
- Ideally conducted in an environment with a digital twin, to validate simulation results
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A.3. European Union: On the Road to Automated Mobility
Country: EU member states
Enforcement level: Recommendations
Reference document(s):
EC (2018) On the road to automated mobility: An EU strategy for mobility of the future.
Communication from EC to EU parliament / council / committees, COM(2018) 283 final.
Scope (e.g. SAE level):
All levels of connected and automated mobility.
Headline:
Proposal of EU agenda for a comprehensive and harmonised approach between member states
towards connect and automated mobility. Aims: identify supporting actions for developing
technologies, services and infrastructure, ensure legal and policy frameworks in place to support
deployment of safe connected and automated mobility, address societal and environmental concerns.
Evidence/basis of proposal:
Not specified. EC recommendations, though lots of grey literature evidenced.
Summary
Introduction / Opportunity
• Mobility increasingly becoming automated and connected – vehicles “talking” to each other, to
infrastructure, to other road users
• Many potential benefits of this – e.g. make transport safer, more accessible, sustainable.
• EU large exporter of vehicle technologies, need to tap into new sector growth to benefit
businesses/economy and create jobs – both in vehicle industry and other parts of the chain
• Expect a long transition phase – need to act now to embed values of social inclusion, low
emissions and efficiency into the future transport system
• Generally people accepting of AVs, but highest safety and security standards expected
• However connectivity and automation will raise issues / concerns that must be addressed:
o Over-reliance and misuse of the technologies
o Need for new infrastructure support for AVs
o Ethical issues in transfer of responsibility to and from driver / vehicle
o Vehicle’s decision making when an accident cannot be avoided
o Liability in an accident – driver or vehicle?
o Data protection – public and private data
o Disruption to labour market – need for re-skilling
EU Vision of Connected and Automated Mobility (CAM)
• Be a world leader in deployment of CAM, step-change in bringing down road fatalities,
reducing emissions, reducing congestion  Vision Zero
• SAE level 1 & 2 vehicles (assisting the driver) already available in EU, level 3 & 4 vehicles
(driverless in limited situations) being tested and expected available from 2020, full level 5
possibly by 2030.
• Commission favours progressive approach based on evidence-based safety testing, through
identified automation use cases. For the next decade this centres around:
o Passenger cars and trucks
 Highway chauffer (levels 3 and 4 motorway), truck platooning etc.
 Some low speed urban situations such as rubbish trucks, valet parking –
though still supervised by human
o Public transport – limited driving situations at low speed (level 4) such as urban
shuttles, small delivery vehicles etc. Still require human supervision and / or operate
only on very short ranges.
• Connectivity not essential but expected to enable automation – commission therefore have
integrated approach
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Expected all new cars connected to internet by 2022, range of benefits / drawbacks.
Emerging 5G technology will offer more complex / improved servicers.

State of Play
• EU vehicle approval framework legislation to a large extent already suitable for CAVs
o Real internal market for vehicles
o Member states cannot contradict EU vehicle legislation
o Model for international harmonisation (e.g. Japan, Russia, China)
• Also EU data protection rules some of the highest standard in the world
• However other regions (US, Japan, China) not standing still – to remain competitive it is
essential that Europe develops and produces key technologies / services / infrastructure, and
that necessary regulatory framework is in place
• Initiatives already underway in Member States, especially for large scale testing – these need
to be better co-ordinated, calls for commission to develop shared strategy
• Commission already adopted strategies for 5th generation of communication networks (5G),
cooperative intelligent transport systems, space strategy. Also proposed initiative on artificial
intelligence. All of this will support AVs
Making the EU Stronger
• Significant investment needed in technology, infrastructure support, and to ensure social
acceptance of automated mobility. This will come primarily from private sector, but EU will
stimulate research and innovation
• Supportive measures should be linked to key policy and regulatory initiatives around the use
cases identified previously
• Commission already supporting large-scale testing through research funding (H2020), need
to better coordinate cross-border testing.
• Automated mobility will remain a priority for research frameworks, more budget allocated for
future research funding for CAM, including:
o Large scale demonstration pilots of highly automated driving systems – passenger
cars, freight transport, shared mobility services in urban areas
o User acceptance
o Design of safe HMI
o Road infrastructure to support automation
o Testing and validation procedures for CAVs
o Testing use of 5G to support highly automated driving
o New mobility services
• Synergies with Connecting Europe Facility funding, coordinated call for projects
• Highlighted projects: L3PILOT (automated cars), AUTOPILOT (connected vehicle ecosystem), ENSEMBLE (truck platooning)
• Calls for better exchange of lessons learned
• Need to prioritise use cases for testing, define common methods for testing, evaluation and
exchange of knowledge
• Develop network of pan-European 5G cross-border corridors for large scale testing and
deployment of CAM
• Further develop Galileo services and related vehicle navigation technologies for AVs
• Need for updated roadmap for AV research, short / medium / long-term research actions –
this will be developed with representatives from Member States, experts and stakeholders –
will serve as basis for setting research priorities
Ensuring an Internal Market for the Safe Take-up of Automated Mobility
• Guaranteed internal market key to ensure legal certainty, foster investment, protect citizens
• EU vehicle approval framework overhauled in 2018 – EU first in world to combine vehicle
approval rules with market surveillance rules
• Commission will built on this to develop new approach for certifying safety of automated
vehicles that is suited to their evolutionary nature
• New automation technologies can already be validated under the EU vehicle approval
framework – unforeseen technologies can be approved through EU exemption, and can then
be placed on the EU market like any other approved vehicles
• Common approach needed by Member States to ensure mutual recognition of national adhoc safety assessments
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Safety
• AVs have potential to improve road safety (human error considered major accident factor),
however will have to share streets with non-automated vehicles, pedestrians, cyclists and
motorcyclists  should only be deployed once overall road safety guaranteed, now just AV
user safety
• In adopting new safety rules, the Commission will follow the guiding principles for humanmachine interface proposed by GEAR 2030 (https://ec.europa.eu/growth/content/high-levelgroup-gear-2030-report-on-automotive-competitiveness-and-sustainability_en See Annex 3 of
the report)
• Important to ensure consistency between national traffic rules and EU traffic rules – propose
following United Nations framework for defining expected tasks of driver / vehicle at different
levels of automation
(http://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/trans/main/wp29/wp29resolutions/ECE-TRANS-WP291140e.pdf)
• Currently no EU legislation on traffic rules so Member States recommended to support
convergence at international level, using guidance from 1949 Geneva and 1968 Vienna
conventions on road traffic
• Safe and high-quality road infrastructure key for supporting AVs – e.g. quality of road
markings and signs may influence AV performance
• Digital communication of road traffic information (e.g. dynamic speed limits) must be
understood by all road users and all systems must be interoperable
• Commission will assess consequences of automation on existing legislation such as Directive
2006/126/EC (driving license), Directive 2003/59/EC (professional drivers training) etc.
Liability
• Motor vehicle liability regulated at EU level through for example Motor Insurance Directive,
Product Liability Directive, and further at a national level in Member States
• Commission propose AVs fitted with data records to clarify if driver or autonomous system in
charge at time of an accident in order to determine liability
• Motor Insurance Directive provides quick compensation to victims, including where an AV
involved – insurer can then take legal action against a vehicle manufacturer under the
Product Liability Directive if there is a defect of the AV system
• AVs will be required to have third party liability insurance in-line with the directive
Connectivity
• Vehicle communication key for integrating AVs into transport system
• Safety-related services require very low latency, therefore recommended short range
communication devices (wi-fi based) on vehicles and roadside communication infrastructure
• 5G expected to be an important enabler, empower digital ecosystems around cars
• For V2V comms, commission follows EU strategy on cooperative intelligent transport
systems, is not proposing mandatory deployment of specific technologies at this stage
• However for some use cases, e.g. platooning, need for regulation to ensure standardisation of
vehicle communication protocols across brands to ensure proper response - the Commission
is proposing to regulate platooning under the revision of the General Safety Regulation for
motor vehicles
• Increasing use of radio equipment (e.g. radar) will require more radio spectrum bands –
commission will support coexistence of different radio technologies using the 5.9GHz
spectrum band
• Ongoing technical studies involving both the European Conference of Postal and
Telecommunications Administrations and the European Telecommunications Standards
Institute could lead in 2019 to an update of the relevant Commission Implementing Decision
• Potential gap in guidance on the use of 5G pioneer spectrum bands used for large scale
testing. Where appropriate, regulatory, operational adjustments will be discussed in the Radio
Spectrum Committee and/or the Telecommunication Conformity Assessment and Market
Surveillance Committee to ensure an efficient use of spectrum
Cybersecurity and data access
• Vehicle connectivity brings new threats of cyber-attacks, e.g. taking control of the vehicle
remotely
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EU rules on protection of personal data apply to any processing of personal data, including
those collected from vehicles
On 13 September 2017 the Commission adopted a cybersecurity package including a
proposal for a voluntary certification framework of information and communication technology
(ICT) products and services
UN developed guidelines for the protection of vehicles against cyberattacks, Commission
intend to implement these guidelines in the EU vehicle rules
Commission already published guidance on the certificate and security policy needed for
secure and trustful communication between vehicles and infrastructure for road safety and
traffic management related messages
CAVs will generate lots of data – potential to create new and personalised services / products,
revolutionise business models / create new ones
Will be economic competition for such data and vehicle manufacturers will have privileged
access to car data, therefore calls to the commission for legislation to ensure level playing
field, protecting consumer rights and promoting innovation and fair competition
Must be balance between fair competition / consumer access to different services / safety /
cybersecurity, and compliance with legislation on competition and on data protection
The proposed Regulation on the free flow of non-personal data (COM (2017) 495) will give
freedom to businesses to store and process non-personal data anywhere within the EU
Commission will monitor situation, consider further options for enabling vehicle data shoring
to promote fair competition in the digital single market, still ensuring personal data protection
Commission will consider the need to extend the right of public authorities to have access to
more data, e.g. for improved traffic management, monitoring CO2 emissions

Anticipating Effects of Automated Mobility on Society and the Economy
• Long term effects of AVs on transport system, economy, environment, existing jobs largely
unknown, however need to be assessed asap to mitigate any rebounding effects
• Necessary to tackle ethical issues asap to ensure technologies developed in line with
European values
• Commission possibly consider regulatory activity at EU level
• More research needed, initial expectations that CAM will positive benefits such as:
o Decrease transport costs
o Free drivers time
o Foster car sharing, therefore improve air quality and urban planning
• However these benefits could lead to more or longer journeys, increase in total traffic,
therefore increase in emissions and congestion
• Little known about interaction of AVs and other road users in mixed traffic conditions – H2020
work programme includes projects to assess medium- and long-term impacts of CAM
• Comprehensive review of studies relating to socio-economic impacts of CAVs carried out economic impacts expected to bring substantial benefits far beyond the automotive industry
but could possibly affect negatively some sectors like insurance, maintenance and repair
• Economic impacts strongly dependent on keeping pace with international competitors
• Societal gains also important – CAVs should address needs of VRUs and those currently cut
off from mobility services (e.g. elderly, disabled, remote areas)
Employment
• New technologies and services will require new skills and highly paid jobs (engineers,
researchers), plus medium skilled jobs to maintain technologies
• May reduce demand for professional drivers, however could make driving jobs more attractive
and remedy current driver shortages
• In transition phase, will allow driver to perform other tasks during limited conditions (as in
aircrafts) – more gradual transition will increase probability of negative impacts being
absorbed by the economic system
• Workers whose jobs are changing / may disappear due to automation must have every
opportunity to acquire new skills and knowledge and be supported through transitions –
recommend national schemes for up-skilling with support from European Social Fund
• Commission prioritizing digital skills at all levels – see Digital Single Market Strategy and
Skills Agenda for Europe, also ref ‘Skilful’ project
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European Pillar of Social Rights provides a comprehensive policy framework to assist in
labour market transitions through access to effective employment and social services, access
to training and adequate income support

Ethics
• AVs will have to be safe, respect human dignity and personal freedom of choice
• Commission set up European Artificial Intelligence Alliance to develop ethical guidelines for
AI, including ethical issues for AVs
• Complementary sectorial approach to AVs needed that address the transport system and
road safety
• Commission will provide dedicated forum, in collaboration with European Group on Ethics in
Science and New Technologies and European AI Alliance to facilitate ethics discussions
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A.4. European Union: Guidelines on the Exemption Procedure for the
EU Approval of Automated Vehicles
Country: EU
Enforcement level: Mandatory if seeking EU approval
Reference document(s):
EC (2019) Guidelines on the exemption procedure for the EU approval of automated vehicles, version
4.1. Technical Committee on Motor Vehicles.
Scope (e.g. SAE level):
Focus on SAE level 3 and 4 vehicles which are already being tested and are expected on a
commercial basis by 2020. In principle limited to series production vehicles – other procedures exist
for lower volumes or prototypes.
Headline:
Ensure a harmonised approach amongst member states for exemption procedures for EU approval of
automated vehicles. Specifically, harmonised best practice for national ad-hoc assessments,
streamline mutual recognition of these assessments, and ensure fair competition and transparency.
This will allow the automated vehicles to then be placed on the EU market like any other approved
vehicle.
Evidence/basis of proposal:
Not specified. EC guidelines, approved by Technical Committee on Motor Vehicles.
Summary
Procedure
Taken from Article 20 of Directive 2007/46 and Article 39 of Regulation (EU) No 858/2018
1. Automated vehicle manufacturer to apply for exemption through a Member State, specific
information to be provided (see ‘Information to be Provided).
2. Member State may grant provisional approval for that territory only, provided Commission and
other Member States informed immediately. Must describe:
o Why the vehicle is not in compliance with standard legislation and which systems /
components / technologies are and are not in compliance.
o Safety and environmental concerns considered and any measures taken.
o Description of tests and results undertaken, MUST demonstrate at least equivalent
level of safety and environmental protection compared with requirements from which
exemption is sought
3. Commission shall decide (via vote in Technical Committee Motor Vehicles) whether to grant
EC type-approval. Will clearly identify functionality concerned and basis under which approval
was granted. Decision will be made public. Approval may be time or number limited.
4. Once approved by Commission, other member states may adopt provisional approval in their
own territory.
Safety Requirements
• In automated driving mode, the AV:
o replaces the driver for all driving tasks under situations reasonably expected in the
Operational Domain (OD)
o shall not cause any traffic accidents that are rationally foreseeable and preventable
o shall have a predictable and careful behaviour and shall allow appropriate interaction
with other road users
o shall drive in accordance with the traffic rules
• The manufacturer shall declare to the type-approval authority the scope of the automated
driving mode (i.e. the OD), including as a minimum: road conditions, geographical area,
environment conditions, speed range, other conditions that must be fulfilled for safe operation.
• An automated driving system shall recognise whether or not the situation is within the set OD,
and operate only in that OD
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The system shall:
o be safe by design to cope with any situation within the OD without continuous
supervision by the driver
o ensure the vehicle will not cause any accident within the OD
o be designed to minimize potential effects of errors from vehicle users and other road
users outside the vehicle
o be able to keep a safe distance with other vehicles in front, behave cautiously and
avoid accidents where possible
o detect when it is difficult to continue in automated driving mode
OD shall be set to allow drivers to take over safely from the system

Driver / Operator / Passenger Interaction
• Activation of automated driving mode shall only be possible when conditions of OD are met
• Means shall be provided to humans (driver / passenger / operation control centre) to
deactivate or override the automated mode in an easy manner
• Vehicle shall always inform driver (or passenger / operator) about the operational status of the
system
• Driver shall be made aware of the use and limits of the automated driving mode
• If the system is designed to request the driver to take over under some circumstances, the
system shall monitor whether the driver is ready to take over driving from the system. It shall
ensure through appropriate design (e.g. driver monitoring system) and warnings that the
driver remains available to respond to take over request and prevent any foreseeable and
preventable misuse by the driver in the OD.
• For vehicles designed to operate only with no driver (e.g. driverless shuttles), a
communication function shall be provided to send an emergency notification to an operation
control centre. A camera and voice communication device shall be provided in the vehicle so
that an operation control centre can monitor the situation inside the vehicle.
Transition of the Driving Tasks
• The system may request the driver to take over with a sufficient lead time
• The system shall remain in the automated driving mode as long as the driver has not taken
over, and/or will transfer to a minimum risk manoeuvre
• The system shall be designed to enable the driver to clearly recognise the take-over request
• The system shall be able to determine whether or not the driver has taken over
Minimum Risk Manoeuvre
• When the system cannot continue in automated driving moved, it should be able to transfer to
a minimal risk condition with a minimal risk manoeuvre
• Other road users shall be informed that the vehicle is performing a minimum risk manoeuvre
• The minimum risk manoeuvre shall comply with traffic rules
Installation of Event Data Recorders
• Automated vehicles should be equipped with an on-board device that records the operational
status of the automated driving system and the status of the driver to determine who was
driving during an accident
• Data collected shall allow to assign liability in an accident, assess if the driver of the vehicle
properly reacted to the situation
• The on-board device shall be able to cope with a vehicle crash (i.e. resistant to heavy
acceleration, fire etc.)
• Data shall be stored in a secure manner, complying with EU data protection legislation,
allowing access by relevant national authorities
Cybersecurity
• Vehicle shall be designed to protect against hacking using state of the art techniques, and
comply with EU data protection legislation
• Vehicle manufacturers should take necessary measures to ensure in-use cybersecurity over
the vehicle’s lifetime, e.g. software updates
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Safety Assessment and Tests
• Automated vehicles / systems / components / technical units shall all comply to existing EU
safety regulations to the largest extent possible within the purpose
• Manufacturers must demonstrate to the Type-approval authority robust design and validation
processes of the automated system and intent to ensure the vehicle complies with these
guidelines, including submission of a safety evaluation report
• Manufacturers must demonstrate in particular that they have conduced a hazard and safety
risk assessment for the automated systems, and put in place adequate design and
redundancy to cope with these risks
• In particular systems should be designed to cope with risks that could impact safety critical
functionality due to cyber-attacks and failure (functional safety), e.g. ISO 26262 methods
• All design decisions shall be tested, validated and verified by the manufacturer as individual
subsystem and as part of the entire vehicle architecture.
• Type-approval authorities will assess safety equivalence based on the manufacturer’s safety
evaluation report, which shall include as a minimum:
o Hazard and safety risk analysis of all types of system failures and driving hazards
o Assessment that logical chart of responses to risk covers all identified risks
o Assessment of human-machine interactions
o Evidence of a minimum number of tests to verify functional and operational safety, to
include false negative and false positive scenarios. Simulation method may be used,
subject to additional validation procedures
• Type-approval authorities shall have access to the system to carry out safety assessments
• Type-approval authorities must have the necessary competences / certifications and training
to carry out vehicle safety assessments
Information Provision to Automated Vehicle Users
Vehicle manufacturers shall inform AV users of the following points using easy-to-understand
materials:
• Operational conditions of the system, scope of OD, limitations
• Means to deactivate the automated driving mode
• Driver’s task (e.g. take over for level 3 vehicles)
• Non-driving actions that a user may need to undertake (for level 3 vehicles)
• Information related to indications by HMI
• User behaviour to adopt in case of urgency
• Behaviours of the vehicle when a problem occurs with the system
• Need to conduct maintenance and software updates
Annex – Information to be Provided by the Vehicle Manufacturer
Details some specific information to be provided for each of the categories described above.
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A.5. Australia: Safety Assurance for Automated Driving Systems
Country: Australia
Enforcement level: Proposed options for mandatory regulatory framework
Reference document(s):
Safety Assurance for Automated Driving Systems: Decision Regulation Impact Statement, November
2018, National Transport Commission (NTC)
Scope (e.g. SAE level):
Primarily covers advanced automated driving systems (ADS) – nominally SAE levels 3-5, proposes
responsibilities for both ADSEs (automated driving system entities) and governing bodies.
Headline:
Proposes 4 different options for a safety assurance framework for automated driving systems. Aims to
inform a standard national approach and suggests varying levels of government oversight. Proposes
criteria for suggested self-certification by ADSEs.
Evidence/basis of proposal:
Decision Regulation Impact Statement (RIS) based on consultation RIS and multi-criteria analysis.
Prepared by National Transport Commission through research and consultation with stakeholders.
Summary
Current State in Australia:
• Highly automated vehicles expected to be available for market ~2020
• Research suggests many benefits and fundamental changes to transport, but also risks
• Current Australian transport legislation assumes a human driver, does not provide for an ADS
to be in control. Transport ministers agree government will need “end to end regulation” to be
in place to support safe deployment of AVs - aim to have this by 2020
• Currently road vehicles primarily legislated at ‘first supply’ by Motor Vehicles Standards Act
1989 1 and Australian Design Rules (ADRs). Once in-service state and territory governments
regulate licensing, registration and roadworthiness.
• Transport and Infrastructure Council (combined transport ministers of commonwealth / state /
territory / New Zealand + Australian Local Government Association) agreed to phased
national regulatory reform, led by National Transport Commission (NTC). Currently focussing
on 4 reforms:
o Safety assurance system for AVs (this report)
o Changing driving laws to support AVs
o Motor accident injury insurance review
o Regulating government access to C-ITS and AV data
• Commonwealth Department of Infrastructure, Regional Development and Cities (DIRDC)
participating in UN working party 29 (WP29) to harmonise vehicle regulations. NTC consults
heavily with DIRDC in proposing regulation reforms
• Infrastructure elements for AVs primarily overseen by Austroads
• Heavy vehicles primarily regulated by National Heavy Vehicle Regulator – may need a
different approach than to ADS installed in cars
• Transport ministers have already agreed to the proposed ‘self-certification’ model, which was
result of consultation with industry stakeholders - now determining exact requirements and
roles of ADSEs and government
• No clear internationally agreed approach:
o most national governments agree regulation will be done at a national level
o international standards only expected to address technical components
o Australia will monitor UN regulation reform through participation in WP29
 Update to UN Regulation 79 in progress but mostly applies to SAE 1-3
o important to align with other countries where possible to allow open markets
0F

Note: Motor Vehicles Standards Act 1989 currently in process of being reviewed, Road Vehicle Standards Bill 2018 currently
before senate (at time of publication) – RIS analysis assumes this will pass.

1
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A Regulation Impact Summary (RIS) is required for all government decisions likely to have a
measurable impact on businesses, community organisations or individuals – a RIS analyses
potential impacts of new policy proposals and prevents an evidence base for decision making.
First carry out consultation RIS then analyse submissions and respond, prepare decision RIS
This RIS problem statement: Under the current regulatory environment, when AVs become
ready for commercial deployment there are risks that:
o Unsafe ADSs will be deployed
o A lack of consumer confidence in the safety of ADSs may reduce or delay uptake
o ADSEs may face inconsistent and/or uncertain regulation when supplying ADSs to
the Australian market

Options for Safety Assurance for ADS
• NTC proposes 4 options for a Safety Assurance System for consideration by ministers, which
have been refined from initial 4 options based on further consultation with government and
industry stakeholders (62 responses):
o Option 1: Baseline approach
o Option 2: Administrative safety assurance system
o Option 3: Legislative safety assurance system
o Option 4: Legislative safety assurance system + primary safety duty
Option

Pros

Cons

Option 1

ADR 90/01 (forthcoming revision to 90/00),
based on UN R79, if approved, would already
allow most ADS up to nominal SAE level 3 to
be compliant. Level 4-5 could undergo nonstandard approval exemption process at local
level

Does not provide for a safety
assurance system

No cost of additional agencies to specifically
monitor and regulate ADS

Role of ADSE not defined – limited
offences/compliance/enforcement
tools for ADSE and instead liability
could fall on vehicle manufacturer

Baseline option - using
existing legislation and
regulatory instruments,
no explicit safety
assurance of ADSs

Quicker route to market

Lack of specific mechanisms target
at ADSs and ADSEs for regulating
in-service performance

Still subject to RVSA (can do recalls for unsafe Lack of monitoring of software
vehicles/components), Australian Consumer
updates or aftermarket devices
Law (bans on sale of unsafe
vehicles/components)
Basic compliance may not
sufficiently cover specific Australian
road environment or education,
training
Level 4-5 exemption approval would
vary between territories
RVSA sanctions (vehicle recall) likely
to only kick in after an incident has
occurred, and could unfairly penalise
private owners rather than ADSEs
Option 2
Safety assurance
system within existing
frameworks – based on
mandatory selfcertification against
principles-based safety
criteria, relies on
existing legislation and
regulatory instruments
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ADS recognised and regulated as a
component separate to the vehicle
ADSs would be compliant with ADRs, ADSE
recognised and treated as equivalent to
component manufacturer

Existing compliance and
enforcement measures unlikely to
cover all safety criteria for ADS inservice, e.g. compliance with road
traffic laws, education and training,
data recording

Statement of Compliance (SOC, = ADR 90/01 Existing compliance and
enforcement measures do not
including UN R79 + government defined
safety criteria) would have legislative standing include ADS specific offences, could
be difficult to target all possible
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responsible parties in all scenarios
Unclear what regulation or
processes would apply to
aftermarket fitment of ADS

Would include requirements for cybersecurity,
software updates, complex electrical systems
(all expected to be in revised R79)
Option 3

All pros as in Option 2, plus:

New safety assurance
system with dedicated
national agency –
based on mandatory
self-certification, include
new or amended
legislation to allow
inclusion of targeted
compliance and
enforcement options

Creation of new offences and compliance and
enforcement measures specific to ADSs

Additional cost and effort of creating
new legislation, enforcement
measures, and potentially setting up
a new agency

National agency established to administer the
safety assurance system

Potential duplication of roles that
exist already (e.g. DIRDC)

ADS (and ADSE) recognised and regulated
separately from the vehicle – this would
ensure ADS goes through a safety assurance
process whether first fit or aftermarket

Responsible agency
(either Commonwealth
government or other)
set safety criteria and
obligations for ADSEs

Better ability to target liable party if ADS found
to be unsafe, can de-register or recall ADS
solely, not entire vehicle which could be unfair
on private owner (in lower levels could still
drive vehicle with ADS disengaged)

New legislation / measures may
have to be very prescriptive to
capture all scenarios and could be a
barrier to further development or not
adaptable when ADS a reality

National oversight, allowing shared
intelligence between states and territories (e.g.
breaches of laws, crash data)
Option 4

As options 2 and 3, plus:

Additional cost and effort of creating
new legislation, enforcement
New safety assurance
Primary safety duty to ADSs while they are in- measures, and potentially setting up
system + primary safety service,
a new agency
- ensure ADS remains safe beyond first fitment
duty – includes all the
as far as is reasonably practicable
Potential duplication of roles that
elements of option 3
- monitor through the life cycle, unsafe
exist already (e.g. DIRDC)
plus a primary safety
behaviours more likely to be identified and
duty on ADSEs
resolved before an incident occurs
Possible undue burden on ADSEs
- allows more flexibility in risk management if and/or subjective view of what
new risks identified that were not originally
constitutes ‘safe’
known, account for advances in safety
technology
More burdensome than anything
- can be based on proven models from other
currently being proposed by other
industry, specifically Work Health and Safety
countries
law (“primary duty of care”)
- promote focus on safety, not just ‘box ticking’
attitude to self-certification
All of which would most likely result in better
road safety outcomes
•
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Multi criteria assessment methodology has been used to analyse benefits / costs and impact
of each option and provide recommendations
Safety Assurance System based around 2 processes:
o Initial safety assurance (“first supply”) – ADSEs demonstrate compliance against a
set of defined safety criteria
o Continuing safety assurance (“in-service”) – ADSE ensures ADS continues to comply
with safety requirements
Safety Assurance System should be designed to apply to ADSs that are responsible for the
dynamic driving task, does not capture driver assistance technologies such as AEB or LKA
For ADS first supply, option 2 is the recommended approach. This approach incorporates the
recommended safety criteria and obligations into the existing vehicle certification framework
(Australian Design Rules) administered by the Commonwealth government
For in-service safety, recommend further work to develop appropriate approach, in order to
better assess costs and benefits of potential approaches to in-service safety
Note that safety assurance system is part of wider reform – developed in conjunction with
changes to driving laws
Intention is that aftermarket ADS would also have to go through the safety assurance system
(if allowed at all)
Australian Design Rule 90/01 (ADR 90/01) in development by DIRDC – options within that for
‘standard’ or ‘nonstandard’ vehicle certification, could be modified taking into account option 2
to allow ADS to be certified as standard provided they met requirements for modified UN R79
and that ADSE provided Statement of Compliance

Design of proposed safety assurance system (already agreed by TIC subject to RIS)
• Administered by a government authority, preferable on national basis
• Approval decisions made on the advice of a single national government panel comprised of:
commonwealth, states and territories, NTC, National Heavy Vehicle Regulator, Austroads
• Principles-based safety criteria, capturing key risks with AVs, including matters related to:
o Safe ODD of vehicle
o HMI interface
o On-road behavioural competency, including compliance with traffic law, interaction
with VRUs
o Cybersecurity
o Driver training
o Provision of data, including interaction with enforcement agencies
• ADSEs (such as manufacturers) will be required to submit a Statement of Compliance,
demonstrating how each of agreed safety criteria have been managed. Statement of
Compliance must be submitted and approved before ADS can be introduced to market
• ADSE responsible for testing and validating safety of ADS, government responsible for
satisfying itself that ADSE applicant has processes in place to identify and manage risk –
government will not conduct independent testing or validation
• Support national consistency and cross-border travel
• In-service modifications to the ADS having significant impact on safety performance or
compliance with original approval, including over-the-air software updates, are anticipated to
require additional approval before being introduced
Safety Criteria for ADS
• NTC recommend 11 principles-based safety criteria + 3 other obligations as part of a
proposed safety assurance system (as described in options 2 – 4)
• ADSEs would have to self-certify they comply with these in a Statement of Compliance
• Note that some criteria have on-going elements relevant for monitoring in-service safety, but
under Option 2 not all criteria could be managed by the Commonwealth
• Note that not all criteria will be relevant to each ADS, an applicant can state if a particular
criteria is not relevant to them as long as they explain why satisfactorily to the governing body
• Other obligations on ADSEs recommended broadly cover:
1. Data recording and sharing
2. Corporate presence in Australia
3. Minimum financial requirements
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Proposed criteria described below – note that more detail is available in the document
(Appendix E and chapter 4), as well as full discussion on consultation responses, NTC
response to feedback, and changes to criteria based on consultation
All 11 criteria + 3 obligations relevant to ‘first supply’, starred criteria apply to ‘in-service’

Criteria

Requirement for Statement of Compliance

Safe system
design and
validation
process

The applicant must explain why it chose particular design, validation and verification
processes and how these ensure a safe technology is developed and maintained for the life
of the ADS. The life of the ADS should be set by the applicant and represent the amount of
time the applicant proposes to support the ADS, including by way of software upgrades. The
applicant’s design and verification processes should cover all safety-critical issues, such as
unsafe maintenance, repairs, physical modifications and other system failure, as well as the
ADS reaching the end of its life and no longer being supported by the applicant. For
example, the applicant could design the ADS to disengage (temporarily or permanently) or
for back-up systems to take over where safety-critical issues arise or the system otherwise
fails.
Where the ADS is supplied as an aftermarket device (rather than a device already fitted to
the vehicle), compatibility (the vehicle types the ADS can be fitted to) should be specified as
an element of system design.
The applicant should document decisions relating to the choice of design, validation and
verification processes and include empirical evidence or research to support the safety
assertions made. Such documentation could explain why particular processes were chosen.
Where applicable, the applicant should use guidance, industry best practices, design
principles and standards developed by established standards organisations.

2*

Operational
Design
Domain

The applicant must identify the ODD of the ADS and demonstrate how it will ensure the ADS
is:
▪ able to operate safely within its defined ODD
▪ incapable of operating in areas outside of its defined ODD
▪ able to transition to a minimal risk condition when outside its defined ODD.
This could include documentation outlining the process for assessing and verifying the
ADS’s functionality both within and outside the defined ODD.
The applicant should also outline how it will review and manage changes to the defined
ODD. Major changes to the ODD are likely to be significant modifications requiring the
applicant to submit a new Statement of Compliance for approval before introducing the
change into the market.

3

Humanmachine
Interface

In relation to human drivers and occupants, elements of the HMI interaction link with the
education and training criterion. The information communicated by the HMI should include,
but is not limited to:
▪ communicating to the human driver when it is safe for the driver to engage the ADS
▪ informing the human driver if the ADS is engaged and the level of automation engaged
▪ requesting the human driver or fallback-ready user take back control of the vehicle with
sufficient time for the human driver or fallback-ready user to respond, including in an
emerging hazard situation. In addition, the applicant should outline the safeguards to ensure
a fallback-ready user is actually ready to take back control. This could include monitoring by
the ADS of human readiness to take back control and alert systems where such readiness is
not apparent
▪ drawing attention to potential safety risks related to human monitoring and readiness to
re-engage with the driving task
▪ informing vehicle occupants of the ADS’s current and intended actions to allow occupants
to predict vehicle behaviour
▪ indicating whether the ADS is functioning properly or experiencing a malfunction.
In relation to parties external to the vehicle, information such as the ADS’s state of operation
should be communicated by the HMI via an external communication interface. This could,
for example, take the form of an external screen.
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The applicant must also outline how it designed and verified the HMI and reference any
appropriate international standards or agreed guidelines for HMIs.
4*

Compliance
with relevant
road traffic
laws

The applicant must demonstrate how it will ensure the vehicle operates in compliance with
relevant road traffic laws when the ADS is engaged. In particular, how the ADS will comply
with:
▪ relevant road traffic laws, including any variations in each state and territory
▪ amendments to the relevant road traffic laws when they come into force.
This could include documentation outlining the process for assessing and verifying the
ADS’s compliance with relevant road traffic laws and the process for updating the ADS to
comply with amendments to those laws.
The applicant must also demonstrate how the ADS will respond in a safe way where strict
compliance with relevant road traffic laws is not possible. This requirement closely links with
the on-road behavioural competency criterion.

5

6

Interaction
with
enforcement
and
emergency
services

The applicant must demonstrate how it will ensure that police can access accurate
information about whether the ADS is engaged at a given time, the level of automation
engaged and any handover of control requests. The applicant should also demonstrate how
it may facilitate access by police to this information in real time at the roadside.

Minimal risk
condition

The applicant must demonstrate how the ADS will detect that it cannot operate safely and
the steps the ADS will take to bring the vehicle to a minimal risk condition.

The applicant must demonstrate how it will ensure safe interaction with emergency services
(including but not limited to police, fire and ambulance services) more broadly when the ADS
is engaged. This includes interactions on-road and at the roadside.

This could include documentation outlining the process for verifying the ability of the ADS to
detect and respond to such circumstances. The steps the ADS must take to bring the vehicle
to a minimal risk condition are likely to vary depending on the reason why the ADS cannot
operate safely, other traffic and road users present, and on the level of automation engaged.
Therefore, a range of approaches to bring the vehicle to a minimal risk condition may need
to be considered.
7

On-road
behavioural
competency

The applicant must demonstrate how the ADS will appropriately respond to foreseeable and
unusual conditions that may affect its safe operation and interact in a predictable and safe
way with other road users. This could include documentation outlining the process for
verifying the ADS’s:
▪ object and event detection and response capabilities
▪ crash avoidance capabilities
▪ ability to respond to unusual events within its ODD
▪ on road interaction with other road users, including vulnerable road users

8*

Installation of The applicant must demonstrate how it will manage system upgrade risks. This includes
system
ensuring safety-critical system upgrades to the ADS are installed and do not result in the
upgrades
operation of an unsafe ADS.
The applicant must explain how it will notify registered owners/operators that a safetycritical upgrade has been installed, or is available and needs to be installed. For such safetycritical upgrades, the applicant must also demonstrate how it will:
▪ detect failures to install upgrades (including failures of automatic updates, failures by
registered owners/operators to take action when an upgrade is available or failures in receipt
of over-the-air software updates)
▪ detect system failures once upgrades are installed
▪ ensure the ADS is safely disengaged if such failures occur.
This could include documentation outlining the process for verifying the ADS’s ability to:
▪ update automatically and notify the registered owner/operator of the update
▪ notify the registered owner/operator of available system upgrades
▪ detect and respond to failures to install upgrades
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detect and respond to any system failures following the installation of upgrades.

The applicant must demonstrate how it has considered the Australian road environment in
designing, developing and verifying the ADS, including its forward planning processes to
ensure compliance with changes to the road environment (such as changes to road
infrastructure)
This could include documentation outlining the process for verifying the response of the ADS
to the Australian road environment such as interaction with road signs in various states and
territories and interaction with Australian flora and fauna.

10

Cybersecurity The applicant must demonstrate:
▪ the capacity and competency of the ADS to minimise cybersecurity threats and
vulnerabilities, including risks of cyber intrusion and other data security breaches
▪ the ADS’s ability to detect and minimise the consequences of cyber intrusions and data
security breaches that occur. Relevant consequences include those on road user safety and
consequences for individual privacy following a data breach. One way to minimise negative
effects on safety could be to include a manual override mechanism
▪ the applicant’s processes for maintaining the ADS’s capacity and competency to
minimise cybersecurity threats, vulnerabilities and consequences of intrusions and breaches
over the life of the ADS.
The applicant should refer to relevant legislation, industry standards and guidance for
vehicle cybersecurity (domestic and international) and explain how it has incorporated these
into its processes for designing, developing and maintaining the ADS.

11* Education
and training

The applicant must outline the education and training it will provide to relevant parties about
its ADS and how this will minimise the safety risks of using and operating the ADS.
Education and training should consider different types of vehicles (including light and heavy
vehicles) and different types of vehicle users. Without limiting the education and training to
be provided, such education and training should consider:
▪ training human drivers and fallback-ready users to safely disengage and re-engage the
ADS and the driving task
▪ informing human drivers of their obligations and responsibilities, particularly any fallbackready user obligations
▪ informing consumers of the ADS’s capabilities by clearly describing its automated
capability, its level of automation, use limitations, restrictions on modifications and any
restrictions of the automated technology such as the ODD
▪ facilitating the maintenance and repair of the ADS, including post-crash, before it is put
back in service

Results / Recommendations
• Note: document describes in detail: the methods for assessing options and recommendations,
detail of the individual assessments, evidence of expected benefits / costs / uptake, and
uncertainty around the analyses. Not detailed in full here but briefly:
o Multi-criteria analysis used to assess costs and benefits of the 4 options
o Primarily qualitative analysis due to lack of quantitative information and uncertainty
o Multi-criteria analysis used 5 impact categories of assessment criteria: (1) road
safety, (2) update of AVs, (3) regulatory costs to industry, (4) regulatory costs to
government, (5) flexibility and responsiveness
o Significant consultation with stakeholders undertaken to inform and refine options
o Comparative analysis scale from ‘very negative impact’ to ‘large improvement’
o Assessment gave heavier weighting to options that give greater road safety benefits
• Options 2, 3 and 4 all resulted in overall benefit relative to baseline option (option 1)
• Option 4 gave most positive potential impacts, is the preferred option of most stakeholders
• Option 3 gave similar results to option 4 but not as large benefits, though greater certainty
around costs
• Option 2 still exhibited positive impacts but to equal or lesser extent than in options 3 or 4
Final recommendation: “we recommend a composite approach that incorporates a safety assurance
system for ADSs into existing frameworks at first supply (option 2), with further work to be undertaken
to assess in-service safety duties (as included in option 4) and other relevant in-service matters.”
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A.6. Singapore: Technical Reference for Autonomous Vehicles - Basic
Behaviour
Country: Singapore
Enforcement level: Voluntary standard
Reference document(s):
Singapore Standards Council (2019) Technical Reference for autonomous vehicles. TR68: Part 1
Basic Behaviour.
Scope (e.g. SAE level):
SAE level 4 or 5. Assumed AV will be operating on public roads with mixed traffic (AV and non AV)
and that existing ‘driving rules’ have not been adapted (Singapore: Basic Theory of Driving & Final
Theory of Driving)
Headline:
Document sets out the behaviour ‘rules’ AV should follow – this is limited to driving behaviour as
defined by SAE Dynamic Driving Task (DDT).
Evidence/basis of proposal:
Committee of experts
Summary
The document also sets out hierarchy of decision-making primary aim to provide safety; secondary
aim to maintain free movement of traffic (e.g. can break rule to maintain traffic flow if safe to do so).
The following operation aspects are covered:
Safe Distances
• Maintaining appropriate speed by following speed limits (permanent and temporary), adjusting
for road geometry and to maintain traffic flow
• Driving at a safe distance to allow the AV to stop safely if the leading vehicle stops
• Object detection sensor range should be greater than braking distance plus extra to allow for
poor visibility due to weather or road geometry.
• Defines lateral distances to pedestrians while passing and AV should have ability to predict
likelihood of pedestrians or cyclist entering road
• Defines circumstances under which AV should stop to achieve a minimal risk condition
Manoeuvres
• Ability to detect and interpret traffic signals
• Lane discipline rules and signalling, lane change manoeuvres and overtaking (including
where overtaking should not occur)
• Rules for roundabouts, U-turns and pedestrian crossings
• How to negotiate junctions
AV’s conduct of the driving task
• Ability to recognise hand signals from other drivers and authorities (school patrols, police)
• How to respond to emergency vehicles
• Use of mapping and adherence to traffic signals and road markings
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A.7. Singapore: Technical Reference for Autonomous Vehicles – Safety
Country: Singapore
Enforcement level: Voluntary standard
Reference document(s):
Singapore Standards Council (2019) Technical Reference for autonomous vehicles. TR68: Part 2
Safety.
Scope (e.g. SAE level): A vehicle with SAE level 4 or 5 of automated driving for all trips within its
ODD and designed to perform sustained dynamic driving task (DDT) and its fallback without a human
driver.
Headline:
Document sets out the safety requirements for AV in terms of quality control and safety assurance
under the following headings: quality management system; safety management system; human
machine interface; artificial intelligence
Evidence/basis of proposal:
Committee of experts
Summary
Original document refers to various international standards (e.g. IATF 16949:2016, ISO 26262:2011,
ISA/IEC/IEEE 12207:2017)
Quality management system
The AV operator/developer is expected to operate an assessed quality management system
according to best practise standards.
Full quality assurance:
The AV developer is responsible for providing proof that the AV is safe and fit for its intended purpose.
Documentation should show that the system can cope with faults and faults free conditions and
external factors such as weather and other road user behaviour. This should be done at the
component and vehicle, the software a, system and deployment levels. The following should be
described:
• The basic design and function of components along with their interfaces and interactions.
• The design, function of software and software architecture including control mechanisms
• Approach to defining traffic scenarios and reducing unknowns, role of virtual, circuit level an
on-road testing (and test results), fail safe and fall back solutions, boundaries of operation.
• Allocation of competency, roles , responsibilities and accountabilities for the developer,
manufacturer and operator
A functional safety audit should be conducted according to ISO 26262.
Configuration management: Requirements and principles for AVs throughout their life cycle - covers
aspects such as component identification and version control, reproduction in a controlled manner
and identification of discrepancies between actual build and build specification.
Change management: developer/operator demonstrates their ability to control and document changes
including safety plan, change requests, impact analysis, field monitoring process, risk assessment.
Autonomous vehicle testing culture: high priority should be given to staff competency and training.
Tests should be carried out which a high degree of professional integrity and competence and be free
from pressure that conflicts with safety goals.
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Non-conformance and corrective actions: there is a need for a clear process for identifying, reporting
and (remedial) action planning where the system or its components do not operate to the required
standard.
Safety management system
Design control requirements:
•

•

description of functions including vehicle manoeuvres (steering, braking, overtaking etc),
physical structures (frame/hardware/electrical and network), service manoeuvres (doors
opening, navigation to particular destination) and manoeuvres/events that could result in
fallback or minimal risk conditions.
Description of AV operations: comprehensive set of scenarios likely to be encountered
(common and uncommon) within the ODD, including weather, road characteristics, junction
negotiation and other road users.

Hazard analysis and risk assessment:
•

•

The developer/operator must produce a comprehensive risk analysis of hazards within the
ODD and that covers a variety of situations and functions and assesses common and corner
use cases which would result in a hazardous situation when a failure occurs.
Scoring hazards in a risk assessment must be related to an existing hazard analysis standard

System safety and safety of intended functionality (SOTIF):
•

•

the developer/operator should have a mature, robust and comprehensive hazard analysis and
risk assessment process in place or comply with an industry recognised standard such as
ISO 21448.
ISO 21448 coined the term SOTIF (Safety of the intended function) which is a functional
safety concept applied to advanced automotive designed to assess functionality in relation to
the operating environment and hazardous risk decision making using sensor inputs and
processing algorithms. SOFIT is an iterative cycle of checking for the extent of risk and either
illuminating them or reducing the risk to an acceptable level. There is a need for knowledge
of known use cases and data from the real world (scenario generation) The standard applies
to design, verification and validation activities complementary to ISO 26262.

Risk mitigation strategy:
•
•
•

demonstration of how hazardous events are mitigated in the AV design or ODD. The use of
ISO26262-4:2011 is recommended.
Each hazardous event identified should be mitigated or prevented by at least one measures,
the overall mitigation strategy should be described and the implementation tested.
Remote operation: only be allowed once the AV is in a safe state/minimum risk condition; the
ODD and conditions for remote operation should be defined and documented and operator
should have training.

Validation:
•
•
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Validation practices should be demonstrated to be appropriate and complete for the intended
function. Industry standards such as ISO 26262 and ISO 21448 should be followed
Test scenarios should cover all the ODD scenarios and distribution of road users; the
described AV functionality and components for this; and cover the risk mitigation strategy both
in terms of likely hazards and to test the effectiveness of mitigation strategies. A full method
and scenario description should be provided
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Methods:
• Virtual methods (simulation) can be used for rare, dangerous, complex or repetitive
situations. Scenario creation and outcome as well as assumptions and potential
deficiencies should be documented. Virtual validation is not sufficient in itself to validate
AV safety.
• Closed road testing can be used for simple or dangerous manoeuvres as well as initial full
vehicle testing. Test setup, location and description should be documented
• Public road testing can only be done when AV is considered safe with operational
limitations and or a safety driver.

Safety of software updates:
•
•
•
•

The developer/operator is responsible for managing system software updates in a transparent
and verifiable manner and in accordance to the rest of the standard.
If the update affects the compliance of the AV system, the developer has to apply for an
extension from the regulator
all changes should be fully documented and comply with the relevant industry standards.
AV develops should maintain a repository accessible by the regulator that maintains a record
of current software status per vehicle (VIN); number of AVs effected by update; status and
success of update; record of software, timestamp and encryption; purpose, effect and severity
relating to safety, security etc of software.

Safety-related application condition: the supplier of AV equipment mush define the rules conditions
and constraints with regards to safety that require to be observed in its operation/application.
Human machine interface within the safety systems
•
•
•
•
•
•

Humans should not play a safety role in SAE level 4/5 automation but there may be a need
for HMI designs for passengers.
Current standards only apply to HMI relating to SAE level 0-2 (ISO 26262; ISO 21448) and
therefore compliance in itself is not sufficient
HMI design should be described and hazard / risk assessment assumptions relating to HMI or
controllability/misuse should be validated as true and evidence provided.
Status messages should be conveyed, as appropriate for safe operation to the passengers,
other road users, V2X connections and AV developer/operator
Appropriate situations include: AV is unavailable for autonomous driving mode, a request for
control form system to operator, exceptional driving situations (e.g. detours), need for safe
response action as a result of a system emergency.
Communication methods can be visual, acoustic, haptic or a combination, but this should be
understood by the range of users (disability and language considerations). Directions should
be easy to follow and intuitive

Artificial intelligence within the safety systems
•
•
•
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SOTIF (ISO 21448) has a role in relation to offline training including AI.
In general, use of AI during operation of AV system that influences safety and intended
function is prohibited however could be considered under certain conditions in development
or retrofit process as long as it is formally validated.
AV developer/operator is expected to provide a clear definition of the system feature that used
AI, a safety argument for the acceptable risk for safety related AI based functions
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A.8. USA: Automated Vehicles - Preparing for the Future of
Transportation
Country: USA
Enforcement level: Voluntary – guidance / department policy statement
Reference document(s):
U.S. Department of Transportation (2018) Automated Vehicles 3.0. Preparing for the future of
transportation
Scope (e.g. SAE level):
Considers automation broadly, addressing all levels of automation (SAE automation Levels 1 to 5),
and recognizes multimodal interests in the full range of capabilities this technology can offer.
Headline:
AV 3.0 includes six principles that guide U.S. DOT programs and policies on automation and five
implementation strategies for how the Department translates these principles into action. AV 3.0
outlines how automation will be safely integrated across passenger vehicles, commercial vehicles,
on-road transit, and the roadways on which they operate. AV 3.0 focuses on the automation of motor
vehicles on roadways and the roles of NHTSA, FMCSA, FHWA, and FTA, with consideration of
intermodal points (e.g., motor vehicles at ports and highway-rail grade crossings).
Evidence/basis of proposal:
Builds on AV 2.0. Incorporates feedback from manufacturers and technology developers,
infrastructure owners and operators, commercial motor carriers, the bus transit industry, and State
and local governments.
Prepared collaboratively by:
Federal Highway Administration
Federal Railroad Administration
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration
Federal Transit Administration
Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration
Federal Aviation Administration
Maritime Administration
Summary
Introduction
US department of transportation (U.S. DOT) established six principles they will use in their approach
for shaping policy for AVs:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Prioritise Safety
Remain Technology Neutral
Modernise Regulations
Encourage a Consistent Regulatory and Operational Environment
Prepare Proactively for Automation
Protect and Enhance the Freedoms Enjoyed by Americans

Implementation strategies to implement these principles:
1. Stakeholder Engagement
2. Best Practices
3. Voluntary Standards 2
4. Targeted Research
5. Regulatory Modernization
1F

Note: Appendix C of the document lists all identified Voluntary Technical Standards (e.g. SAE, ISO) and current standards
work relevant for ADS, in the areas of technology, functional area and safety. Not listed in this summary but can be referenced

2
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General policy:
- Remove unnecessary barriers, focus on voluntary guidance rather than regulations which
stifle innovation
- Rely on self-certification rather than type approval, encourage ADS developers to make their
Voluntary Safety Self-Assessments public to increase transparency and confidence in the
technology
- Provide guidance and best practices to State / local governments to support safe and
effective testing
- Department is continuing its work to preserve the ability for transportation safety applications
to function in the 5.9 GHz spectrum
- U.S. DOT will adapt the definitions of “driver” and “operator” to recognize that such terms do
not refer exclusively to a human, but may include an automated system
- Affirm U.S. DOT’s authority to establish motor vehicle safety standards that allow for
innovative automated vehicle designs, may require a more fundamental revamping of the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration’s (NHTSA) approach to safety standards for
application to automated vehicles
- Automated transit bus systems will receive tailored approach, not ‘one size fits all’
- Possibility of allowing exemptions to certain safety standards for ADS-equipped vehicles,
though only for when a human driver is still present
- Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration’s (FMCSA) intend to initiate an Advance Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking to better understand areas of responsibility between the State and
Federal governments in the context of ADS-equipped commercial motor vehicles and
commercial carriers
- U.S. DOT plans to update the 2009 Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, taking new
technologies into consideration
- U.S. DOT plans to study the workforce impact of automated vehicles
Automation and Safety
•
•
•

Automation could benefit surface transportation safety – technologies don’t have the same
errors as human (distraction, fatigue etc.), however will require careful risk management
AV 2.0 included 12 ADS safety elements – these still remain central to U.S. DOTs approach
On-road testing and early deployments important for improving performance, fixing problems
etc – delaying testing until all risks identified and eliminated will delay benefits of AVs

Roles in Automation – Federal Government
Federal government general role in transportation:
• Regulate safety performance of vehicles and vehicle equipment
• Regulate commercial operations of inter-state commerce
Role in automation:
• Establish performance-oriented, consensus-based, and voluntary standards and guidance for
vehicle and infrastructure safety, mobility, and operations
• Conduct targeted research to support the safe integration of automation
• Identify and remove regulatory barriers to the safe integration of automated vehicles
• Ensure national consistency for travel in interstate commerce
• Educate the public on the capabilities and limitations of automated vehicles
NHTSA specifically:
• Safety authority over ADS-equipped vehicles and equipment
• Authority to establish Federal safety standards – local governments cannot override these
• Authority to address safety defects found to exist in motor vehicles (Federal law requires
manufacturers to notify NHTSA of defects found)
• Current NHTSA standards assume a human in control of vehicle and impose specific
requirements on vehicle elements such as steering wheel, brakes etc. – this is unlikely to be a
barrier for ADS-equipped Level 1 – 3 vehicles, but could be issue for Levels 4 and 5 designed
to operate without human driver
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NHTSA recognizes that the accelerating pace of technological change may require a new
approach to the formulation of the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) – would
consider setting exemptions and/or more fundamental revamp
Future standards will need to be flexible and responsive, focus on performance, take into
account ODD of the AVS
Federal law does not mandate that safety testing must be physical, so could use simulation
methods

FMCSA specifically:
• Safety authority over commercial motor vehicle operations, drivers, and maintenance
• Regulates the safety of commercial motor carriers operating in interstate commerce, the
qualifications and safety of commercial motor vehicle drivers, and the safe operation of
commercial trucks and motor coaches.
• NHTSA retains exclusive authority for Federal safety standards of trucks / buses, and defects
• FMCSA retains its authority to take enforcement action if an automated system equipped to a
CMV inhibits safe operation
o Does the ADS-equipped CMV placed into operation comply with the requirements for
parts and accessories for which there are no FMVSS?
o A motor carrier may not operate an ADS-equipped CMV—or any CMV—until it
complies with the requirements and specifications of 49 CFR Part 393, Parts and
Accessories Necessary for Safe Operation
• If the ADS is installed aftermarket, any equipment that decreases the safety of operation
could subject the motor carrier to a civil penalty
• ADS-equipped vehicles that create an “imminent hazard” may be placed out of service and
the motor carrier that used the vehicle similarly fined
• FMCSA can consider whether the motor carrier has complied with the operational
requirements of the current Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations (FMCSRs) – note that
some of these will not apply to vehicles which do not require a human operator
• Motor carriers can seek exemptions to FMCSRs, would have to demonstrate equivalent level
of safety
• If FMCSA determines that State or local legal requirements may interfere with the application
of FMCSRs, the Department has pre-emptive authority
• FMCSA (in co-operation with states) have authority to set the Federal requirements for
Commercial Driving Licenses – states must follow these regs to be eligible for Federal grants
FHWA specifically:
• Supports State and local governments in the design, construction, and maintenance of the
Nation’s roads
• Administers the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) - recognized as the
national standard for all traffic control devices installed on any street, highway, bikeway, or
private road open to public travel
o MUTCD will be updated to reflect new technologies and other needs of AVs
• Quality and uniformity of road markings, signage, and other traffic control devices will support
safe and efficient driving by both humans and AVs
FTA specifically:
• Role as a safety oversight regulatory body, publish National Public Transportation Safety Plan
o Guidance to improve transit safety, repository of standards, guidance, best practice,
tools, technical assistance etc.
• Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan (PTASP) rules – new one 2018, effective 2019,
states that from July 2020 all transit agencies who operate rail (fixed guideway) or bus
services must incorporate Safety Management System (SMS) policies and procedures
o Flexible approach to evaluating safety impacts of automated buses
• Strategic Transit Automation Research (STAR) Plan – 5 year plan to advance transit
readiness for automation
Federal role in Automation Research:
• Limited role but 3 key areas: (1) removing barriers to innovation, (2) evaluating impacts of
technology, particularly with regard to safety, and (3) addressing market failures and other
compelling public needs
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Collaborates with public and private sectors and academia, shares information with the public,
and identifies gaps in public/private sector research

Additional U.S.DOT Roles:
• Promoting cooperative automation and connectivity (V2V and V2X)
o Signal Phase and Timing (SPaT) Challenge – plans to deploy V2X with SpaT
messages in at least one corridor in each of the 50 states by January 2020. SPaT
messages enhance safety and efficiency of traffic movements at intersections.
o FHWA researching how to measure efficiency and safety benefits of augmenting
automation with connectivity – e.g. vehicle platooning, cooperative lane change
• Automation to support intermodal port facility operations – maritime administration (MARAD)
and FMCSA exploring SAE level 4 truck automation at ports, particularly automated truck
queuing for delivery/collection
• Pilot testing and proving grounds – U.S.DOT does not want to favour any grounds over
others, no longer recognizes the designations of ten “Automated Vehicle Proving Grounds” as
announced on January 19, 2017
• Cybersecurity - working with Department of Justice, NIST, Federal Trade Commission,
Federal Communications Commission, Homeland Security, industry experts and other public
agencies to address cyber vulnerabilities and risks for automation technology
• Privacy – working with Federal Trade Commission to protect consumer privacy
• Rail Crossings – work with Federal Railroad Administration to identify what information
automated vehicles will need to negotiate highway-rail intersections
Roles in Automation – State / Local /Tribal Government
States / local government:
• License drivers
• Register vehicles
• Establish and enforce road rules / traffic laws
• Policy formulation
• Tort liability and insurance
Best practices for state legislatures (in addition to those recommended in Vision for Safety 2.0)
• Review and modify traffic laws and regulations that may be a barrier to AVs
• Engage U.S. DOT on legislative technical assistance – avoid creating barriers for testing an
deployment of AVs
• Avoid terminology confusion and different meanings in different states, adopt terminology
defined through voluntary technical standards (e.g. SAE)
• Assess readiness of roadways / infrastructure for AVs, e.g. quality of road markings, signage
Best practices for state highway safety officials (in addition to those in Vision for Safety 2.0)
• Consider minimum requirements for test drivers who operate vehicles at different automation
levels – collaborate with stakeholders when defining jurisdictional guidelines for testing and
deployment of AVs
• Recognise that Mobility as a Service providers have unique issues
Considerations for Infrastructure Owners and Operators:
• Take guidance from FHWA research and policies
• Support safe testing and operation of AVs on public roadways, establish consistent crossjurisdictional approaches, work with first responders to develop common best practices and
emergency response plans
• Learn from testing and pilots to support highway readiness, collaborate with AV developers
and testers to identify infrastructure requirements
• Assess workforce capacity and training needs, build capacity & knowledge to prepare for AVs
• Work with industry to understand data exchange requirements for AVs (e.g. to safely navigate
work zones, rail crossings)
• Review existing Uniform Vehicle Code (UVC) – work with AV developers and stakeholders to
review UVC to be consistent with AVs
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Consider long-term transportation planning, use scenario planning tools to assess impact of
AVs and how/where to adopt AVs for best benefits

Considerations for State Commercial Vehicle Enforcement Agencies:
• Monitor regulatory guidance by FMCSA, consider amendments to intrastate regulations to be
compatible with Federal requirements – important for maintaining eligibility for grant funding
• Work with FMCSA to develop appropriate roadside inspection criteria for examining ADS
equipped CMVs, refrain from selecting them for inspection solely because ADS equipped
Considerations for Public Sector Transit Industry and Stakeholders (Transit Bus specifically):
• New technologies / service models should be based on needs not novelty
• Establish realistic expectations (e.g. in early piloting vehicle speeds / capacity may be lower)
• Important to begin preparing the workforce for bus automation – current workforce should be
retrained to transition into new roles
• Review ‘complete streets’ policies and practices when deploying automation
• Critical that accessibility for disabled persons is considered for automated transit vehicles,
compliant with Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
• Consider public engagement / education and awareness campaigns to promote
understanding and acceptance of automated transit busses
Considerations for Local Governments:
• As owner-operators of local streets, promote AV testing on them so manufacturers can learn
in challenging environments
• Consider near-term opportunities such as increased ADAS and low speed shuttles
• Consider implications of shift from private vehicle ownership to shared use, less need for
parking but more need for curb space for pick up / drop off. May need to revise minimum
parking requirements in zoning, and understand impacts of lower revenue from parking fees
• Consider appropriate polices to manage congestion increases if people shift from mass transit
to lower occupancy AVs, zero-occupant AVs on the road for repositioning etc.
State / Local / Tribal Role in Transportation Cybersecurity
• Manage cyber risks by investing in cyber defences and infrastructure
• Allocate resources to counteract cybersecurity threats, especially in protection of critical
infrastructure
• Utilise resources of United States Computer Emergency Readiness Team (US-CERT)
Roles in Automation – Private Sector / Industry
Private industry:
• Transportation research investment
• Commercial technology development
• Promote consumer acceptance through transparency and education campaigns
• Work with policymakers to ensure they understand the capabilities and limitations of new
technologies
Demonstrate safety through voluntary safety self-assessments:
• Important role in safety assurance and transparency of how safety is achieved
• Demonstrate how they address the 12 safety elements identified in Vision for Safety 2.0 by
publishing a publicly available Voluntary Safety Self-Assessment (VSSA)
Motor carriers - consider new safety approaches for commercial operations:
• When operating commercial vehicles with ADAS / ADS, ensure personnel understand
capabilities and limitations, as well as ODD limitations
• Ask equipment manufacturers if they have completed a VSSA
• Ensure ADAS/ADS is functioning properly before activating, validate with roadside inspection
• Implement training programs to ensure fleet managers / maintenance personnel / drivers
familiar with system function and procedures to follow if malfunctions
• Be aware of maintenance requirements of ADAS/ADS
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Understand Federal / State information exchange requirements in the event of a safety
inspection or road crash – maintain records of systems using, training and operation

Considerations for private sector transit (bus) industry:
• Important that accessibility for disabled persons is considered early in the design process –
harder to retrofit. See advice from FTA on ADA requirements
• Consider human factors in the design process – HMI, ease of use, human machine
interaction etc. especially with respect to safety
• Work with FTA for robust testing
Providing information to the public:
• Try to avoid confusion through inconsistent terminology use
• For Level 1-3 ADS - provide clear easy-to-understand information on what the technology
is/isn’t capable of, when human monitoring of the ADS is needed, and ODD limitations
• For Level 4-5 ADS – provide more general information of what the technology is and how
users should interact with it (both as a “passenger” or shared road user)
Additional considerations:
• Account for all possible surface transportation conditions an ADS may encounter – e.g. rail
crossing, bicycle lanes etc. Consider these in the design testing and validation stages
• Incorporate universal design principles – design technologies to be usable by broad spectrum
of travellers, particularly those with disabilities
• Design user interfaces to be easily understandable, anticipate human factors and driver
engagement issues that may affect safety
• Engage in voluntary data exchanges to improve safety and operation of ADS, establish
industry best practice, and accelerate integration of ADS technologies
• Engage with standards development organisations (e.g. SAE, IEEE) and U.S.DOT to support
voluntary technical standards for ADS
• Follow best practice and industry standards for managing cyber risks, from design through to
deployment, and report any incidents / threats / vulnerabilities identified
• Ensure first responders and public safety officials adequately trained to interact with ADS
vehicles, both in operation and in the event of a crash where the ADS may be partially or full
disabled. Also collaborate to identify where ADS could improve emergency responses
Safety Risk Management Stages along the Path to Full Commercial Integration
Collaboration needed among manufacturers, technology developers, infrastructure owners and
operators, and relevant government agencies to establish protocols to advance safe operations in
these testing environments.
Conceptual framework for safety risk management for AVs (not mandatory and some ADS developers
may decide does not work for them):
1. Development and early stage road testing
• Significant engineering and safety analysis performed in controlled environments
prior to on-road testing to understand safety risks and implement mitigation strategies
• Typically done with prototype vehicle, aim to further develop the technology, identify
use cases and functions, test edge cases
2. Expanded ADS road testing
• ADS matured and robust V&V has been carried out, ODD clearly identified
• Build confidence in the technology within the intended operational environment,
observe system failures, receive safety driver feedback, and execute fail-safe
systems
• Still a prototype vehicle, safety driver present but as secondary mitigation, ADS
performing primary mitigation, not yet carrying members of the public
3. Limited to full ADS deployment
• Move towards commercial operation and widely engaging with the public, validate
underlying safety assumptions, gather user/public feedback, and identify fine-tuning
opportunities
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Software is stable. Software changes are centrally managed at the fleet level. Any
major change goes through new release readiness testing
All safety items (including cyber and HMI) have been addressed, near-full software /
hardware / system failure V&V have been carried out
Safety drivers (including remote safety drivers) may still be used, but roles are limited
and may eventually be eliminated. Members of public allowed in vehicles
In specified deployment areas, law enforcement, first responders, and relevant State
and local agencies know of operational protocols and administrative procedures
following a crash or other roadway event related to an AV in the ODD

ADS developers should identify opportunities to engage with U.S.DOT and stakeholders through this
process. Relevant government agencies and other authorities will continue in their oversight roles.
U.S.DOT and all federal / state / local partners will need to adapt practices and processes to account
for a mixed vehicle fleet – preparing for automation of all levels whilst still ensuring safe operation of
human driven vehicles.
Next Steps
• Modernize regulations and create flexible and transparent policy environment
• Continue to work with stakeholders and the public, promote innovation, provide confidence
and encourage public excitement, take lessons learned from other industries such as aviation
• NHTSA: consultation to identify barriers to introduction of self-certification of ADS, determine
methods to maintain existing levels of safety
• FMCSA: identify regulatory gaps for ADS, specifically inspection, repair and maintenance,
consult on issues for design, development, testing and integration of ADS
• FTA: research and support commercialisation of transit automation, assess regulatory and
other barriers
FHWA: work with stakeholders to address roadway infrastructure readiness for ADS
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A.9. USA: Automated Driving systems - A Vision for Safety
Country: USA
Enforcement level: Voluntary
Reference document(s):
NHTSA (2017) Automated Driving systems 2.0. A vision for Safety. U.S. Department of
Transportation
Scope (e.g. SAE level):
Guidance applies to the design aspects of motor vehicles and motor vehicle equipment that
incorporates automated driving systems (ADS) with SAE automation level 3-5.
Headline:
12 priority safety elements: Each element has safety goals and approaches that could be used to
meet them
Evidence/basis of proposal:
Research by Transportation Research Board (TRB), universities and NHTSA
Summary
System safety
• A systems engineering approach is encouraged and industry standards, guidance and best
practice including ISO should be adopted and followed
• The design and validation process should include hazard and risk analysis for both the
vehicle design in which the ADS system is being incorporated and where applicable the wider
transport system. Design redundancies and strategies for handling malfunction should also
be described.
• Software testing should be thorough and measurable and complement a structured
documentation of software development and change management
• All design decisions should be tested, validated and verified as individual subsystems and as
part of the whole vehicle system with full documentation
Operational Design Domain
• For each ADS, the Operational Design Domain (ODD) should be defined and documented.
The processes and procedures for testing and validating the ADS functioning within the ODD
should also be documented.
• The ODD should include the type of roadway, Geographical area (city/mountain/desert) ,
speed range, environmental conditions (light/weather) and any other constraints
• The ADS should operate safety within its ODD. When not within this the vehicle should
transition to a minimal risk condition. If level 3 automation, this could involve transition to a
receptive fallback ready user.
Object and Event Detection and Response (OEDR)
• Detection of circumstance that is relevant to the immediate driving task and the
implementation of the appropriate response.
• The assessment, testing and validation (and documentation of this) of the following is
encouraged
o ADS’ s OEDR capabilities and OEDRs should be able to address a wide variety of
foreseeable encounters e.g. police direction of traffic.
o all known behavioural competencies (ability to operate in traffic conditions e.g.
following traffic laws).
o Crash avoidance capabilities and design choices
• ADS should be able to address applicable pre-crash scenarios that relate to e.g. control loss,
lane change etc.
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Fallback (Minimal Risk Condition)
• A documented process for transitioning to the Minimal Risk Condition (Fallback) and
assessment, testing and validation is encouraged
• ADS should be capable of detecting system malfunction or when vehicle is outside of ODD
and be able to notify the driver to allow them to regain control or independently perform
Fallback manoeuvre.
• Fallback strategy should takin into account that drivers may be inattentive or impaired
• Fallback actions should facilitate safe operation, minimise erratic driving and minimise the
effects of human error (recognition/decision making) after transition to manual control.
Validation Methods
• Developing validation methods to mitigate the safety risk associated with the particular ADS is
encouraged
• Tests should demonstrate behavioural competencies (normal operation), crash avoidance and
fallback performance within the ODD
• Testing could include a combination of simulation, test track and on-road testing.
• Manufacturers/developers should work with NHTSA and international bodies (e.g. SAE, ISO)
to develop and update tests that use innovative methods and performance criteria for test
facilities.
Human Machine Interface
• As a minimum, the ADS should be capable of communicating to the driver or occupant
whether the ADS is:
o Functioning properly or experiencing a malfunction
o Engaged in ADS mode
o Unavailable for use
o Requesting control to be transitioned to the driver/operator
• The use of driver engagement monitoring should be considered where a driver may be asked
to retake the driving task in order to assess driver awareness and readiness.
• Considering a process for assessment, testing and validation of the HMI design and
documentation of this is encouraged
• Consideration should be made for the human driver, operator, occupants and other actors
such as cyclists, pedestrian and other vehicles.
• Where an ADS does not have driver controls, it is encouraged that the HMI design
accommodates people with disabilities and any remote controller/dispatcher should know the
status of the ADS at all times.
• Manufactures/develops are encouraged to follow voluntary guidance and best practice (e.g.
ISO, SAE, NHTST, American National Standards Institute)
Vehicle Cybersecurity
• Following a robust product development process based on the systems engineering approach
is encouraged to minimise risks to safety including cybersecurity threats or vulnerabilities.
• Documentation of how cybersecurity considerations are incorporated is encouraged including
actions, changed design choices, testing, ensuring data is traceable with a robust version
control.
• The reporting of incidents, exploits, threats and vulnerability (internal testing and customer
feedback) is encouraged as well as robust cybersecurity incident report plans.
Crashworthiness
• The occupant protection system should maintain its intended performance level if a crash
occurs whether or not the ADS or driver is controlling the vehicle.
• Consideration should be given to incorporating information from advanced sensing
technologies into new occupant protection systems
• If seating configurations are used that are not evaluated in current standards, an evaluation
and consideration of alternate countermeasure for occupant protection should be considered.
Post-Crash ADS Behaviour
• Methods of returning an ADS to a safe state immediately following a crash should be
considered e.g. shutting off fuel pump, move to safest possible position, preferably off road
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It is encouraged that relevant data is communicated and shared to reduce the harm of the
crash with e.g. operations centre, collision notification centre.
It is encouraged that documentation that facilitates maintenance and repair is available – this
is likely to identify the processes and equipment needed to ensure safe operation once back
on the road

Data Recording
• Data relating to malfunctions, degradation or failures are encouraged to be collected in a way
that allows the identification of the causes of crashes.
• Data should be collected for on-road testing and adopting voluntary guidance/best practice
and existing standards is encouraged
• Organisations who are testing or deploying ADS should collect data relating to crashes
involving:
• Fatal or non-fatal injuries
• Damage that requires towing of the ADS or other vehicle
• It is recommended that ADS data should be stored maintained and readily available in the
same way, including privacy considerations, as for crash event data recorders.
• Vehicle should record all available data relevant to the crash to allow reconstruction. This
should include ADS status, whether ADS or human driver was in control and when.
• The manufacture/developer should have the technical and legal capability to share data with
government authorities.
Consumer Education and Training
• The development and documentation of education and training programmes is encouraged in
order to address the differences between ADS and conventional vehicles. (e.g. for
employees, dealers, distributors, consumers). This should provide target users with the
necessary level of understanding for safe operation of ADSs.
• Manufacturers/developers, especially if testing or deploying should ensure their staff including
sales/marketing understand the technology and train dealers/distributors/customers in its use.
• Consumer education is encouraged to include things such as system capabilities/limitations,
engagement/disengagement methods, HMI, fallback, ODD parameters and things that could
alter the behaviour of ADS.
• Consider using on-road or on-track experience demonstrating the ADS/HMI before use
• Programs should be evaluated for effectiveness, routinely updated and feedback from dealers
and consumers should be taken into account.
Federal, State and Local Laws
• Documentation of how all applicable laws are intended to be addressed is encouraged – all
traffic laws should be accounted for
• In certain circumstances ADS will have the capability of handling circumstances where human
drivers brake laws to allow the continuing of a journey (e.g. crossing double lines to get
around broken down vehicle. Documentation of the process for independent assessment,
testing and validation of such scenarios is encouraged.
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